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Summary (English)
This thesis takes the biomedical engineering approach to working with and un-
derstanding the anatomy and physiology of the inner ear. The purpose is to
apply the acquired knowledge in the development of implantable hearing aids.
The so-called Cochlear Implant (CI) is a fascinating technology that without
underselling it provides hearing for the deaf. The technology faces a number
of challenges, and a part of the solution to those is closely connected with an
improved understanding of the inner ear anatomy, both with regards to the
individual patient but also to the variation in the population.
The inner ear is a relatively small structure and even with modern medical scan-
ners only the coarsest details are revealed about the specific patient anatomy. To
study the anatomy it is required to work on specimens from deceased subjects
scanned with for instance µCT. The anatomy is complex and presents several
challenges concerning data processing and analysis.
Our approach is to describe the inner ear as a statistical shape model. The thesis
covers our work with regards to data segmentation, shape characterization, de-
velopment of image registration model suited for the inner ear and construction
of statistical deformation models.
The thesis results in a series of applications relating to CIs. The shape model
can be used by CI-manufacturers for virtual product development and testing.
At the same time, it can be applied to estimate the detailed inner ear shape from
a clinical patient CT scan. This opens up for tools to optimize the programming
of the CI, such that the hearing restoration is improved.
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Summary (Danish)
Denne afhandling tager mediko-ingeniørens tilgang til at arbejde med og forstå
anatomien og fysiologien af det indre øre. Formålet er at den tilegnede viden
kan benyttes i udviklingen af bedre implanterbare høreapparater.
De såkaldte Cochlear Implants (CI) er en fascinerende teknologi der uden at
underdrive giver døve deres hørelse tilbage. Teknologien har dog en række ud-
fordringer, og en del af løsningen af disse hænger nøje sammen med en bedre
forståelse det indre øres anatomi, både med hensyn til den enkelte patient men
også variationen i befolkningen.
Det indre øre er en forholdsvis lille struktur, og selv med nyere medicinske scan-
nere kan man kun se de groveste detaljer for den enkelte patient. Hvis man vil
studere anatomien er man derfor nød til at arbejde med eksemplarer udtruk-
ket fra afdøde personer og skannet med f.eks. µCT. Anatomien er kompleks og
stiller adskillige udfordringer i forhold til data processering og analyse.
Vores tilgang i denne afhandling er at beskrive det indre øre ved en statistisk
form-model. Afhandlingen dækker vores arbejde med data segmentering, form
karakterisering, udvikling af billede-registrerings-modeller egnet til det indre øre
samt konstruktion af statistiske deformations-modeller.
Afhandlingen munder ud i række anvendelsesmuligheder relateret til CIs. Form-
modellen kan benyttes af CI-producenterne til virtuel produkt udvikling. Sam-
tidig kan den benyttes i forbindelse med at estimere den detaljerede indre øre
form fra en patient CT skanning. Dette åbner op for værktøjer til at optimere
CI-programmeringen, således at hørelsen kan genskabes bedre.
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Preface
The work presented here was carried out primarily at the Section for Image
Analysis and Computer Graphics at the Department for Applied Mathematics
and Computer Science at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU COM-
PUTE). The work is done in accordance with the programme of department’s
PhD School (ITMAN) for acquiring the PhD degree.
Associate Professor Rasmus Reinhold Paulsen has been the main supervisor
during the project, assisted by postdoctoral fellow Jens Fagertun.
A part of the research took place at the SIMBioSys group of the Department of
Information and Communication Technologies at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra
(UPF) in Barcelona under supervision by Professor Miguel Ángel González
Ballester.
The research was funded from the European Union Seventh Frame Programme
(FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement no304857. The project was titled
HEAR-EU and beyond DTU the consortium consisted of The University Pom-
peu Fabra and Alma IT systems in Barcelona, Spain, The University of Bern
and Scanco Medical AG in Switzerland and finally MED-EL in Austria. Each
of these collaborators have contributed to the material and research being pre-
sented.
The thesis revolves around data processing of inner ear specimens imaged with
µCT, from which anatomical statistical shape models are built using image
registration techniques. The building process, the models and their usage in
conjunction with applications relating to Cochlear Implants are addressed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The senses have a major impact on the life of all organisms. They are responsible
for the perception of the world around us, they help shape our experiences and
impacts our ability to interact with the surroundings. Generally life is richer
with sharp and well-functioning senses, and their function is often taken for
granted.
Humans are traditionally considered to have five senses, with sight (ophthalmo-
ception), hearing (audioception) and touch (tactioception) as the most important
or impact-full and secondarily smell (olfacception) and taste (gustaoception). By
some viewpoint balance and acceleration (equilibrioception), awareness of limbs
positions (proprioception), temperature (thermoception) and pain (nociception)
could also be defined as senses. Whatever the definition, a loss of a sensory
function is debilitating to a lesser or greater extent. Performance of the senses
tend to gradually decline with age, meaning that it affects us all in some way
sooner or later. Age related loss of functionality happens on a slow enough
time-scale that our brains can adjust to the change of perception, and we are
often not able to recognize the loss until accounted or corrected for.
Unsurprisingly, recovery of lost sensory function is today a big industry, at least
when it comes to correction of impaired vision and hearing. The markets for
eyewear and hearing aids are enormous. Optical lenses in the form of spectacles
and devices for sound amplification are common and have been around for ages.
2 Introduction
Taking a look at the historical development of these devices is a study on its
own, basically telling the story of human technological improvements [Mil11]
and of changes in society and culture. Considering the projected demographic
development with regards to increasing lifespans and a higher focus on geriatric
care, then these markets and industries are unlikely to shrink in size.
The devices and technologies holds interesting futuristic perspectives as well.
Not only will they be able to compensate for impairments, but also enrich our
sensory input with additional information. Augmented Reality (AR) is coming
closer. Devices will pick up informative or additional sensory signals and project
them into our naturally perceived sensory-landscape as an overlay or alteration,
which is not too intrusive nor disruptive. AR is a research field on its own
topic [Azu97, VKP10] and can be illustrated by the following recent cases:
• Augmented sight: Google Glasses is arguably the most prominent re-
cent case of augmented vision. The concept is basically a spectacle func-
tioning as a head mounted display where "the see-through lens could dis-
play everything from text messages to maps to reminders. They may be
capable of showing video chats, providing turn-by-turn directions, taking
photos and recording notes – all through simple voice commands" [Gol12].
• Augmented hearing: New Scientist published a feature concerning a
man with a modern hearing aid, which he had hacked. The augmented
signal was in this case information about near-by wi-fi networks that smart
phones collect. His hearing was augmented with the wi-fi network informa-
tion by letting "distant signals click and pop like hits on a Geiger counter,
while the strongest bleat their network ID in a looped melody" [Swa14].
These kind of AR technologies are perhaps more fascinating than useful and
practical at present. The hype of the Google glasses have died, and the device
saw a lot of issues during its short lifetime [New15]. It might take years for
these technologies to mature, but the future perspective is nevertheless highly
interesting.
These cases were simply meant as an introductory appetizer for why biomedical
technologies and applications are interesting with regards to the human senses,
even for someone who might not be in the immediate risk group of facing severe
sensory impairment within a short timespan.
3Sensory Bionics
However common and helpful eyewear and hearing aids are today, the amount
of sensory loss they can compensate for is fundamentally limited. They work by
shaping or altering the incoming sensory signal enough to allow the perceiving
organ to receive and interpret it properly. However, the sensory system must be
functional for this to work. At some point, the hearing or the sight can become
so impaired that no amount of sound amplification nor shaping of the light is
able to recover the sensory function adequately.
When a sensory function in general has degraded enough or is lost, more ad-
vanced biomedical technologies can come into play. This could be devices or
implants that either changes the shape, function or the activation of the sensory
system it-self or altogether replacing it. Such technologies might be referred
to as sensory bionics or neural - or sensory prosthetics. Below is a list of such
devices, which are either already on the market or being researched.
• Sight: Modifications of the eyes can take place in two ways depending
on the debilitating cause. Degradations in the focusing system (i.e. the
cornea and lens) are very common. Treatment of cataract by replacing
the natural clouded lens with an Intraocular Lens (IOL) has been an es-
tablished procedure for years [AML+84]. However, as a bionic device the
retinal implant is much more fascinating. They provide vision by using
external cameras to record the incoming light, project the signal into the
eye, where an array of implanted electrodes stimulate the remaining and
functioning retina neurons. "These devices have evolved to a level where
in current clinical trials they are beginning to restore basic visual function
to blind individuals" [OdC12].
• Hearing: A selection of implantable hearing aids is already on the mar-
kets. Most notable and widely used is the Cochlear Implant (CI), where an
array of electrodes is surgically inserted into the cochlear. The CI recovers
the sense of hearing by recording sounds externally and then electrically
stimulating the cochlear nerves in accordance with the recorded sound
signal. Only the cochlear nerve and brain is required to be functioning
properly for this to work [WD08]. It is not an exaggerated statement to
say that this device is allowing deaf people to hear.
• Balance: Vestibular implants are an emerging technology leaning on the
experiences from CIs. The target of electric stimulation is the vestibular
nerves instead of the cochlear nerve, in order to treat balance disorders.
Conditions leading to a loss of balance can be severely debilitating, so even
though a lot of research is still required, the technology has promising
prospects [ML12].
4 Introduction
A thing that all of these fascinating bionic devices have in common, is the
fact that they can only be realized through collaborative and multi-disciplinary
research. They exist on the interface between the biology and the technology,
the clinician and the engineer. When one grows stronger so does the other. It
is within this exciting area of biomedical engineering research that the present
thesis will dig into.
1.1 Focus of the Thesis & HEAR-EU
The project focuses on research and applications relating to the Cochlear Im-
plants (CI). The work presented here was part of a European research project -
called HEAR-EU.With collaborators from institutions and companies in Switzer-
land, Austria, Spain and Denmark, this fact will undoubtedly make its’ mark
on the present thesis. Certain aspects of the work presented has to considered
in the light of that.
Within the hearing aid industry, the CI-area still only occupies a minor part.
With 300,000+ recipients worldwide as of 2012 [11-13] it is not considered a
large area. However, within the field of bionics this is certainly not just research
- it is a well established technology with competing products and companies,
which in it-self is remarkable. The CI-area is rapidly growing (in 2008 the num-
ber of CI-user exceeded just 120,000 [WD08]), and perhaps one of the most
noteworthy aspects about the device is the large percentage of children receiv-
ing the implant (in 2012 the adult/child implantee ratio was approximately
58,000/38,000 [11-13]).
The CI was presented very briefly above and a more comprehensive description
will be given later. Without spoiling anything, it is safe to state that things
are more complicated than the basic description suggests. The technology is
challenged on multiple fronts and there is still a significant gap between natural-
and CI-based hearing [WD08].
Within the HEAR-EU project and the present thesis the focus is on the CI
challenges relating to biomedical engineering. The question that we seek to
answer coan be formulated as,
• What are the necessary steps of improvements that can bridge
the current gap between natural- and CI-induced hearing?
The following notion is a good starting point: Just as the lenses of ordinary
glasses and settings of a standard hearing aid need to be tailored to the specific
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user, then so should a Cochlear Implant. The CI is permanently implanted and
something conceivably much more advanced and intricate. It would be natural
to think that such a device needs to be even more rigorously user-specifically
designed and modified. Remarkably, this is not what is happening today. There
are reasons for that, and the current limitations of CIs will be more thoroughly
described later on. However the above statement still points to the core idea of
the thesis.
• Improvements to the performance of CI can be achieved by tak-
ing into account patient-specific factors.
Patient-specificity is becoming a important variable in modern medicine and
biomedical research, as exemplified with the recent Precision Medicine Initia-
tive [CV15]. Within the field of CI, the use of patient specific models could
possibly lead to improvements in the following areas:
Clinical benefits: By having patient specific computational models before
surgery it may be possible to advise on the implant type or design, which is
suited best for the recipient.
Post-operatively, a combination of a patient specific anatomical model with an
estimation or measurement of the actual electrode array placement, can provide
the audiologist with a detailed understanding of the system and facilitate means
for optimizing CI-programming [NLGD13].
• Realization of these benefits requires that an accurate and detailed model
of the CI recipients’ anatomy and physiology can be provided.
Manufacturer benefits: For the CI companies, having access to models of
the human variability in cochlear anatomy and physiology opens up possibilities
for virtual product design, testing and optimization. The electrode implant
types and designs available today is based on a ‘one-size-fits-all’ scheme (which
a bit harshly put could be called a ‘one-size-fits-few’ or even ‘none’ strategy).
In an ideal future, companies will be able to produce an implant designed specif-
ically for a recipient. However, a more immediate plausible step forward could
be the development of implants designs, which fit favorably for a certain group
or type of persons.
• Realization of these aspects requires a good understanding of the anatom-
ical variability in the population.
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Patient benefits: All of the above should separately lead to improvements in
the hearing of the CI-user. However, there is also another interesting point to
make. To the normal human our hearing is basically a black box. It works the
way it works and there is nothing to do about it really. However, this is not the
situation for CI-users. They have a permanent implant with a computer con-
trolling their perceived sound-scape. They can in theory tune and adjust their
hearing based on specific situations and environments. Today this is limited to
simple things like volume control. In order to expand upon the possibilities of
adapting hearing one needs to know how a certain scenario affects everyone, but
at the same time how that translates into specific changes for a particular user.
• To close the gap between CI- and natural hearing, one must understand
both the statistical variability in the population and the patient specific
anatomy and physiology.
The ideas and statements presented above lead to one of the concrete tasks of
the HEAR-EU project and the fundamental topic of this thesis:
• How to make a statistical model of detailed inner ear anatomy
and physiology?
The proposed solution and procedure is presented in Figure 1.1. It is a pipeline
going from the physical preparation of sample specimens to be scanned with
µCT, through various image processing steps, to end up with a statistical shape
model (SSM). The inner ear anatomy has to be studied with µCT from ex-vivo
specimens in order to generate realistic shape models with enough anatomical
detail. The shape model can describe the population variability in a sensible
manner and further be used in estimation of patient specific anatomy from CT
images.
Note, that while the pipeline (Figure 1.1) is an integral part of the HEAR-EU
project, the scope of HEAR-EU is larger and wider. The illustrated tasks does
in no way represent an equal amount of work nor difficulty. The illustration
is simply expanded to show the work-flow and the areas in which this thesis is
focused and where contributions have been made.
In general, the research conducted and presented in the thesis falls under the
field of computational anatomy. Aspects of image analysis (segmentation, reg-
istration), image processing and handling, optimization (model fitting, registra-
tion), multivariate statistics and statistical shape models and mesh processing
will appear as parts of the thesis.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis overview. A part of the HEAR-EU pipeline, but the
illustration is modified to show the flow of the thesis and the areas
in which contributions have been made.
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1.2 Thesis Objective
Condensing the statements from above leads to the main objectives of the thesis,
• Construct statistical shape models of the human inner ear and cochlea
from µCT data
– Develop registration models suited for the anatomy and modality.
– Build statistical shape models from the available data
– Set-up a fitting procedure, in order to make patient specific prediction
of cochlear shape from CT images.
• Explore how the models can be used in applications relating to Cochlear
Implants.
1.3 Thesis Overview and Reading Guidelines
The thesis is intended as a chronological report, where a given chapter usually
relies on the preceding ones, largely following the flow presented in Figure 1.1.
Certain chapters are structured in a manner that allows a reader familiar with
the particular subject to skip larger parts of it.
Most of the applied techniques have been used before in other fields, with other
kinds of data or with different applications in mind. However, the data should
not be treated as a black box, which was simply fed into a standard methodolog-
ical framework. It is ultimately the available data and the intended applications
that sets the limitations and controls the methodological choices of our work.
This thesis is therefore also intended to convey a view on the anatomy and
morphology of the inner ear, so that the reader hopefully can see the rationale
behind the project and the process.
The overall structure of the thesis:
• Chapters 2 & 3, provides ‘soft’ background knowledge concerning inner
ear anatomy, hearing physiology and Cochlear Implants.
• Chapter 4, looks at the CT and µCT image acquisition and the resulting
datasets used throughout the thesis. Various types of data processing are
described and applied, including inner ear shape characterization in a
classic morphological sense.
• Chapter 5, dwells into image registration and the challenges of establish-
ing point correspondences between the µCT data.
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• Chapter 6, is concerned with constructing statistical shape models and
procedures for fitting and using them.
• Chapter 7, goes into the various applications that the preceding chap-
ters were building towards. Most importantly is the prediction of patient
specific anatomy from CT data.
• Chapter 8, summaries and concludes the thesis.
• Appendixes A - J, holds a copy of the included scientific contributions.
• Appendix K - Table showing varying electrode designs.
• Appendix L - Table giving an overview of author contributions.
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Chapter 2
The Inner Ear - Hearing
and Balance
The goal of this chapter is to provide enough background information about
the human hearing and balance to make the thesis self-contained for a reader
unfamiliar with the subject and terminology. For the reader knowledgeable in
the human inner ear and hearing, larger sections of this chapter can easily be
skipped without significant loss of coherency with the remainder of the thesis.
In any case, the major points are summarized in Section 2.3. These points em-
phasize the presented details that are important for understanding the material
in the later chapters.
For more comprehensive and in-depth sources on the topic, the reader is re-
ferred to textbooks like Anatomy & Physiology [SSP08], Principles of Neural
Science [KSJ+12] and The Temporal Bone: An Imaging Atlas [LW10].
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2.1 The Anatomy and Physiology of Hearing
An understanding of the hearing takes place on multiple scales. The most global
perspective is illustrated in Figure 2.1, and formally divides the ear into three
parts:
• The outer ear: Consisting of the auricle and the external auditory mea-
tus this part is primarily seen as a passageway from the outside to the
middle ear. Note that the auricle plays an important part in filtering in-
coming sounds, allowing for instance the direction to a sound source to be
perceived.
• The middle ear: The system is comprised of the tympanic membrane and
the ossicles bones (malleus, incus and stapes) and resides in the middle
ear cavity. The function of the system is to convert an incoming sound
wave into mechanical vibrations.
• The inner ear: Also called the bony labyrinth because it is a closed and
fluid-filled tunnel system embedded within the temporal bone. It consists
of three overall parts - the cochlea, the vestibule and the semicircular
canals (SCC). Traversing the entire inner ear is a separate closed and
fluid-filled chamber known as the membranous labyrinth (see Figure 2.4).
The inner ear has two membrane-covered openings into the middle ear
cavity - the round (RW) and the oval window (OW). The footplate of
the stapes is connected to the oval window. This interface serves the
purpose of converting the mechanical vibrations of the ossicles into fluid
waves propagating in the cochlea. The motion of the fluid triggers electric
stimulations of the innervating cochlear nerve. The neural signal travels
to the auditory cortex of the brain resulting in a perceived sound.
2.1.1 Cochlear Anatomy
The cochlea needs to be described on finer scales for appreciating how exactly
the hearing works. The illustration on Figure 2.2 serves this purpose by approx-
imately showing the cochlea on a global-, intermediary- and finer scale.
Global scale: On this scale the human cochlea resembles a snail-like spiral
structure with approximately two and half turns, that would roughly fit inside a
11×9×5 mm box [EHWRA09]. Starting from the bottom the turns are referred
to as the basal -, middle and apical turn. The most distant point on the spiral is
called the apex. The turn direction of a left-sided cochlea is counter-clockwise
when starting from the apex, and clockwise for a cochlea in the right side.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the human ear anatomy. Image from [SSP08].
The cochlea spins around the central bony part called the modiolus. The bone
separating the different cochlear turns is referred to as the interscalae septae.
The cochlear nerve goes from the brain through the internal auditory canal and
into the modiolus at the cochlear basal turn. From here the cochlear nerve
spreads out its fibers (spiral ganglion) to all of the cochlea.
The cochlear aqueduct supplying the bony labyrinth with fluid (perilymph) en-
ters into the cochlear on the bottom of the basal turn close to the RW. The sup-
ply of fluid (endolymph) to the membranous labyrinth is through the vestibular
aqueduct located in the vestibule (see Figure 2.4).
Intermediary scale: Observing a cross-section of a cochlear reveals a division
into three chambers called scala vestibuli, -tympani and -media (cochlear duct).
Scala vestibuli and scala tympani joins together at the helicotrema in the apical
turn and is therefore technically a single chamber filled with perilymph. The
scala media is the cochlear part of the membranous labyrinth, and thus filled
with endolymph.
In a given cross-section the scalae are separated by a bony ridge called the
lamina spiralis. It extends from the modiolus into the cochlea. The basilar- and
Reissner membrane extends from the spiral lamina and goes across to join the
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soft-tissue lining of the cochlear outer wall, which is called the spiral ligament.
The region bound within the outer wall, the basilar- and the Reissner membrane
defines the scala media.
The distance from the spiral lamina ridge to the outer wall (i.e. the length of the
basilar membrane) varies linearly throughout the cochlea starting from ≈0.04
mm in the basal turn and ending at ≈0.5 mm at the helicotrema. A similar
linear variation is present for the diameter of the collagen fibers making up the
basilar membrane. The fibers are wide in the basal turn, making the membrane
short and stiff, but becomes thinner towards the apex.
Figure 2.2: Cochlear Anatomy Illustration of the cochlea cross-section on
gradually finer scales. Image from [SSP08].
Finer scale: Finally, it is worth taking a closer look into the scala media at
the organ of Corti and the tectorial membrane, as this is the functional unit
responsible for the last conversion step in the ‘sound-to-neural stimuli’ process.
The organ of Corti (spiral organ) resides on top of the basilar membrane towards
the spiral lamina. It runs along the entire cochlea spiral and measures roughly
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200 × 100 µm in a cross-section [RALE+12]. It is a structure consisting of
supporting cells and specialized sensory cells, called hair-cells due to their hair-
like processes extending from their apical end. The basal end of each hair cell is
innervated by synaptic terminals of the spiral ganglion nerve fibers. The nerves
run through the lamina spiralis to the modiolus where they join to form the
cochlear nerve.
Attached to the spiral lamina and lying on top of the organ of Corti is the
tectorial membrane. It a gelatinous acellular matrix pushing on the hair bundles
of the hair cells. This interaction plays an important role in the generation of
neural stimuli.
2.1.1.1 Anatomical variability
One of the thesis objectives (Section 1.2) is to build statistical shape mod-
els. Considering the anatomical variability therefore becomes important as well.
Reading text-books on anatomy and physiology provides mostly an artistic view
of the form and shape, and usually offer only a single stylish instance of the
anatomy. While it is an accurate rendering of the real anatomical form, it
provides no knowledge of the variability.
Understanding anatomical variances comes from observing multiple instances
of real scans or specimens, which is typically beyond the scope of general text
books to cover. It is possible to find observational studies on inner ear anatom-
ical variability [EHWRA09, KSW+98, RALE+12, ANL+14, LSK+13, SLK+13,
EJD+06]. Section 4.6.2 concerns characterization of inner ear anatomy and
variability using classic morphology descriptions.
The following observations are relevant to take note of with regards to the work
of this thesis,
• Gender: The morphology of the inner ear is independent of the gender.
Some studies find the size of the male cochlear to be slightly larger, but
considering the general inter-person variability, a distinction between male
and female morphology is unnecessary [EJD+06, SLK+13].
• Age: The inner ear is fully developed in size around the 19th gestation
week [JS04]. Postnatal growth occurs only in the surrounding structures
and the temporal bone.
• Left and right: Anatomical studies find no significant differences be-
tween the morphology of the left and right sided cochlear [ERA13, SLK+13].
For a given person there is some suggestion of strong bilateral symme-
try [RALE+12].
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2.1.2 Cochlear Physiology
This section provides a description of the cochlear functionality with regards to
the normal hearing. This should provide the physiological context to the above
explained anatomy, and more importantly introduce an absolute key concept
for understanding the Cochlear Implantation strategy.
Air-to-fluid wave conversion: Starting on the global scale, a sound wave
passes through the outer ear and is converted into mechanical vibrations of
ossicles. The system of small bones serves the purpose of making an efficient
transformation of the air-wave into a fluid-wave in the cochlear. A direct conver-
sion between the two mediums would be problematic due to the density differ-
ences. The tympanic membrane has a large surface area required for absorbing
the sound pressure wave. In comparison the footplate of the stapes-bone has
a small surface, which efficiently can induce fluid-motion in the scala vestibuli
by pushing on the oval window membrane. The bone and membrane is held
together by a ring of fibrous tissue called the annular ligament.
Mechano-eletrical transduction: The induced wave-motion of the peri-
lymph in the scala vestibuli is propagated to the remaining scalae through the
thin and flexible basilar- and Reissner membranes. The wave travels in the
direction towards the apex, returning back through the scala tympani arriving
finally at the location of the round window (RW). If the RW had been solidly
closed the wave would be reflected back causing undesirable interference. In-
stead the RW is closed with a membrane that can dampen this effect. However,
a more detailed description of the cochlea fluid mechanics is not required for this
thesis. A review of modeling of cochlear mechanics can be found in [NEAT14].
The key point to understand is that the propagating fluid wave causes vibra-
tions of the basilar membrane, which pushed the hair cells against the tectorial
membrane. This causes gated ion channels on the hair-like processes to open.
A sufficiently large influx of ions triggers a release of neurotransmitters in the
basal region of the hair cells, which can initiate a neural impulse. The compo-
sitional difference between the peri- and endolymph creates a 140 mV potential
difference between the apical and the basal portion of the hair cells residing in
the organ of Corti. This differences plays a role in the dynamics of ion transport
responsible for releasing the neurotransmitters. However, the intricate details
of neural stimulation is beyond the scope of this chapter to describe. Further
details can be found in for instance [KSJ+12, SSP08]. It is sufficient to simply
point out, that if the vibrations of the basilar membrane are strong enough,
then it causes a electrical stimulation of the spiral ganglion nerve.
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The tonotopic map: What really matters for understanding the auditory
function is the elegant relationship between sound frequency, anatomical lo-
cation and nerve impulse generation. The relationship is also known as the
tonotopic map and is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
As stated previously the basilar membrane has varying properties along the
length of the cochlear spiral. The changing width and stiffness means that
each point of the basilar membrane will resonate at a specific wave-frequency.
The cochlea works as a frequency analyzer, splitting up complex sound patterns
consisting of many different frequencies into strong vibrations at specific spatial
locations. Thus allowing frequency-based selective activation of neurons, that
the brain is then able to interpret and make sense of.
2.1.3 Hearing loss and defects
A brief description of hearing loss types are given here to the extend required for
understanding this thesis. Impairment of auditory function is divided into broad
categories dependent on where in whole auditory system the problem resides,
• Conductive: If the loss of hearing is caused by sounds being prevented
from reaching the inner ear, then it is categorized as a conductive. The
issue is located in the outer or middle ear and is typically of a mild and
temporary nature or at least amendable.
• Sensorineural: This type of hearing impairment originates from within
the cochlea and is caused by a loss or degeneration of the hair cells. The
severity varies greatly dependent on the amount of remaining and func-
tional hair cells. Sensorineural hearing loss comes with aging, but also
exposure to loud noises, hereditary conditions and even certain diseases
such as meningitis can contribute to hair cell loss. When the hearing loss
is still mild, a typical sufficient remedy is a standard hearing aid. If and
when the impairment deteriorates to a severe or profound loss, then the
CI may be a solution.
• Partial: A sensorineural hearing loss that only affects the high-frequencies
is referred to as a partial hearing loss. This corresponds to the hair cells
in the basal part of the cochlea being more degenerated than towards the
apex. The distinction between partial and sensorineural hearing loss has
implications for the choice of treatment strategy.
• Neural: Although a much rarer condition, neural hearing loss is caused
by a damaged hearing nerve or even auditory cortex. Typical causes would
be congenital malformations or head traumas.
• Mixed: A hearing loss can finally be categorized as mixed if two or more
of the above categories apply.
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Figure 2.3: The tonotopic map. The variation in the basilar membrane
width and stiffness causes it to resonate with a particular sound
frequency at a specific location. Illustration from [SSP08].
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2.2 The Anatomy and Physiology of Balance
Although not strictly required for the main line applications of this thesis, there
are however a few points in providing a brief description of the sense of balance.
One, it provides a more complete picture of the inner ear structure and function.
Secondly, there may be some relevant and illustrative statistical shape modeling
points in operating with the full inner ear, rather than considering the cochlea
solely.
The sense of balance is divided anatomically and physiologically in two parts -
the static- and the kinetic labyrinth.
Figure 2.4: Overview of the membranous labyrinth. Illustration
from [KSJ+12].
Static Balance: Within the vestibule the membranous labyrinth forms two
oval chambers called the utricle and saccule (see Figure 2.4). Both contain a
functional unit called the macula, which is a patch of epithelium bearing much
resemblance to the organ of Corti. The macula contains cells with hair like
processes called stereocilia, which are further embedded in a gelatinous mass
called otolith (equivalent to the hair cells and tectorial membrane). The hair
cells synapses with the vestibular nerve fibers. The maculae are oriented to
sense linear acceleration in the horizontal (utricle) and vertical plane (saccule).
The otoliths are weighted in such a way that a low level of stimuli is generated
constantly. The brain is always being provided information about the head
position and tilt in this way even when not in motion.
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Kinetic Balance: The three semicircular canals (SCC) make up the kinect
labyrinth. They are placed in a close to orthogonal configuration and are re-
ferred to as the anterior/superior- (aSCC), the posterior- (pSCC) and the lat-
eral/horizontal semicircular canal (lSCC) (see Figure 2.4). One end of each canal
expands into a spheric chamber called an ampulla. The non-ampullae ends of
the aSCC and pSCC joins together in the common crus (crus commune). The
functional unit resides within each ampullae and resembles the macula or the
organ of Corti. A specialized sensory epithelium called the crista ampullaris
contains hair cells that synapses with the vestibular nerve fibers. The hair like
processes of the crista hair cells are embedded in a curved gelatinous mass called
the cupula. During rotational movements of the head the angular accelerations
causes the endolymph in the SCCs to move. This exerts a displacement of the
cupula and triggers neural stimuli providing the brain with information about
the rotations.
2.2.1 Balance loss
Just as age takes its toll on the hair cells in the organ of Corti, so does the
hair cells of the saccule, utricle and ampullae degenerate with time. Balance
impairment can arise from a variety of other sources, many of which are shared
causes of hearing impairment - ranging from an infection (meningitis), ototoxic
drugs and medicines, trauma, genetic or autoimmune conditions etc.
Balance impairment is generally associated with dizziness, vertigo, disorienta-
tion and nausea. When these things take place over brief periods and occurs
infrequently, then the impact on life quality is minor. However, when conditions
are more chronic and profound, balance impairment can prevent people from
walking or even standing, and thereby be severely debilitating and arguably to
a degree much greater than deafness.
The goal of this section was not to provide a comprehensive introduction to
balance and balance disorders. The purpose was simply to point out the close
relationship between the cochlea and the vestibular region both in anatomy and
function. Building shape models of the vestibular anatomy and variability could
have potential useful applications on its own.
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2.3 Summary and Conclusion
The main points of the chapter are stated here,
• We have here provided an introduction to the anatomy and physiology of
hearing and balance. A brief description of various anatomical terminology
and concepts used throughout the thesis can be found here.
• The most important thing to understand about hearing with regards to
Cochlear Implants is the elegant relationship between hearing anatomy
and physiology. The spiral shaped cochlea is basically a sound frequency
analyzer, due to the varying width and stiffness of the basilar membrane.
This creates a very specific and unique functional relationship between
an anatomical location and the brain’s interpretation of a signal from the
cochlear nerve. This relationship leads to a profound statement, essential
for the approach taken with this thesis,
– The more accurately we can model the patient anatomy,
the better we will be able to understand and optimize the
functionality of the Cochlear Implant.
• Characterization and modelling of the cochlear shape is independent of
postnatal age, gender and whether it is left or right sided.
• A sensorineural or partial hearing loss is caused by the degeneration of
hair cells within the organ of Corti. The loss is typically not uniformly
distributed along the cochlear, and often most prominent in the basal turn
(i.e. affecting the perception of high frequency sounds).
• A short introduction to the sense of balance was also given. The close
anatomical and physiological relationship with the cochlea and hearing
means that techniques and experiences that we develop for CI-applications
could easily spill-over into development of vestibular implants.
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Chapter 3
The Cochlear Implant
The chapter is meant to provide background knowledge about implantable hear-
ing aids with a focus on the Cochlear Implant (CI). This should contextualize
the challenges which we seek to solve. A reader with a familiarity to the topic
can easily skip or skim through the sections of this chapter. The most important
points are summarized in Section 3.7.
The articles of [Loi99, ZRH+08, WD08] provide further introduction to CIs.
The information given here is mostly concerned with the biomedical and tech-
nological aspects of the CI, which has a relevance for the thesis.
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3.1 Overview
A standard modern hearing aid basically consists of a microphone, a sound
processing unit and a loudspeaker. It is a system designed to amplify (the
desired parts of) the recorded sound signal, but otherwise complete rely on
the normal hearing physiology to take care of the rest. Broadly speaking, the
Cochlear Implant (CI) replaces the loudspeaker with an array of electrodes,
which is surgically inserted into the cochlea, where it can activate the spiral
ganglion nerve fibers with electric stimulation in accordance with the tonotopic
map (see Section 2.1.2 and Figure 3.1). The brain will not be able to tell
the difference whether a nerve signal was artificially stimulated or naturally
generated. The CI is essentially a device made for exploiting the anatomical
and physiological relationship of the cochlea.
While simple in theory, it is much more intricate to actually perform in practice.
For each of the following components - making up the physical CI device and
the related actors - there are inter-dependencies, variables and decisions that
increases the complexity of the system,
• The external CI components
• The internal CI components
• The surgical procedure
• The anatomy and physiology
• The condition and culture of the recipient
Each of these points will be addressed separately below to highlight some of the
challenges and limitations currently present. In the clinical practice there are
some general aspects, which are not yet fully understood, and certain variables
are unknown or uncertain for the specific case. This lack in knowledge (both
general and case specific) results in a large variability in the hearing restoration
outcomes among CI-recipients. A few users achieve near normal hearing (at least
on some of the simpler standardized speech tests), while a few others experience
little benefits of the having the device [WD08, PPM10].
The solution is naturally to increase the knowledge and our understanding of
the system and its actors. In that regard, it is crucial to keep in mind the simple
concept of the CI,
• The more accurately one can exploit the tonotopic map, the
better the potential is for improving hearing restoration.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the human ear with CI. The external part con-
sists of a microphone and a sound processor worn on the outer ear
and the transmitter forming the connection to the internal part.
The internal part consists of a receiver/stimulator unit (barely
shown) connected to the electrode array inserted into the cochlea.
Image courtesy of Med-EL Corporation.
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3.2 External CI - Sound Processing
The external part of a CI bears much resemblance to that of a standard hearing
aid. The sound signal is picked up by a microphone and is processed in the
sound/speech processor unit. Where the output signal is normally sent to a
loudspeaker, the CI sound processor ends up sending a set of instructions to the
internal stimulator through the transmitter-receiver induction coils (Figure 3.2,
left).
The sound processing should consider not only what the user wants to hear, but
also what he/she is physiologically able to hear, and how the brain interprets a
given stimuli. Generally speaking, only the part of the sound signal within the
human frequency range (20 Hz to 20 kHz) is of interest. Noise should preferably
be discarded or dampened. Dependent on the hearing impairment of the user,
not all sound frequencies should be treated and amplified equally.
These considerations are very generic and applies to standard hearing aids and
CIs alike. However, relating it to CIs specifically adds an extra layer of con-
siderations. The output signal must be boiled down to a set of instructions to
the electrodes. This is naturally heavily dependent on the amount of available
electrodes and their location compared to the tonotopic map.
• Proper sound processing depends heavily on a patient specific model of
the electrode placement in relation to the tonotopic map and knowledge
of the hearing conditions of the recipient.
Figure 3.2: CI Components. (Left) The external sound processor and
battery, connected to the transmitter pad. (Right) The inter-
nal receiver/stimulator and the electrode array. Images from
www.medel.com.
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3.3 Internal CI - Electrode Array Design
The implant consists of a receiver/stimulator unit and a connected array of
electrodes embedded in silicone (Figure 3.2, right). The transcutaneous link
between the internal (receiver) and external (transmitter) components is made
by a pair of magnets to hold the transmitter pad in place and induction coils
to transfer power and instructions as a radio frequency signal [ZRH+08]. The
receiver unit resides in a drilled well in the mastoid part of the temporal bone.
There are some design considerations regarding this unit. For instance concern-
ing efficient power transfer across the skin and MRI safety. However, that plays
little into the work of this thesis.
The design parameters of the electrode array on the other hand is of utmost
relevance to discuss. Taking a look at the varying designs offered by manufac-
turers (Appendix K) provides little clarity as to what constitutes an efficient
design. Variations in length, the number of electrodes, the electrode spacing
etc. suggest that optimal design is one of the general aspects of CIs, which are
not yet completely known and controlled.
Number of electrodes: Considering the core idea of being able to exploit
the tonotopic map, it is reasonable to think that more electrodes is generally
better, as it would allow a denser sampling of the sound frequency domain.
However, that it is only true if the control of the electric stimulation is accu-
rate. In reality, electrodes tend to stimulate a small region of nerves, which
sometimes can cause stimulation of non-intended frequencies. This is known as
cross-talk and it degrades the quality of the hearing restoration. An increasing
number of closely spaced electrodes becomes more difficult to control, and are
more likely to interfere with each others stimulation regions. Interestingly, some
patients can recognize up to 20 different frequencies when stimulation is done
one an individual electrode basis. However, when multiple of them are activated
simultaneously in order to model complex sound patterns, then they can only
have between 6-8 useful electrodes [WD08]. Having more electrodes in the array
also means more wires and that changes the material stiffness properties of the
array, which may have an impact on how the array behaves during the surgical
insertion and the likelihood of causing trauma to intra-cochlear structures.
Array size: There is also the array length and the insertion depth to consider.
The immediate obvious choice should favor a long electrode, which can cover the
entire cochlear spiral (a deep insertion). The exact length would ideally depend
and vary on the specific anatomy of the recipient. However, deep insertions are
more difficult to achieve and are more likely to cause damage to internal cochlear
structures [ZRH+08]. For recipients with a partial hearing loss (impaired in
high frequencies), it is favored to do a shallow insertion and rely on the natural
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hearing for the lower sound frequencies. Precisely because of this, an alternative
to the CI is the so called Electro Acoustic Stimulation (EAS) approach. This
device is basically a CI with a short electrode array combined with a standard
hearing aid.
• In summary, a good electrode array design depends on the hearing condi-
tions and anatomy of the recipient, material properties allowing for safe
insertions, and the capabilities of which complex sounds can be repre-
sented.
3.4 Surgical Procedure
The typical surgical procedure starts with an incision behind the ear. An im-
plant well is drilled in the mastoid bone to fit the receiver unit. A tunnel is
drilled through the temporal bone to the middle ear cavity, providing direct ac-
cess to the round window (RW). The RW membrane is cut open, and the array
of electrodes is threaded into the scala tympani with little control of the implant
placement from the surgeons side. The round window is covered up with bone
residuals, which will solidify to a provide a seal of the cochlea.
This insertion through the round window is a standard approach, although
there are plenty of varying ways, in which it can be done. The finer nuances of
different surgical approaches is not within the scope of this thesis to discuss. It
is sufficient to note, that the aim of a successful surgical procedure is to,
• Insert the array in the scala tympani to the desired insertion depth, prefer-
ably with the electrodes close to the spiral ganglion nerves.
• Avoid damage to intra-cochlear structures and preserve the natural hearing
in cases where this is desired.
Achieving this is primarily challenged by the lack of control over the implant
behavior during insertion. The surgeon can only gently push the array further
into the cochlea from the RW entrance. Deeper insertions are less likely to
obtain good implant placement. The array can fold and move in a backward
direction, or be blocked or get stuck due to some anatomical malformation or
irregularity. Forcing the electrode further into the cochlea increases the risk of
damaging the spiral lamina, or rupturing through the basilar membrane to have
the array pass into the scala vestibuli. The rigidity and stiffness properties of
the array and the insertion angle at the RW conceivably influence how the array
behaves during insertion, but this is generally not well understood. The lack of
control means that the final position of the electrodes per default is unknown.
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Simply stated, deciding on the surgical strategy is therefore a trade-off between
the desired insertion depth (i.e. length of electrode array) and the risk of trauma.
One opinion favors atraumatic insertion over better cochlear coverage. No one
knows what treatments will become available in the future, and since many
CI-recipients are children, doing no harm takes precedence.
Imaging: Although the use of imaging techniques does not provide additional
control over implant behavior during insertion, the possibility of having knowl-
edge about the recipient anatomy pre-operatively or being able to assess the
implant placement post-operatively can still be a valuable aspect of the surgical
procedure.
Pre-operative imaging is usually done with CT, but MRI could be used as well.
No matter the choice of modality, the resolution of the images is low considering
the small size of the inner ear. Only little anatomical information can be directly
extracted from the data. Today, pre-op imaging is mostly used for assessing
whether there should be any structural malformations influencing the drilling
access and the cochlea insertion path. Certain pathological conditions can ossify
the bony labyrinth, which obviously could change the surgical strategy.
Post-operative imaging is only feasible with CT, since the metallic parts of the
CI are not really compatible with MRI imaging. Metal artefacts can also degrade
the quality of a CT image, but to a much lesser extend. The images still have
a low resolution, in the sense of observable inner ear anatomical information.
However, since metal is strongly contrasted it is easy to identify the positions
of the electrode contacts for validating the success of the implantation.
Note that CT imaging (whether pre- or post-op) is not standard practice ev-
erywhere. The use of ionizing radiation is administered with care, especially
since many CI-recipients are children. The benefit of taking the images must be
crystal clear, before the given radiation dose can be justified.
In summary,
• the lack of positional control of the array during insertion means that
the electrode array behavior and final placement depends the recipient
anatomy and the material properties of the electrode array.
• CT imaging is a valuable source of information for assessing both the pre-
and post-operative aspects of the surgery. However, the immediate content
about the inner ear anatomy in the data is limited.
• without post-op CT imaging the electrode positions can only be assumed
known for use in the speech processing.
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3.5 Recipient Anatomy and Physiology
The major dependency relating to anatomy and physiology is naturally the tono-
topic map. The relationship was theoretically described in Chapter 2. The prac-
tical formulation of the link between an anatomical position, x, in the cochlea
and the perceived frequency, f , is known as the Greenwood function [Gre90],
f = A (10ax −K) (3.1)
where x is the fractional length along the cochlear spiral starting from the
apex and ending in the basal turn. A and K are species dependent constants,
with A = 165.4 and K = 1 recommended for humans. The constant a is
conserved across mammalian species after scaling with cochlear length, meaning
that a = 2.1 if x is measured in relative length of the cochlea, or a = 0.06 if x
is measured in mm from the apex.
Note from Eq. 3.1 that the only dependency is the cochlear spiral length. The
number of turns and other cochlear shape characteristics are not included in the
model. It is possible that more advanced functional models could exist, but this
is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate. Nevertheless, the placement of
the electrode array in relation to anatomy is important. As stated above in Sec-
tion 3.4 the exact anatomical details are not well known in the specific recipient
case, and the surgeon lacks control over the finer placement of the electrodes.
This information is therefore typically unknown (and assumed perfect). The
use of imaging (pre- and/or post-operatively) is the obvious solution to remedy
this situation. Being able to measure or estimate the cochlear length and find
electrode contact positions can add a lot of valuable information for controlling
and optimizing aspects of CI procedures.
• The tonotopic map and the Greenwood function are central aspects to
take into consideration, and pre- and post-operative imaging is an obvious
way for acquiring knowledge about this.
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3.6 Recipient Conditions and Culture
The biggest variable for hearing restoration outcomes is arguably the individual
CI-user. Since no two persons are identical, the CI design and actors should
be uniquely defined in an ideal world. Some important and noteworthy specific
factors are presented in the following.
Conditions: The age of the recipient is an immediate variable to consider.
The risks of trauma during surgical insertion and the use of ionizing radiation
in imaging can be assessed quite different whether the intervention is made for
an infant or an elderly. Broadly speaking, when it comes to child recipients the
earlier the intervention the better the hearing outcome and development of lan-
guage and speech skills can be achieved [PPM10]. This explains why CI-surgery
is regularly done in infants before the age of 1 year. Bilateral implantation
generally results in better outcomes, but as it obviously involves two surgeries,
twice the cost etc., this is not the automatic choice for a recipient of any age.
The absolute age is not the only time-related factor to have an influence. Longer
periods of sensory deprivation has a negative impact on CI hearing restoration
outcomes, most likely due to neural tissue degeneration or changes in nerve
connections in the brain [WD08]. The duration of deafness before implanta-
tion therefore has an impact on what level of restoration that is achievable.
Broadly speaking, post-lingually deafened persons recover better with a quick
intervention, and pre-lingually deafened adults fare worse the older they are.
Finally, the type and severity of the hearing loss may favor a full insertion or a
strategy aiming to preserve natural hearing in certain frequencies. As already
stated, CI design and programming depend on this patient specific factor.
Culture: The ability to hear has a great impact on human communication and
interaction. Arguably, this is the primary function of the hearing. However, it
is important to note that language and speech is a product of culture. They are
extremely difficult to master without the ability to hear, but hearing alone is not
enough. For example, any person with a latin-based native language will find
it difficult to learn and understand an oriental language like Japanese. Being
hearing impaired will only make it more difficult.
The gained benefits of a CI is therefore heavily dependent on post-operative
language and speech therapy. Essentially the brain needs to learn how to hear,
interpret sounds and put it into a greater social/cultural context, and this is
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naturally a hard and long training process. A key influence to hearing restora-
tion outcomes is therefore the motivation of the recipient and the support from
his/her family and immediate social network.
There is an additional curious note to make regarding CI efficacy dependency
on culture. Some languages might be better suited for certain implant designs.
There are languages relying heavily on using tones (Mandarin for example),
i.e. where the sound pitch varies the meaning of words. Such a cultural aspect
affects the way proper sound processing should be done for that population
type [ZRH+08].
The major point from this section is that,
• In order to optimize the CI for a specific user, it is necessary to know the
context and culture of the general population, as well as the user specific
conditions.
3.7 Summary and Conclusion
Even though the idea of making a device to exploit the tonotopic structure of the
cochlea seems simple and elegant, it is next to impossible to do perfectly. There
is a large variation in hearing restoration outcomes, which can be attributed to
the many different aspects and variables that are not controlled or known in the
specific user case,
• During surgery the electrode array is blindly threaded into the cochlea
with little control over the final placement.
• Electrode arrays designs are very generic, and the process of choosing a
model suited for a particular user it not fully understood.
• Imaging is the source to provide more information about how to optimize
certain aspects. However, the possibilities and potential lying within the
data is not yet exploited.
Chapter 4
Image Data and Data
Processing
The rest of the thesis builds upon images and data of the temporal bone and
the inner ear. Several different types of datasets were acquired and made avail-
able throughout the project. They form the basis for our understanding of
the anatomy, the reasoning for the methods that we developed to describe the
anatomical shapes and the limitations in our built models. A chapter describing
the nature of the datasets, their acquisition and processing is therefore a proper
starting point.
First an overview of the datasets is provided in Section 4.1 for quick refer-
encing. The imaging modality and sample preparation dictates what kind of
anatomy that is observable in the data, which is described in Sections 4.2 and
4.3. Segmentation and extraction of surface models from the data is covered
in Section 4.4 and 4.5. Finally, Sections 4.6 is dedicated to additional data
processing steps.
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4.1 Dataset Overview
The various datasets are summarized in Table 4.1 and a brief description given
in the paragraphs below. Note that these datasets do not constitute all of the
available data within the HEAR-EU project. There are additional scans of
full heads and other specimen samples, both with and without implanted CI
electrode arrays. However, as this thesis focuses on the process of building and
validating statistical models of shape, this is merely how the data is bundled
together and referenced meaningfully for the work presented.
Table 4.1: Overview of datasets
Dataset
Name
Dried Thiel TUM
Anatomy Temporal
Bone
Inner Ear Cochlear +
Vestibule
Sample Prep. Drying Thiel-
fixation
Freezing
Modality ‘CT’/µCT CT/µCT µCT
No. Samples 17/18 14 1
Segmentations yes no yes
Resolution
µCT [µm]
16.3 7.6 5.9
Resolution
CT [mm]
0.15 0.15 -
Type Pre-op Pre-op Pre-op
Dried dataset: This dataset consist of 20 dried temporal bone samples from
the anatomical collection of the University of Bern. They were scanned using
µCT (Scanner type: µCT 100, Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland),
and corresponding ‘CT’s were generated by downsampling the data to an ap-
propriate voxel resolution.
One dataset was completely abnormal and not comparable to the remaining
datasets. Another sample lacked almost all of the lamina spiralis and was
therefore also excluded. Finally one data sample had a damaged posterior semi-
circular canal, and can therefore only be used in certain situations. This explains
why Table 4.1 states 17/18 samples. The 18 usable samples contain a segmenta-
tion of the inner ear as one complete and closed object. Corresponding surface
models were extracted (Section 4.5), and the samples were parameterized using
landmarks (Section 4.6.3) and heat maps (Section 4.6.4).
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Thiel dataset: This dataset comes from 8 unique cadaver heads preserved
in a thiel solution. A region of the temporal bone around the inner ear was
cut out and provided 14 usable samples, which were scanned both with CBCT
and µCT (Scanner types respectively: ProMax 3D Max, Planmeca, Finland and
µCT 100, Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland).
Some of the samples had fluid retained within the cochlea. This gives a signifi-
cantly different appearance in the µCT images (See Figure 4.2). Dependent on
the context in which the data is to be used, it could therefore be divided into
subcategories.
TUM sample This dataset consists of a single human frozen sample, which
was described in the work of Braun et al. [BBS12]. The region of the semi-
circular canals was not retained in the preparation process, in order to fit the
specimen in a smaller container and scan the sample at a higher resolution
(Scanner type: µCT 50, Scanco Medical AG, Brüttisellen, Switzerland).
The data has good contrast between certain intra-cochlear structures, which
allows for a segmentation of the cochlea scalae, a cochlear partition (approx-
imating the basilar membrane), the stapes and the surrounding bone. With
these structures segmented, the dataset constitutes the basis for a detailed com-
putational model of the cochlea anatomy. Both surface models and heat maps
(Section 4.6.4) were calculated for the sample.
4.2 Modality
The anatomical information in an image depends heavily on the modality used.
In this thesis only CT-based techniques are considered - namely CT/CBCT and
µCT.
CT scanners are designed to image large structures, for example whole heads
or bodies. A typical voxel size is in the order of 0.1-0.4 mm. The data is not
always acquired isotropically, and the slice spacing can be significantly coarser
than the in-plane resolution. For imaging of the inner ear, the clinical CT can
provide a lot of useful information about the anatomy surrounding the bony
labyrinth. However, the relative small size of the inner ear, means that only
vague and rough information can be gained about the cochlea anatomy. No
intra-cochlear details are present, and even the complete spiral characteristics
can be difficult to recognize (See Figure 4.1). Post operative imaging with CT
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is great for assessing electrode placement, but the metal artifacts only makes it
more difficult to characterize the anatomy from the images.
µCT systems on the other hand are designed to scan small specimens or extrem-
ities, for example hands and feet. The achievable resolution of µCT depends on
the size of the object and the allowed dosage (the latter only relevant when scan-
ning living beings). Although not strictly defined, µCT images typically have
voxel sizes in order of 5-50 µm. It is not possible to achieve this kind of resolution
on whole human heads, so imaging of the inner ear has to be done on ex-vivo
specimens of the whole temporal bone or samples cropped even more closely
to the bony labyrinth. This way it becomes possible to observe intra-cochlear
anatomical details, while still retaining a representation of the complete inner
ear or cochlea. The thin bony processes of the interscalae septae and lamina
spiralis are well contrasted even up to voxel sizes of approximately 50 µm. The
basilar and Reissner membranes are normally only properly seen at resolutions
below 10 µm, but this is also highly influenced by the sample preparation (see
Section 4.3).
Note, that other modalities in principle can be used for imagning of the inner ear.
MRI typically struggle with bone structures, but the fluid within the labyrinths
and the nerve fibers can be imaged with good quality [LW10]. Techniques such
as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) allow for imaging of the cochlea on an
even finer scale, such that a small region the organ of Corti and the hair-cells
can be studied [RALE+12]. However, imaging techniques often has a trade-off
between the level of detail and the size of the imaged region. In regards to this
project, we are aiming for modalities that can image the entire inner ear.
To summaries,
• Imaging of the inner ear with µCT provides data on a scale where it is
possible to see intra-cochlear structures, while still being able to image the
entire inner ear or cochlea. However, for humans it can only be acquired
ex-vivo.
• Clinical CT/CBCT is the only commonly used modality to provide patient
specific information about the inner ear or cochlea anatomy. However, the
level of detail provided is very vague and coarse.
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Figure 4.1: Imaging Modality. The image slices (middle row) showing the
inner ear have respectively 0.15 mm and 46 µm voxelsizes. This
corresponds to the approximately finest level of detail achievable
with CT and a coarse µCT.
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4.3 Sample Preparation
The preparation and processing of ex-vivo specimens also have an impact on
the quality and usability of the obtained data.
First, there is the actual physical preparation to consider. A suitable region
of interest has to be extracted. This is dependent on whether the intended
application requires the full temporal bone to be imaged, or if the bony labyrinth
is sufficient. Note that the inner ear is a structure embedded within a dense
bone, so it is a tricky task to cut out a region around it.
Secondly, there is the choice of staining and fixation consider. It is not just
a matter of preserving the sample without significantly altering and damaging
the anatomy. Various types of staining can be used to enhance the contrast
of structures. The specimens presented in this thesis were either dried, frozen
or stained with a thiel-solution. The effect is illustrated in Figure 4.2, and the
implications for the datasets are described below.
Dried: Bones can efficiently be preserved by drying. The technique is however
rather destructive as it removes all soft tissues. For the temporal bones samples
(when scanned with µCT) it is possible to clearly see the lamina spiralis and
the interscalae septae. The data provides a detailed overall description of the
bony labyrinth. The boundary between the middle ear cavity and the inner ear
is non-existent, as the oval and round window membranes are not present.
Thiel: The samples from this dataset were stained in a thiel-solution, as this
technique should preserve the mobility and flexibility of tissues. A region around
the inner ear was extracted from the excised temporal bones. When imaged
with µCT it is possible to see the basilar membrane and the spiral ligament.
However, the Reissner membrane is not visible, but whether this is due to a lack
in imaging resolution or the fixation is not known. Unfortunately, the majority
(9 out of 14) of samples had retained fluid within the bony labyrinth disturbing
the contrast of structures (see the comparison in Figure 4.2). The fluid-filled
specimens resembles the dried samples to a large extent.
TUM: Only the cochlea and the majority of the vestibule was retained from
the physical preparation of this specimen. No fixation technique beyond freezing
was applied. The sample was thawed before imaging in a µCT scanner. Neither
the spiral ligament nor the Reissner membrane was visible. However, a structure
forming a partition between the cochlear outer wall and the spiral lamina was
visible. This partition is obviously related to the basilar membrane, but it also
suggests that some degeneration and structural alteration of the spiral ligament
has happened in the preparation process (see [BBS12]).
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In summary, the available ex-vivo specimens have the following characteristics
when imaged with µCT,
• The data is generally able to give a full representation of the bony labyrinth
of the entire inner ear.
• Only a few of the samples describe the appearance of the basilar membrane
and the spiral ligament, and a distinction of the scala media/membranous
labyrinth is not possible in any of the data.
Figure 4.2: Sample preparation. Thiel-fixation provides excellent con-
trast of intra-cochlear anatomy, when the endo- and perilymph is
drained out. Although difficult to see, the freezing procedure used
for the TUM sample preserves a thin representation of a cochlear
scala partition.
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4.4 Segmentations
Image segmentation is the process of defining regions in the image data belonging
to the same anatomy or structure. It typically involves a grouping of voxels
sharing similar intensities, spatial location and connectivity.
Performing segmentations of the datasets serves multiple purposes. First, it
facilitates simpler and better performance of other image processing and analysis
tasks. Secondly, it becomes possible to extract 3D surfaces to represent the
anatomical structures, and finally a proper segmentation can serve as a ground
truth for evaluating the performance of other procedures.
Formally the task can be described as follows. Given a typical intensity volume,
D, where each of the N voxels are characterized by some value, d.
D = (d1, d2, . . . , dN ) , di ∈ R (4.1)
Segmentation is then the process where each voxel is assigned a label value, l,
from a set of K possible classes corresponding to an anatomical structure,
L = (l1, l2, . . . , lN ) , li ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K} (4.2)
Image segmentation is a research field on its own. Establishing an automatic
procedure is difficult, and in medical image analysis it is often necessary impose
a priori anatomical knowledge in some way.
There is some published work on segmentations of the inner ear anatomy (see
the review of Ferreira et al. [FGT14]), but these are mostly limited to clinical
modalities. Very little work exists regarding segmentation of µCT data from ex-
vivo specimens except for the work of Poznyakovskiy [PZK+11]. The approach
taken is a contour segmentation of the cochlear scalae from 2D cross-sectional
slices, which lies in planes perpendicular to the cochlear centerline direction. The
anatomical preparation of the samples does not immediately correspond to our
data. The differences in data quality and visible structures etc. makes it difficult
to directly transfer what otherwise looks like a promising segmentation method
to our data. In any case, within the work of this thesis, segmentation is seen more
as a practical task to be solved, rather than being cast as a research problem.
Development and validation of a fully automatic segmentation procedure would
have been time-consuming, and as the µCT samples are limited in number, such
a procedure was not a priority to acquire.
Fortunately, there are a variety of different existing software tools and packages
that can readily be used to facilitate the segmentation process. The datasets in
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this project were segmented using either ITK-SNAP [YPH+06], Seg3D [CIB14]
or AMIRA. The former two are open-source packages and the latter a propri-
etary software. Because it is a time-consuming task, onlt the dried dataset and
the TUM sample were segmented. The resulting data is illustrated in Figure 4.3
and additional details described below.
Dried: The segmentation of the dried samples contain only a single class, which
represents the bony labyrinth. The rest is considered background. Note, that
there is no separation between scala tympani and vestibuli.
The bulk of the segmentation was done with a semi-automatic level-set based
method [OS88]. Manual corrections were required for handling obvious errors
and undefined boundaries, such as the openings into the middle ear cavity. The
use of a semi-automatic tool was critical for achieving smooth and rounded
segmentations and for reducing the amount of manual work. Despite of that, a
full segmentation could easily amount to approximately 12-15 h per dataset.
TUM: The segmentation process of this dataset is described in [BBS12]. It
contains a label for the bony labyrinth (cochlea only), the cochlear partition,
the surrounding bone, the round window membrane and the stapes. Some minor
additional manual corrections were made to the segmentation. A small hole in
the partition was closed, and some irregular noise was smoothened away.
Because of the segmented structures this sample is an excellent starting point
for building a computational model of the cochlea.
To recap,
• The dried dataset and the TUM sample (Table 4.1) contain manual seg-
mentations, L, of observable anatomical structures.
– The dried samples were segmented as a single object of the bony
labyrinth.
– The TUM sample contain the cochlear part of the bony labyrinth and
a cochlear partition. This makes it suitable for building an anatomi-
cal computational model.
4.5 Surface Models
The objective of this processing step is to extract surface models from the seg-
mentations. Working with the data as volumes can be tedious. Visualization of
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Figure 4.3: Data Sample Segmentation. The shown labels are: Bony
labyrinth (blue), cochlear partition (orange) and bone (red).
3D structures is particularly difficult using single slices. Defining landmarks and
measuring dimensions of objects is much easier when the true 3D representation
of the object is considered.
Once a segmentation, L, of a data sample has been obtained it is possible to
extract a surface model, S, corresponding to a specific segmentation label. The
model consists of a set of points/vertices, Z ∈ R3, and a structure connecting
them in polygons. A triangle mesh is the only type of connectivity considered
in this thesis, and the surface extraction is made in two steps, starting with an
isosurface polygonization using Marching Cubes [LC87] followed by a Markov
Random Field surface reconstruction [PBL10].
The Marching Cubes [LC87] algorithm is almost synonymous with a tool for
polygonizing an object described by an implicit surface. However, applying it
directly on a segmented voxel grid can result in a low quality triangular surface
mesh. The rough mesh is however a good starting point for various surface
reconstruction techniques, that can re-estimate the implicit surface better, and
refine the polygonization to obtain a smoother mesh where the triangulated
connectivity is more regular. Extracted surface models are shown in Figure 4.4.
The mesh vertex density and the mesh quality are the most important aspects
of the surface models to consider. Enough vertices should be included to make
a decent representation of even the small detailed structures like the lamina
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spiralis, but having an excessive amount of vertices and triangles is mostly a
computational burden. Since the applications of our work relates to computa-
tional models, the mesh should preferably have a good quality (i.e. no degenerate
triangles), but any specific criteria would be application dependent.
In summary,
• The segmented datasets (Table 4.1) have corresponding 3D surface models,
S, representing the anatomical structures.
Figure 4.4: Surface Models Generation. Surfaces models are extracted
from the segmented volumes. (Lower left) The initial mesh is
rough and is therefore refined to obtain a smooth and well formed
triangulated surface model. (Lower right) The TUM sample also
contains a mesh of the cochlear partition.
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4.6 Additional Data Processing
The data processing steps detailed in the preceding sections can be considered
the core and minimal required steps. Based on those it would be possible to
begin the process of building shape models, which is the topic of the subsequent
Chapters 5 and 6.
However, instead of blindly tackling the shape modelling task, it can be ben-
eficial to gain some a priori knowledge about the data. The content of the
following subsections represent different ways of processing the data in order to
make some sense and structure of it.
1. Initial rigid alignment of data.
2. Characterization of inner ear morphology
3. Cochlear skeletonization
4. Heat propagation through the cochlea.
4.6.1 Initial Rigid Alignment
The goal of this processing step is to remove translational and rotational differ-
ences between the samples through rigid transformations. During µCT scanning
the specimens are placed in sample-holders, but the individual orientation is ran-
dom and unknown. Many types of data processing are typically simplified by
defining and placing the data in a consistent position and direction in a global
coordinate system.
The approach taken here is also described in Contributions A and B. It is based
on the extracted surface models, but can be applied to the volumetric data as
well. The idea is simply to fit an ellipsoid to the points of each surface mesh and
align the axises (the mathematical formulation is very similar to the principal
component analysis described later in Section 6.1.1). In principle, any type of
rigid alignment procedure could be used instead of the one suggested here.
The translational differences were removed by moving the inner ear center of
mass to the origin of the coordinate system. This simple operation is accom-
plished by subtracting the mean vertex position from all vertices. Let Σi be
the 3 × 3 covariance matrix of the mesh vertex positions of the i ’th dataset
(after the translation). The eigenvectors, Wi, of Σi provides a rotation matrix,
which when applied transforms the surface points to the principal component
directions (equivalent to the major axises of the fitted ellipsoid). The procedure
and result is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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This alignment procedure is robust due to the asymmetry of the inner ear shape.
However, the sign of a principal direction among the datasets could potentially
be opposite to each other. To handle this, one dataset is defined as the reference,
and it should then be ensured that all other (moving) datasets are properly
oriented compared to it by performing a simple check procedure. The bounding
box (following the axis directions) of the reference and of the i ’th moving point
cloud is split up into a coarse 6 × 2 × 2 grid of voxels. The vertex density,
ρij , within the j ’th voxel is calculated, as the number of vertices over the voxel
volume. The sum of squared grid vertex-density differences can be used as a
check metric, ∑
j
(
ρij − ρRefj
)2
(4.3)
It is tested if an axis-flip of the moving dataset would result in a lower metric
value, and if that is the case the flip is kept. While there is no guarantee for
this to work in all cases, it has worked flawlessly for our limited number of µCT
data samples.
Figure 4.5: Initial Alignment Procedure. Ellipsoids are fitted to the sur-
face models, which have random orientations and placement to
begin with. Using the ellipsoid axises for aligning the inner ears
works well due to the asymmetric shape.
4.6.1.1 Alternative Procedure
The above described initialization procedure cannot be used for all types of
data and images, as it requires a segmentation (to obtain the surface model)
representing the full inner ear.
We set-up and rely on the following alternative procedure, when the ellipsoid
fitting is not a possibility. It is a two-step approach starting with a landmark-
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based transformation followed by a rigid image registration (details about image
registration models are given in Chapter 5). Four landmarks are manually placed
as illustrated in Figure 4.6. There is a landmark at the round window, one at
the modiolus center in the basal turn, one at the apical turn center (coinciding
with the central axis) and finally the point on the cochlea inner wall intersecting
the line from the round window to the basal turn modiolus center.
These landmarks can be reliable placed even in clinical CT images [WVW+14],
which makes the procedure versatile and generically applicable. Accurate place-
ment of the landmarks is not essential, as the follow-up refining rigid image
registration can handle and compensate for smaller inaccuracies in the land-
mark positions.
Figure 4.6: Landmark-based Initial Alignment. An alternative initializa-
tion procedure based on four manual landmarks (orange points)
can be used in cases where the data sample is not segmented or if
the semi-circular canals are not present.
To summarize, two rigid initialization procedures have been introduced,
• One for aligning segmented ex-vivo µCT samples of the inner ear, which
is based on ellipsoid fitting.
• The other relies on manually placed landmarks and is applicable to the
remaining types of CT/µCT images.
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4.6.2 Morphological Characterization
Before attempting to do more advanced modelling of the shapes, it is sensible
to establish a basic understanding of the inner ear anatomy and variability in
the acquired data. It is important to consider if our data is representative of
the normal anatomy. In order to explore this, we look into how the inner ear
anatomy is normally characterized by clinicians and anatomists.
In Section 4.6.2.1 we present previous publications describing inner ear morphol-
ogy using approaches and data similar to ours. We then measure the morphol-
ogy of our data samples for comparison, treating the cochlear and semicircular
canals (SCC) separately in Section 4.6.2.2 and 4.6.2.3 respectively.
4.6.2.1 Previous Work
The morphology of the inner ear has been studied for decades. With the de-
velopment of better and more advanced imaging techniques the measurements
have generally become more sophisticated, accurate and precise. Any CT-based
measurement is simply much more uncertain than if measured on µCT. Mor-
phological descriptions in older studies also tend to follow varying measurement
definitions. The goal of Verbist et al. [VSC+10] was to establish a consensus on
how to define a cochlear coordinate system and have consistent morphological
definitions to some extent. Studies published after 2010 therefore tend to define
morphometrics more consistently, which makes the reported number easier to
compare. Even though there are plenty of good studies of cochlear morphology
in the literature, we confine ourselves within this thesis to focus only on newer
publications where the imaging and data processing strategies have a degree of
similarity to ours - i.e. measurements based on µCT scans of humans specimens.
Lee et al. and Shin et al., 2013 [LSK+13, SLK+13]: These two pub-
lications from a Korean research group study the morphology of respectively
the cochlea and the semi-circular canals (SCC) based on 39/40 formalin-fixed
human temporal bones scanned with µCT (voxel size of 35 µm). Intra-cochlear
anatomical details were hardly visible in the images, but whether this is due to
the formalin fixation or the imaging procedure is not clear. The data is pro-
cessed to obtain 3D surface models - presumably using a threshold segmentation
with some post-processing steps. Several different morphometrics are measured
manually on the surfaces, and the numbers are given in Table 4.2 and 4.3 respec-
tively. A statistical analysis comparing the cochlear sizes of male and female
subjects showed no significant difference between genders.
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Avci et al., 2014 [ANL+14]: This study is based on 16 formaldehyde fixed
samples, which were µCT scanned and reconstructed with varying isotropic
voxel sizes ranging from 8-36 µm. The contrast between intra-cochlear struc-
tures were strongly diminished due to retained fluid in the cochlea, similar to
our experiences with the thiel-fixed samples. The cochlear morphometrics were
measured manually from the image data and the numbers are stated in Table 4.2.
4.6.2.2 Cochlear Morphology
From the consensus of [VSC+10] the morpho-metrics describing the overall
cochlear shape can be defined as follows (see Figure 4.7),
• Cochlear Length is the distance from the center of the round window
membrane to the cochlea outer wall following a line tangential to basal
turn plane going through the central axis.
• Cochlear Width is the outer wall to outer wall distance in the basal turn
following a line orthogonal to both the length and central axis.
• Cochlear Height is the distance from the bottom of the basal turn to
the center of the apical turn following the cochlea central axis.
Figure 4.7: Measuring Cochlear Dimensions. The cochlea length (blue),
width (purple) and height (red) is manually measured following
the definitions of [VSC+10].
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We have manually placed the points allowing us to measure the cochlear mor-
phometrics in both the dried and the thiel datasets. The metrics for the TUM
sample were measured in [BBS12]. The first order statistics are given in Ta-
ble 4.2. The measured morphometrics are in good agreement with the values
from the literature.
Table 4.2: Comparison of Cochlear Morphology
Study [SLK+13] [ANL+14] TUM Dried Thiel
Sample
Size
39 16 1 18 14
Cochlear
Length
[mm]
9.7 ± 0.3 9.2 ± 0.4 - 9.6 ± 0.5 9.3 ± 0.4
Cochlear
Width
[mm]
7.0 ± 0.3 7.0 ± 0.3 7.7 7.0 ± 0.3 6.6 ± 0.3
Cochlear
Height
[mm]
3.8 ± 0.2 4.4 ± 0.3 4.1 4.0 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.2
4.6.2.3 Semicircular Canals Morphology
There is no consensus on how to define and measure the morphology of the
semicircular canals (SCCs). Typically the radius, thickness and angles between
the SCCs are reported.
Manually measuring the morphometrics is tedious work and the results inher-
ently have some inaccuracy and noise. For the cochlear case described above we
had no better solution. However, for the SCC morphology we have developed
a more unbiased approach. Our strategy is to estimate the best torus to each
canal, which is accomplished in two steps.
Step I: The region of each SCCs is marked in the surface models. Although
this is manual work, it does not need to be very precise. The marked regions
are shown in Figure 4.8. Note, that for simplicity we do not mark vertices in
the common crus, and since the ampullae ends of the SCCs can be distinctively
different from a torus-shape they are not marked either.
Step II: Given a 3D point cloud, we wish to estimate the parameters, µ, of the
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Figure 4.8: SCC Morphology by Torus Fitting. The vertices of the SCCs
are marked manually (left) and the best torus fit is estimated
(right).
torus that gives the closest fit in a least squares sense:
arg min
µ
∑
i
d(pi,S(µ)) (4.4)
where d(pi,S(µ)) is the distance between the point, pi, and the torus, S(µ),
described by the following parameter vector.
µ = (x0, y0, z0, nx, ny, nz, R, s) (4.5)
The generic torus shape is illustrated in Figure 4.9 and is defined by a center
point, (x0, y0, z0), a torus plane normal, (nx, ny, nz), the torus plane radius, R,
and finally the torus cross-sectional radius (thickness), s.
The mathematics of fitting a torus shape to a point cloud is described in [LMM98,
Sha98]. The solution for Eq. 4.4 can be found numerically as an optimization
problem. A good initial guess of the parameters, µ, is always required to ensure
convergence to the correct solution.
Initial parameter guess: The torus size parameters (R and s) can be chosen
as the average values from the literature on SCC anatomy [LSK+13]. The
positional parameters (the torus normal and center point) are more tricky to
initialize, as they are dependent on the chosen coordinate system, position and
orientation of the data. However, in our case we have already rigidly aligned
all of our samples to a common space (see Section 4.6.1). The initial center
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Figure 4.9: Torus definition. A torus described by two parameters control-
ling size and six for position and orientation.
point is simply estimated from the SCC center of the mass (COM). However, as
the shape is not a complete torus, the COM is shifted away from the vestibule.
We compensate for this by moving the COM closer to the coordinate system
origin by a factor that we experimentally found to work well. Finally, we fit an
ellipsoid to each SCC point cloud. The third and smallest axis gives a decent
initial estimate for the torus plane normal.
The results of our SCC estimates are given in Table 4.4. Statistics can be
made almost directly on the estimated tori parameters. To study the angular
relationships between SCCs, we can simply calculate the angles between two
tori normals,
cos θ = ~n1 · ~n2 (4.6)
where the vectors are assumed to have unit length.
The torus radius and the angles between the canals are in good agreement.
The estimate of thickness seems consistently smaller than the values from the
literature. This could simply be influenced by the differences in voxel resolution
and the segmentations of the data.
In summary,
• We have made ground truth measurements of simple cochlear and SCC
morphometrics for our datasets. These can be used for validations later
on, and suggest that our data is morphologically normal.
• We have presented a novel and unbiased method for estimating SCC mor-
phology based on torus fitting. This approach has to our knowledge not
been attempted before.
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Table 4.3: SCC morphometric statistics from [LSK+13]
Metric Statistic aSCC lSCC pSCC
Radius, R µ± σ [mm] 3.6 ± 0.2 2.9 ± 0.3 3.6 ± 0.2
Thickness, s µ± σ [mm] 1.0 1.5 1.2
Angle, θ
∠ASCC µ± σ [◦] - 84.4 ± 4.2 92.1 ± 3.5
∠LSCC µ± σ [◦] 84.4 ± 4.2 - 86.2 ± 2.4
∠PSCC µ± σ [◦] 92.1 ± 3.5 86.2 ± 2.4 -
Table 4.4: SCC morphometric statistics of the dried samples
Metric Statistic aSCC lSCC pSCC
Radius, R µ± σ [mm] 3.5 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.4
Thickness, s µ± σ [mm] 0.6 ± 0.1 0.8 ± <0.1 0.7 ± 0.1
Angle, θ
∠ASCC µ± σ [◦] - 84.5 ± 5.8 90.6 ± 3.1
∠LSCC µ± σ [◦] 84.5 ± 5.8 - 91.5 ± 4.7
∠PSCC µ± σ [◦] 90.6 ± 3.1 91.5 ± 4.7 -
4.6.3 Cochlear Skeletonization
Comparing the shape of two cochlear spirals quantitatively is not immediately
an easy task, and there is not necessarily one unique description or solution to
use, as it depends on both the intended application and the desired accuracy.
For example, in order to use the Greenwood function (Eq. 3.1) it is sufficient to
describe and compare the cochlear using only a 1D space-curve representing the
distance from the apex. However, when working with the design and function
of the CI electrode array, the exact surface 3D geometry has to be considered.
In this section we briefly present one of our approaches for describing the shape
of the cochlea. The methodology was one of our contributions presented in
Paper A.
From the starting point it is assumed that a surface model, S, of the bony
labyrinth is given (see Section 4.5). Additionally we manually define the apex
point, ~A, the central axis direction, ~n, and the edge of the lamina spiralis as
a point set, Zspiral, consisting of approximately 100 points going in an ordered
direction between the round window and the apex (see Figure 4.10, left). Us-
ing this information we can make a cochlea skeleton structure, from which we
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can define a naive parameterization of the cochlear spiral described as a set of
corresponding pseudo-landmarks, ZLM.
For the i ’th dataset we first create a parametric description of the cochlea skele-
ton using Zspirali , from which we determine 37 corresponding positions on the
skeleton with equal arc-length, ZSi . Secondly, we extract planar surface cross-
section at each of the 37 points, p, in ZSi . The cross-section plane is determined
by the tangent of the skeleton at p. Each cross-section of the surface mesh is
then parameterized using 40 points. The central axis direction, ~ni, provides the
reference for orientation and starting point in each cross-section parameteriza-
tion. These cross-sectional points together with the apex landmark provides a
set, ZLMi , of 1481 corresponding surface pseudo-landmarks. The process and
the result is illustrated in Figure 4.10. Note that establishing pseudo landmarks
in the apical region of the cochlear can lead to some conflicting ambiguity, as
the cross-section can intersect one another. To avoid problems from this, the
most apical part was not included.
There is a certain amount of noise and inaccuracy in this approach of modelling
the cochlear shape due to the manually defined input. It is a rather ad-hoc
procedure, developed as other approaches of skeletonization to our experience
did not immediately work on our data samples. The biggest weakness is arguably
the lack of pseudo-landmark placement in the apical region.
In summary,
• The cochlear spiral of the dried dataset samples (Table 4.1) have been pa-
rameterized with a point set, ZLM, of 1481 corresponding pseudo-landmarks.
Figure 4.10: Cochlear Parameterization. Starting from a cochlear surface
model with the apex, central axis and the lamina spiralis edge
defined (left), a curved cochlear skeleton is extracted (middle).
Cross-sections of the surface are parameterized from the skeleton,
to provide a description of a cochlea shape based on correspond-
ing pseudo-landmarks (right).
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4.6.4 Heat Distribution of the Cochlear
There is another less naive way to define a parameterization of the cochlear
spiral, than the skeletonization approach described above. The methodology is
based on calculating the heat propagation through the cochlea. It was intro-
duced as one of our contributions in Paper B and it is briefly recapped here.
Starting from a segmentation, L, of the bony labyrinth (see Section 4.4), we
wish to describe the heat propagation through the segmented object going from
a source point manually defined in the cochlear apex to the sink placed in the
coordinate system origin (0,0,0) (note, that the data was aligned in a common
coordinate system as described in Section 4.6.1). Fixing the heat values at the
two extremes, the heat distribution throughout the region can be solved as a
steady state solution of a partial differential equation. A volume, H, corre-
sponding to the segmentation is generated, but where each voxel of the bony
labyrinth class is assigned a heat value, h,
H = (h1, h2, . . . , hN ) , {hi ∈ R | 0 ≤ hi ≤ 1} (4.7)
Intuitively, the assigned heat intensity is related to the relative distance to the
apex. Illustrations of the heat distributions in both the volumetric data and on
the surface models are given in Figure 4.11.
This approach is arguably more versatile than the pseudo-landmark description
based on skeletons (See Section 4.6.3). The main drawback of the procedure
is that it cannot properly handle a region representing the entire inner ear.
Propagating heat through the semi-circular canals has to be handled differently.
In summary,
• A map of the heat propagation, H, through the cochlear spiral has been
calculated for the samples belonging to the dried dataset and the TUM
sample (Table 4.1).
4.7 Summary and Conclusion
Scanning samples with µCT is a great source of detailed anatomical information.
Acquiring the samples is however a long and hard process. The number of
available samples is limited, and it is therefore crucial to make the most of it.
We have in this chapter presented a variety processing steps, so that we have
high quality representations of the data available.
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Figure 4.11: Cochlear Heat Maps. The segmentation of the bony labyrinth
(upper left) is enhanced with an intensity value relating to the
distance from the apex (upper right). Two example heat distri-
butions shown on surface models (bottom).
• Table 4.1 provides an overview of the available datasets used in the sub-
sequent chapters.
• Clinical CT images provide a rough representation of the inner ear, but it
is the only data source for living CI-recipients.
• µCT images of the inner ear can only be acquired ex-vivo, but contain
valuable anatomical information, such as intra-cochlear structures.
• All datasets have been rigidly aligned in a common global coordinate sys-
tem.
• Segmentations, L, of the dried dataset and the TUM sample have been
obtained, and corresponding 3D triangulated surface models, S, extracted.
The cochlear of these samples have been naively parameterized using a set
of pseudo-landmarks, ZLM, and using a heat distribution, H.
• The morphometrics of the cochlear and the semicircular canals were mea-
sured.
– The measurements were manually made for the cochlear legth, width
and height.
– The SCCs dimensions were estimated using a novel torus fitting pro-
cedure
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Chapter 5
Image Registration
Image registration plays a major role in statistical shape modeling with its’
ability to create dense correspondences between volumetric data samples in a
meaningful way. For this thesis, an effort has been put into the area and almost
all of the scientific contributions contain aspects of image registration to some
extent. A separate chapter is therefore devoted to introducing the topic and
making the connections between the contributions.
The chapter contains two parts. First, a part that covers the underlying basic
image registration theory and terminology. The notation introduced here fol-
lows the framework of elastix [KSM+10] and will appear in other chapters of
the thesis. A reader familiar with image registration concepts can lightly read
through this initial part, as there is no novel registration theory being presented.
The second part of this chapter introduces why image registration of the inner
ear anatomy is challenging and the efforts taken to solve the problem. A de-
scription, comparison and evaluation of the different image registration models
used for building statistical shape models is given, in order to provide some
additional context to the contributions of Papers A, B, C and I.
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5.1 Theoretical Framework
The theory provided here is not meant to fully cover all aspects of the broad
topic that is image registration. Comprehensive reviews and sources for un-
derstanding of the theory and applications could for instance be the following
references [MV98, HBHH01, RSH+99]. As the formulations and terminology
used here closely follow that of elastix [KSM+10], the manual to that software
package is naturally also a good source for further information.
Image registration is the task of finding the spatial relationship between two
datasets. The registration of the moving dataset, IM, towards the fixed, IF, is
formulated as a (parametric) transformation, Tµ, where the vector, µ, containing
the p-parameters of the transformation model is found as an optimization of the
cost function, C, potentially in multiple stages.
µˆ = arg min
µ
C(Tµ, IF, IM) (5.1)
An image, volume or dataset should in this context be considered one and the
same thing. That is a 3D voxel grid defined in a common coordinate system by
an origin, a voxel spacing and a grid size (Figure 5.1), and where each voxel is
associated with an intensity value. Unless clearly specified, it can be assumed
that everything in the following concerns 3D data.
As hinted above, a registration model is composed of several main components:
• Transformation Model
• Cost Function
• Multi-resolution Scheme
• Optimization
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the basic image registration. Each image is defined
by an origin (x0, y0), a pixel/voxel spacing (dx, dy) and a size
(m,n). The registration model is an optimization problem that
finds the transformation that aligns the fixed image to the moving
image (Tµ : IF → IM).
5.1.1 Transformation Model
The transformation model, Tµ, defines the type of movement or deformation
that is possible and it can either be global or local.
Global: These transformations are characterized by having relatively few pa-
rameters, p, they are invertible, and when applied they affect the entire image in
a consistent manner. The most basic is the pure translation (p = 3). Adding ro-
tations yields the rigid transform (p = 6). The similarity transformation (p = 7)
further allows for isotropic scaling. Finally the affine transform (p = 12) that
also includes shearing.
Local: These transformations are also called deformable, non-rigid or free-
from deformations. The main point is that they can affect one region/voxel of
the image independently from one another. Different types of local transforms
exist, but the thesis is only concerned with the B-spline transformation model
(illustrated in Figure 5.2). A grid of nodes is defined in the domain of the
reference image. Each node has 3 degrees of freedom (3 parameters) to specify
the local deformation.
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There are plenty of aspects to consider with such a transformation model. First,
is the choice of the B-spline grid spacing. A distance too large can yield a
poor result, simply by having too few parameters to adapt the structures in
the desired manner. If the grid spacing becomes too fine, there is the risk of
over-fitting to noise in the data, but the main concern is the huge amount of
parameters (especially in 3D) and its effect on the optimization complexity. It
increases computational time and perhaps more importantly also the amount
of local minima in the cost function, making it difficult to reach the desired
solution.
Secondly, as these transforms only have very local support, it is important that
the fixed and moving voxel grids are closely aligned to begin with. The desired
correspondences or solution should not be too far away. The typical strategy is
to initialize the registration with a global transform (see Section 4.6.1) before
applying a local non-rigid one.
Thirdly, many local transformations are not invertible, which can have some con-
siderable implications when the registration is part of larger pipeline or frame-
work. In these cases, the choice of fixed and moving image can be important to
consider.
Figure 5.2: The B-spline transformation model. Consider having a de-
formation vector placed in each of the grid node points, which can
vary independently and thereby model local image variation.
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5.1.2 Cost function
A typical cost-function can be stated in the following manner,
C = α · SSim(µ, IF, IM) + (1− α) · P(µ) (5.2)
where α is a weighting factor between an image similarity term SSim and a
regularization term P. Additional terms can be added to the cost function
together with extra weighting factors (β, γ, ...) if appropriate for the problem.
Similarity Metric: The image similarity term is a measure of the goodness
of the fit between IF and the transformed moving image IM(Tµ). The metric
is to be chosen based on the nature of the input images and their histograms
(illustrated in Figure 5.3).
The most common and simple metric is the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD).
It assumes that the image intensities compares directly. The SSD can be used
for mono-modal data, but unless the same scanner and acquisition settings were
used, the intensities of the images might first require a normalization of some
kind. This can generally be handled by using the Normalized Correlation Coef-
ficient (NCC) instead. This metric assumes only a linear relationship between
intensities, making it less strict and generally suitable for images that have the
same visual appearance (for instance CT-µCT registration). In multi-modal
cases where the intensity distributions and the image appearances are not im-
mediately similar, one should use a more general applicable similarity metric
based on Mutual Information (MI) [MCV+97]. Finally, in the special case of
a registration between binary volumes (segmentations) one can use the Kappa
Statistic (KS) instead of the SSD.
Regularization: Regularizing terms are added to the cost-function in or-
der to constrain or guide the optimization and can be based on physical con-
straints [RMBJ03], shape priors [BvdHL+13] or basically anything that fits the
problem. Regularization is rarely required for global transformation models,
but it is very common with local transforms. The high number of parameters
typical for a deformable transformation provides so much freedom, that some
restriction is often needed to efficiently find a good solution.
Two types of regularization play an important role in the work of this thesis.
First, there is the general applicable Bending Energy regularization, PBE(µ),
which restricts the transformation parameters to prevent fold-over and extreme
local deformations [RSH+99]. Secondly, there is the use of anatomical land-
marks, SCP (µ,ZF ,ZM ), where corresponding points sets are provided for both
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the fixed, ZF , and moving, ZM , datasets [BSL+11]. The Euclidean distance
between two landmarks is sought to be minimized, thereby acting as a regular-
ization or similarity term to the registration.
Figure 5.3: Image Histograms and Similarity Metrics. The appropriate
similarity metric depends on the histograms of the data. (Top
row) Image intensities of A and B compare directly. (2nd row)
Linear relationship between the intensity distributions. (3rd row)
No apparent relation between distributions can be seen. (4th row)
Special case with binary volumes - i.e. segmentations or labeled
images.
5.1.3 Multi Resolution Scheme
The point of the performing registrations in multiple stages is to start coarsely
and then gradually refine the procedure. This is sometimes referred to as a
pyramid. It aids the optimization both with regards to the amount of parameters
included in the transforms (transformation complexity), and with regards to
the level of detail in the images themselves (data complexity). It is a valuable
strategy for avoiding local minima in the cost function, and for having a more
computationally efficient registration [LA99].
Transformation complexity: The idea is to gradually increase the amount
of transform parameters for each level. The first thing to do is initialization
with a global transform. However, this will in some cases not be considered a
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stage of the pyramid, but rather a stand-alone registration (see Section 4.6.1).
In any case, to reduce the transformation complexity for a B-spline model the
grid spacing should gradually be reduced for each resolution instead of running
with the finest spacing all the time.
Data complexity: By using downsampling and/or smoothing of the images
certain high frequency features are blurred away. This makes it easier to es-
tablish an optimum of the similarity metric. It is most commonly done with a
Gaussian kernel where the width is gradually decreased for each resolution.
Note, that within the multi-resolution component it is also possible to change
other parts of the registration model for each resolution. This could for instance
be the weightings of the cost function terms (Equation 5.2), so a stronger em-
phasis is put on a certain behavior at the different stages.
5.1.4 Optimization
This component is concerned with the task of finding the minima of the cost
function. Optimization is a research field in it-self. The challenge is often finding
a balance between speed and accuracy.
There are many different solvers, which can have various settings to fine-tune
in order to get a good result [KSP07]. To avoid this additional complexity, all
registration models in the context of this thesis are solved with the Adaptive
Stochastic Gradient Descent [KPSV09]. This is the recommended solver within
the elastix framework, and it has a few additional settings that control the
convergence rate. However, there is an option provided for automatic estimation
of these settings, which was experienced to work well.
However, some parts of the optimization is worth controlling and tweaking.
This would be the maximum number of iterations per resolution, the subsam-
pling strategies and the use of sampling masks as these can notably affect the
computation times and the accuracy of the optimization. It is not required that
the cost function is evaluated for all voxels for each iteration. It is sufficient
and faster to rely on a subset of samples, that can be randomly re-drawn every
iteration. Further, it is possible to spatially focus the drawn samples to specific
regions of the volume by supplying a binary mask of the fixed image.
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5.1.5 Transformation Direction
There is one additional aspect worth noting. In the elastix framework a
transformation is defined as going from the fixed image domain to the mov-
ing (Tµ : IF → IM).
This might sound counter intuitive, as the tentative description of a registration
model is a procedure, which aligns or deforms the moving image to the fixed
image. The reason for this choice of direction, is to be found in the operation
of applying a transformation to the moving image. To generate IM(Tµ) a new
‘empty’ voxel grid is initialized with (typically, but not required!) the dimensions
of the fixed image. Each voxel, xi, should then be assigned an intensity value.
The coordinate of the voxel is transformed (xi(Tµ)) and if it lands up in the
domain of the moving image, then it can be assigned an intensity value based on
an interpolation of the surrounding voxels. The moving image is in practice re-
sampled in the domain of the fixed image, and it therefore has a computational
advantage to have the transformation direction specified the way it is.
For global transformation models this notion of transform direction hardly mat-
ters as they are invertible. However, the implications are rather notable for the
non-diffeomorphic B-spline model and how the transformations play into the
larger framework of shape modeling (addressed in Chapter 6).
Allowed operations: The following B-spline transformations are well defined
once the registration problem (Eq. 5.1) has been solved,
• Calculating IM(Tµ): It is straightforward to deform the moving image
and/or the corresponding segmentation. This is simply the re-sampling of
IM in the domain of the fixed image.
• Transforming ZF (Tµ) or SF (Tµ): Let ZF and SF be respectively a point
set and a surface model defined in the reference domain (see Section 4.5).
Applying the resulting transform moves or deforms the points or vertices
directly to the domain of the moving image. It is the same underlying pro-
cess as for calculating IM(Tµ), except that the points are not necessarily
voxel centers, and the part about interpolating values and the re-sampling
of a new image is skipped.
Problematic operations: The following transformations can however not im-
mediately be carried out,
• Calculating IF(T−1µ ): This is to be understood as the operation of re-
sampling the fixed image in the domain of the moving image. However,
there is a potential workaround for doing the operation on a segmentation
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or labeled volume, L (see Section 4.4). Having extracted the surface model,
SF , of the fixed dataset, this can be transformed instead (see above). It is
then possible to make a discretization of the closed surface model, to turn
it into a binary volume in the desired moving voxel-grid domain. However,
it is still not possible to project the image intensity values in this manner.
• Transforming ZM (T−1µ ): It is not immediately possible to deform a point
set ZM nor a surface model defined in the moving image to the fixed
image domain. The operation also has a workaround based on applying
the transformation to a segmentation or binary image LM (see above).
After the deformation the surface model can be reconstructed (see Sec-
tion 4.4). The draw-back is that the surface mesh model is regenerated
with a different mesh structure and with new vertices. Any potential point
correspondence to other surface models is therefore lost in the process.
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5.2 Registration Models and the Inner Ear
During the course of the project several different registration models were de-
veloped and used for working with the anatomy of the inner ear/cochlea. Most
of these models are presented separately in different contributions, which makes
them cumbersome to compare and blurs out the nuances of the differences be-
tween them. This part of the chapter will summaries and clarify on the dissimi-
larities between the models and provide insights and discussions about how and
why they came to be as they are.
The development of the registration models contains an evolutionary aspect.
After having built a starting basic model which serves as a baseline, then several
iterations of improvements were made to overcome certain limitations and issues
or to simply just achieve better results based on the acquired experiences.
Before comparing the registration models in Section 5.2.3, it is however sensible
to set the stage first. Section 5.2.1 reviews previous work concerning registration
of the inner ear. Secondly, setting up proper registration models for inner ear and
cochlea anatomy from µCT data is not straightforward. Section 5.2.2 provides
details about the issues, and illustrates why the problem is worth researching
more thoroughly.
5.2.1 Previous Work
There is an immense body of literature concerning image registration in general.
However, very little work concentrates specifically on the inner ear or cochlea.
There are examples of some simpler rigid registrations based on manual land-
mark transforms or manually defined orientations [LSK+13, ANL+14, Wan13]
to study cochlear morphometrics from µCT data. However, neither of these
studies compare to the non-rigid registration models in focus here.
Noble et al., 2011 [NLMD11]: This study presents one comparative reg-
istration procedure. With the goal of building a statistical shape model (SSM)
from 6 µCT datasets (36 micron resolution) segmentations of the scala- tym-
pani and vestibuli were obtained to represent a model of the cochlear anatomy.
To create point correspondences between the structures a registration model
was set-up consisting of an affine initialization plus a non-rigid transform based
on the adaptive-bases algorithm [RAD03]. However, no additional settings nor
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evaluation of the registration accuracy (µCT-µCT) were presented. Further
details concerning this study is more relevant to cover in Chapter 6.
The main point to extract from the presented studies on image registration of
the inner ear or cochlea,
• Symptomatic for all of them, the registration is mostly used as a tool in
order to get to the intended applications. At least, very little consideration
is presented concerning what constitutes a good registration model for this
particular the anatomy, and how the (in)accuracy of the procedure might
affect the later obtained results.
5.2.2 General Consideration and Challenges
The present section is meant to convey some insights for setting up good reg-
istration models, based on the available data and acquired experiences during
the project.
Samples and Image Quality: First and foremost it is quite important to
understand and consider the type and quality of the image data. The registra-
tion models that we develop is based on the dried dataset and the TUM sample
(see Section 4.1 and Table 4.1). These images have various characteristics due
to either abnormal anatomy, poor sample preparation or imaging, which need
to be considered:
• The openings into the RW and OW are open. The soft tissue membranes
are simply not present in dried samples, meaning that there is no boundary
distinction between the middle ear cavity and the inner ear (illustrated in
Figure 5.4, left).
• Boundaries at the cochlear interface to the modiolus or internal auditory
canal are in some cases very weak or non-existent (Figure 5.4, right)
• The gradient strength of the spiral lamina boundary can vary significantly.
In some samples and regions the interface to the scalae is not even visi-
ble, but whether this is due to abnormal anatomy, sample preparation or
imaging is not known.
• There are occasional cases of artefacts in the data. An example of this is
illustrated in Figure 5.4, left, where a high intensity artefact (the stapes!)
can be seen in the vestibule.
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The above mentioned issues have the thing in common, that they can be handled
by working on the segmented volumes rather than the intensity data. In the
segmentation process the a priori knowledge about what is (ab)normal and
interesting is in some sense put into the data. Using binary segmentations
is a great way of simplifying the registration problem. Weak image gradients
are made strong, noise in the images is discarded to a large extent and the
registration is focused on the anatomical region of interest (see Figure 5.4). For
instance, by registering segmentations the anatomical differences in surrounding
bone is ignored.
The drawback is the demand for segmentations of good and consistent quality,
which can be very time-consuming to acquire for µCT samples. When the
intended application of the registrations is to build shape models, then the
large time overhead can be justified. Having the best possible training data and
registrations will arguably result in more accurate shape models.
In fact, the registrations presented in this chapter are meant for building shape
models, and the gray-scale intensity µCT data is never involved in this process.
Normal Anatomy: It is not only the quality of the samples and images that
affect the registration models. The normal anatomy of the inner ear it-self gives
rise to certain considerations.
The samples contain irregular or noisy anatomical features, which are not par-
ticular interesting to include in the shape models. Examples of this could be
dissimilarities in the vascular entrances to the inner ear or an uneven bone
interface in the SCCs (Figure 5.5). Some irregularities could be handled by
segmentation as explained above. In other cases, some image smoothing and
making sure that B-spline grid spacing does not become too fine is sufficient to
prevent an effect on the registrations.
The anatomy of the inner ear generally lacks distinct features and is highly
self-similar. Throughout the basal- and middle turn in particular, the cochlear
cross-sections looks almost the same. Similarly, any cross-section of a SCC is
approximately ellipsoidal. It is therefore easily imaginable that the registration
cost function is riddled with local minima, as any two small regions can eas-
ily match almost perfectly with little deformation. A good registration model
should therefore rely on a good multi-resolution scheme to ensure that correct
regions are matched properly.
Staying on the topic of the multi-resolution component. The µCT data contain
some very thin and fine structures - namely the lamina spiralis and the inter-
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Figure 5.4: Data Quality Issues Concerning Image Registration The
dried µCT specimens are difficult datasets to register. Many is-
sues stemming from ‘poor’ data quality can be ignored with the
segmentations of the samples. Orange annotations show lacking
anatomical borders, purple circles the varying degree of contrast of
spiral lamina (from decent to not present) and the red annotations
artefacts that normally would not be there.
Figure 5.5: Variations in the Normal Anatomy. Some dissimilarities be-
tween samples are difficult to handle by segmentation and are not
worth modeling.
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scalae septa. Using smoothing or downsampling in the different resolutions in
order to reduce the data complexity should be thought through. These small
structures can easily be blurred away. Along the same line of thinking, it is
important to consider what voxel resolution is even required to represent these
structures properly.
The anatomical variability of the inner ear also plays a crucial part. The semi-
circular canals can vary quite extensively. Further, there is the variability in
the cochlear turning to consider - in particular with regards to the apical turn.
It requires rather extensive deformations to cope with the differences in the
apical region, but only selectively following the path of spiral. Deformations
across the interscala septa is a no go. The first thing to consider is whether
the B-spline transformation is the best choice. The cubic grid of the model
has certain limitations with regard to the rotations and the twisting needed for
this anatomy. Nevertheless, even with B-spline model it becomes important to
consider the cost function and how much regularization is required. Generally
a higher α (Equation 5.2) will increase the flexibility required for capturing
turning and SCC variability. However, too much flexibility can get the opti-
mization stuck in some undesirable local minima (exemplified in Figure 5.6).
Considering the trade-off between flexibility and regularization in conjunction
with multi-resolution component becomes very important for the registration
model.
Figure 5.6: Parameter Tuning of α-weight. Too much flexibility (or too
little regularization) in a registration model can have unforeseen
consequences.
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Finally there is the challenge of the compact cochlear spiral. Before applying
a registration with a local transformation model, the fixed and moving image
should preferably have a good alignment, which is typically based on a global
transform. However, the standard global models tend to struggle with the inner
ear anatomy due to the compacted spiral shape (illustrated in Figure 5.7). Two
inner ears of roughly the same overall size are shown, but where one has <2.5
turns the other spins ≈2.9 turns. This is a large difference in the global cochlear
shape, and therefore something that is normally assumed to be handled by
a global transform. Unsurprisingly and as observed, neither of the standard
methods can really cope with the turning discrepancy and fail to bring to the
two shapes closer together.
Figure 5.7: Global Transform and the Cochlear Spiral. Global transfor-
mations are too global to handle differences in the cochlear spirals.
Performance Validation: Characterization of the accuracy and precision is
naturally an important part of any registration model. The validation depends
on what type of ground truth knowledge is available. In the registration scenar-
ios presented here we have both a ground truth segmentation, L, and surface
model,S, of each dataset. It is then possible to calculate a Dice Score [Dic45]
from the segmentations and also the mean and maximum (Hausdorff distance)
surface errors. As these scores are very generic we further supplement with a
metric based on how accurately the apex is registered.
The definitions of the evaluation metrics are stated here for the sake of clarity
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and easy referencing: The Dice Score is calculated as the overlap of two the
binary segmentations LF and LM(Tµ),
DSC =
2 · |IF
⋂
IM(Tµ)|
|IF|+ |IM(Tµ)| (5.3)
Note, that it is actually the ground truth segmentation from each of the data
samples, which is deformed to the domain of the chosen reference sample. This
is merely a consequence of the direction of the transformation as described in
Section 5.1.5.
The mean and maximum (Hausdorff distance) surface errors are calculated as
well. Let SF (Tµ) be the deformed surface model of the reference sample. There
is no direct point correspondence to the ground truth surfaces, SM , and they
each contain a varying number of vertices - respectively NF and NM . The
metrics are therefore based on the closest points, i.e. the minimum Euclidean
distance from a point, p, to any of the points, q, in the other surface, S:
d(p,S) = min
∀q∈S
(||p− q||2) (5.4)
The mean surface error, ds¯, of each sample registration is defined as the average
of all the closest point distances:
ds¯ =
1
NF +NM
 ∑
∀p∈SF (Tµ)
d(p,SM ) +
∑
∀p∈SM
d(p,SF (Tµ))
 (5.5)
The Hausdorff distance, dH , is the maximum of all the closest point distances:
dH = max
{
max
∀p∈SF (Tµ)
d(p,SM ), max∀p∈SM
d(p,SF (Tµ))
}
(5.6)
Finally. we define the apex error as the Euclidean distance between manually
placed apex landmarks, ~A, in the surface models of each data sample.
d ~A =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ~AF (Tµ)− ~AM ∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(5.7)
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5.2.3 Contributions
Several different registration models were developed during the project. A de-
tailed summary and some additional material is provided before discussing each
of the contributions further.
Since registration models consist of many different components, the important
and differing aspects have been collected in an overview in Table 5.1. It contains
some high-level details - such as the anatomical region being registered, the
number of data samples included and at which image resolution. A few actual
registration model settings are provided as well, but the full set of details and
settings are kept in their respective papers. Initialization is always rigid, and
the deformable transform is in all cases a B-spline model. The different cost
functions are given below for easy referencing and comparison. As the validation
of the registration accuracy and precision is a rather important aspect of the
contributions, a comparative summary of the different evaluation metrics is
given in Figure 5.8.
The first registration model was built using the bare minimum of settings,
C1 = α · SSim(µ,LF,LM) + (1− α) · PBE(µ) (5.8)
Whenever a more ‘advanced’ registration model is used, this cost function serves
as a good baseline for comparison of the performance. Therefore, different
versions of this cost function were seen in Paper A, B and C.
The skeleton-similarity registration model,
C2 = α · SSim (µ,LF,LM) + β · SCP (µ,ZF ,ZM ) + (1− α− β) · PBE(µ) (5.9)
was presented in Paper A, and use the surface landmarks extracted from a
cochlear skeleton as a global guidance of the registration procedure (see Sec-
tion 4.6.3).
Finally the heat distribution registration model,
C3 = α · SSim(µ,HF,HM) + (1− α) · PBE(µ) (5.10)
which was introduced in Paper B and used with some modifications in Paper I.
The main thing to note is that the similarity term is based on the heat distri-
bution volumes, Hi, rather than the segmentations (see Section 4.6.4).
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Registration Models
The models are ordered in accordance with chronological develop-
ment.
IE = inner ear, C = cochlear only, *= different reference
Model
No.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Anatomy IE IE C C C* C*
No.
dataset
17 17 17 17 19 19
Paper C/A A B B - I
Voxel size
[µm]
24.5 24.5 49 49 24.5 24.5
Cost
Function
Eq. 5.8 Eq. 5.9 Eq. 5.8 Eq. 5.10 Eq. 5.8 Eq. 5.10
Similarity
Metric
SSD/
KS
SSD/
KS
SSD/
KS
SSD SSD/
KS
SSD
α 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.1 0.95 0.9
β - 0.11 - - - -
Multi-
Res.
Stages
9 9 3 3 3 3
Spatial
Samples
214 214 215 215 218 218
Mask no no no no yes yes
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Registration Model Performance. The ac-
curacy and precision of the different registrations models (see Ta-
ble 5.1 for corresponding model numbers) are compared. Assum-
ing that errors are normally distributed, an outlier is here defined
as values outside ±2.7σ from the mean.
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Discussion: The evaluation of the registration models is an important aspect
to discuss. Especially, if the image registration as here is intended for building
shape models (see Chapter 6). In such cases, the transformation is implicitly
the modeling force of the shape variation. The (in)ability to align two samples
accurately will potentially translate into a lack in the shape models’ ability to
represent the anatomy of the training data.
However, the comparison of registration model accuracies is not that straightfor-
ward. The apex error is the only metric score of the ones presented here, which
can be compared on the absolute values. The other metrics can only be fairly
compared in pairs of two (Model [1,2], [3,4] and [5,6]) as done in the respective
papers. The absolute values of these scores are influenced by the vertex densities
of the surface models, the voxel resolution, the reference dataset and finally of
the anatomy being registered (inner ear versus cochlear) and does therefore not
compare directly.
There is still some meaningful information to take away though. Concerning the
apex error, the baseline (Model 1, 3, 5) tends to perform worse, and there is a
trend showing that the error decreases with the later generations of registration
models. Another notable improvement is the precision that the heat-based cost
function (Model 4, 6) provides. The results are generally much more consistent.
This simply suggests that the experiences gained in the development process
was gradually used to refine and build better registration models.
This process is also qualitatively illustrated in Figure 5.9. Even though the
skeleton model improves the registration compared to the baseline model, the
results with heat distributions are simply better. Comparing the registrations
using the baseline models, it should be observed from the figure that model 5
has a better alignment than model 1. This can simply be attributed to a smaller
starting turning discrepancy between the target and the TUM sample.
Paper C: The aim of this study was simply to investigate the feasibility of
registering inner ear µCT datasets with a basic B-spline based registration model
for the purpose of building statistical shape models. Although not perfect, the
obtained registration accuracy was sufficiently encouraging in order for us to
move forward with this registration model as a base.
Paper A: The primary goal of this publication was to improve upon the basic
registration model with a special attention to capturing of the cochlear turning.
The cost function (Equation 5.9) was expanded with landmarks based on a
skeleton (see Section 4.6.3). As seen from Figure 5.7, the standard global ini-
tialization transformations do not function well with the cochlear spiral. The
approach taken in this paper was our first attempt to incorporate a global sim-
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Figure 5.9: Image Registration Models and Cochlea Turning. Given a
target shape (grey), a comparison of the resulting deformed sur-
faces (blue) from the different registration models are shown. The
ability to capture the cochlear turning seems to improve with the
later registration models. From left to right the model numbers
are 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 respectively.
ilarity or shape regularization into the local non-rigid transformation model.
The registration did improve in its ability to capture turning (the apex error
was reduced), but lost some of its local adaptability (seen by the minor decrease
in Dice Score, surface- and Hausdorff error). This can likely be attributed to the
strictness of having one-to-one correspondences with the landmarks, considering
that their placement and extraction have some inherent noise. Further, there
were still some issues with apical region where landmarks where excluded due to
difficulty in consistent placement. In summary, the presented idea was sound,
but the execution a bit wanting.
This paper also contributes with the concept of evaluating the local ‘torque’ on
the surface meshes, as a way of describing the registration models’ ability to
turn the cochlear. Most of all, it was a neat tool for visualizing differences in
the resulting transformations, although there are other imaginable uses.
Paper B: The purpose of this manuscript was to explore another way of incor-
porating a global shape similarity in the local transformation model, this time
using heat distributions (Equation 5.10) instead of the landmarks.
The rationale behind the idea was that the heat maps are less strict, in the sense
that they do not rely on the given one-to-one correspondence of the landmarks.
Adding further to that, with the heat maps it was easy to cover the entire apical
turn. Unfortunately, propagating heat through an object like the semi-circular
canals could easily lead to some new issues. The region of the registration was
therefore reduced to only contain the cochlear and a part of the vestibule. This
makes it a very different anatomical model, which of course has some impli-
cations for the succeeding shape modelling tasks. This also drastically change
the registration model set-up. Fewer resolutions of the multi-resolution scheme
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were needed to obtain good alignments. Generally the process of setting up the
model parameters was markedly easier. The convergence of the optimization
was improved, which probably can be attributed to a simplified cost function,
now that spatial position to some extent is encoded in the data. It is at least
very plausible that the self-similarity issues explained earlier are removed to a
larger degree.
The paper was meant as an exploratory study, and we therefore worked on
downsampled data to reduce the complexity and the computational burden. The
results were very promising with good increases in both accuracy and precision,
although the procedure had some issues with stability. Note for instance the
very low α-value required to enforce strong regularization (Table 5.1), and even
still there were cases with too extreme deformations present.
Paper I: The focus and contribution of this paper is more on the shape modeling
part (see Chapter 6 and 7), but since changes were made to the registration
model it is briefly included here for completeness.
The registration procedure builds directly upon our work from Paper B but
with the following modifications. The reference dataset was changed to the
TUM dataset for reasons relating to the shape modelling. Since it is a cochlea
only model, we could include one additional dried dataset, which was previ-
ously exempted due to a hole in the posterior SCC (see Section 4.1). The above
mentioned stability issues of the heat-based cost function were addressed by
registering the data in finer voxel sizes, plus some general debugging and tweak-
ing of the set-up. Backed by the observed general increase in precision and
improvement in apex error, we believe that we managed to set-up a promising
registration model.
In conclusion, the best of the developed models is the one presented in Paper I.
We therefore did the registrations once more in even higher settings (increased
number of spatial samples and inclusion of a registration mask - see Table 5.1)
to ensure having the ‘maximum’ possible registration accuracy.
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5.3 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter we have,
• Introduced general image registration theory and terminology. One detail
to take note of is the specification of the transformation direction (Tµ :
IF → IM ) in the elastix framework. It goes from the fixed to the moving
image, and this has some implications for building and using shape models
detailed in the succeeding chapter.
• Given some general considerations regarding image registration of the in-
ner anatomy from µCT data based on our experiences, that may be of
relevant use for other researchers.
– The most notable consideration is the issue of global initialization.
We tried to solve it by including global shape based similarity into
our non-rigid registration models. This is the main contributions of
the papers concerning image registration.
– A second take home message, is that registration of the entire inner
ear is challenging. It may very well be worthwhile to make a split
and register the cochlear and the semicircular canal regions sepa-
rately. We had good success with registration of the cochlear using a
calculated heat distribution model for global image similarity. More
work could easily be done to establish registration models for the
semi-circular canals, but because we are interested in CI-applications
our focus went to the cochlea.
• Finally, fulfilling one of the thesis goals, we have here developed and
presented a registration model, that by far performs better in aligning
cochlear anatomy from µCT than a standard procedure does.
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Chapter 6
Statistical Shape Modeling
of the Inner Ear
Statistical Shape Modeling (SSM) is a popular technique for working with bi-
ological shapes. The form and variability of natural shapes means that simple
and perfect geometry models are fundamentally limited in their descriptive ac-
curacy. The amount of parameters or morphometrics required to adequately
represent more complex shapes quickly grows to sizes which are difficult to han-
dle manually. For these reasons it makes sense to use computational models of
anatomy.
The chapter is structured in a similar manner to Chapter 5. There is an ini-
tial part describing the general theory and background deemed necessary for
following the remainder of the thesis. This part can be lightly read by a reader
already familiar with the topic.
The second part introduces shape modeling of the inner ear anatomy and the
contributions of the thesis in this regard. This includes a review of relevant
literature and a summary and discussion of the Papers C, D, I and H.
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6.1 Theory & Background
An introduction to the underlying multivariate statistics will be given first, and
then descriptions of various relevant SSM concepts.
6.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
The PCA is the main driving force of most SSM approaches and originates from
multivariate statistics. More rigorous details can therefore be found in [HTF01]
for example.
The PCA is an unsupervised approach for defining a structure in observed data
in a way that best explains its’ variance. Assume having N observations each
describing the same p-variables:
X =

x1,1 x1,2 . . . x1,p
x2,1 x2,2 . . . x2,p
...
...
. . .
...
xN,1 xN,2 . . . xN,p
 (6.1)
A structure can be imposed on the data by fitting a p-dimensional hyper-ellipsoid
to the observations in a least squares sense. Letting Σ be the p× p covariance
matrix (assuming the mean value of the observed variables to be 0) of X, then
the operation is the mathematical equivalent of making an eigendecomposition
of Σ:
Σ = XTX = WΛWT (6.2)
where Λ is a p × p diagonal matrix containing the sorted eigenvalues, λi, in
order of decreasing magnitude. The orthogonal p × p matrix W contains the
corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors, vi, such that
W = (v1, v2, . . . , vp) (6.3)
The eigenvectors form a basis for a space where the explained variance of the
projected observations is equal to λi. The direction of the first eigenvector
describes the most variance and is called the first principal component (PC). The
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second eigenvector explains the 2nd most variance, given that it is orthogonal
to the first, and is called the second PC and so on. In other words, the principal
components form the axes of the hyper-ellipsoid, and the larger PCs will be in
the directions of strongly correlated variables. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
The population of pyramids are generated randomly using a normal distribution
for one side length, a ∈ N (20, 5) and an independent normal distribution for the
height, h ∈ N (12, 4). The second side length, b, is generated from a with some
added Gaussian noise, to ensure a strong correlation between the two variables.
Figure 6.1: PCA, Ellipsoid Data Fitting. Principal Component Analysis is
performed on a population of N = 150 pyramids described by p =
3 variables of height, h, and side lengths a, b. The pyramid bases
are mostly square, which implies the correlation between a and b.
(Left) A random subset of the pyramids are shown to demonstrate
the variability. (Right) Each pyramid plotted as a point in the p-
dimensional space, with the PCA ellipse superimposed.
The first key feature of the PCA is the ability to reduce dimensionality of the
data. The idea is that PCs with sufficiently low λ can be ignored, because they
describe an insignificant amount of variance (assumed to be noise). Using the
M < p principal components makes it possible to project the observed data into
a space of reduced dimensions:
Y = X (v1, v2, . . . , vM ) (6.4)
The more and the stronger the correlations are between the variables, the fewer
PCs are needed to describe the variance and the greater the reduction of dimen-
sionality can be achieved.
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A second important aspect of the PCA is the fact, that it can be used as a
generative model. Any of the data observations, x, can be approximated by
adding a linear combination of the M -principal weighted components to the
mean observation, x¯, i.e.
x ≈ x¯+ WbT (6.5)
where the weights of b = (b1, b2, . . . , bM , 0, 0, . . . ). Note that it is possible to
choose the weights in the reduced space and still generate samples in the full
dimensionality. Any weighting can in principle be chosen, thereby providing
a generative property to the PCA. Generally it is assumed that the PCs are
actually a description of a multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Constrain-
ing the weights to be a maximum of 2.5-3 standard deviations from the mean
will therefore usually ensure that instantiated samples are not too far from the
observed, i.e.
|bi| ≤ ±3
√
λi (6.6)
The two properties of the PCA are illustrated in Figure 6.2, based on the popu-
lation of pyramids from Figure 6.1. A subspace of two variables explains > 97%
of the observed variance. The first PC explains the (co-dependent) changes in
side lengths, while the second PC explains the variability in pyramid height.
Figure 6.2: PCA Properties. (Left) The population of pyramids from Fig-
ure 6.1 projected to the subspace of the first and second PC.
(Right) Instantiated pyramid samples corresponding to the orange
marks in the PCA projection.
PCA Special Case: The scenario where N < p is typically encountered when
working with SSMs and that has some implications for the PCA. It is often the
case that the amount of variables or parameters, p, used to describe the anatomy
is greater than the number of observed samples, N .
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Mathematically, when trying to do the eigendecomposition of Σ, this scenario
will result in a p × p Λ-matrix where the p −N last eigenvalues are zero. It is
therefore more computationally efficient to solve the eigendecomposition for the
smaller N ×N covariance matrix defined as,
Σ = XXT (6.7)
There some additional details on how to operate with the eigenvectors of this
reduced matrix, detailed in for example [CTCG95]. However, in principle the
PCA works in the same manner, so the mathematical details are the lesser of
the consequences.
Having only a few PCs (at most N − 1) to describe many parameters, means
that the each PC becomes even more holistic or global in its description. The
low number of observations increases the risk of not being able to identify all
dependencies between variables. Some variables will appear to be correlated in
the principal components, but in reality they could be decoupled. There is just
not enough data or observations to support this.
6.1.2 General SSM Concepts
The SSM framework is an extensively researched technique, which offers mean-
ingful input to versatile applications in image analysis. It is for instance a
valuable tool for conducting shape analysis, and it can serve as a shape prior or
regularization in image segmentations and registrations.
The concept of an SSM should be understood in a larger context. It can handle
a variety of shapes representations. There are various methods for more or less
automatically establishing point correspondences across datasets and ways of
fitting the models to new datasets. It has been applied to numerous different
anatomical areas, and with varying applications in mind. A thorough review of
the SSM methodology is found in the paper from Heimann et al. [HM09].
It is a sane and obvious choice of methodology for working with the inner ear
anatomy, and this section will introduce the following key concepts relevant for
this thesis,
• Point Distribution Model (PDM)
• Active Shape Model (ASM)
• Statistical Deformation Model (SDM)
• SSM Evaluation
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All handling and interaction with SSMs within this thesis is done via the
Statismo [LBA+12] framework. It is an open source library made for handling
all types of shape models, and aims to do it in a standardized manner.
6.1.2.1 PDM - Point Distribution Model
The ‘classic’ formulation of a SSM is the PDM. It is explained in the work of
Cootes et al. [CTCG95], and is the obvious starting point for a SSM description.
The principal concept is that any shape can be described by a sufficient number
of landmarks or points. Typically the landmarks lie on the surface of an object
or on the interface with another structure. The points does not need to be
anatomical landmarks, but could be any type of pseudo-landmarks.
Mathematically each instance of a population of objects can be described by a
point set, Zi, consisting of p-corresponding points:
Zi = ({x1, y1} , {x2, y2} , . . . , {xp, yp}) (6.8)
Note that the notation used here is for 2D, in order to make the equations
more compact, but it should generally be thought of as extendable to a higher
dimensionality (typically 3D).
The trick of the PDM is to realize that each point set can be folded out and
be treated as an observation of a multi-dimensional variable. The data matrix
(Eq. 6.1) thus becomes,
XPDM =

Zi
Zi+1
...
ZN
 =

xi,1 . . . xi,p yi,1 . . . yi,p
xi+1,1 . . . xi+1,p yi+1,1 . . . yi+1,p
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
xN,1 . . . xN,p yN,1 . . . yN,p
 (6.9)
Applying the PCA to this structure provides the PDM, which qualitatively is
a description of how the landmarks co-vary using a certain number of principal
components (also called modes of variation). However, before performing a PCA
on a distribution of point coordinates described here, it is generally advisable to
remove differences in translation, rotation and often in scaling as well. Otherwise
these effects will contribute with so much of the total variance, that actual
differences in shape are drowned out.
The typical procedure for doing this is the Generalized Procrustes Analysis
(GPA). Having shapes with point correspondences makes it possible to calculate
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global transforms that minimizes the mean squared distance between two shapes
analytically. Using this in an iterative process makes it possible to align a group
shapes to their unknown mean shape easily. Further details can be found in for
instance [CTCG95].
PDM and Image Registration: The main challenge of the PDM approach
is to describe all the shapes of the training set using the exact same p-points
or landmarks. Manual placement of points, although classic, is time-consuming
and it scales badly with the number of landmarks and is especially challenging
when operating with 3D objects.
One solution, as introduced in the work of Frangi et al. [FRSN02], is to es-
tablish point correspondences via image registration techniques. One image is
chosen as the reference, IRef. All other training images, Ii, are registered to this
reference. Having defined a set of landmarks, ZRef, or a surface-model, SRef,
in the reference domain, it can now be projected unto a training sample using
the resulting transformation. Assuming a perfect registration, it now resembles
the anatomy of the training data sample, but in the point or surface structure
of the reference. Let T iµ be the transformation T iµ : IRef → Ii resulting from
application of a certain image registration model. Then,
Zi ≈ ZRef (T iµ) (6.10)
The concept is illustrated in Figure 6.3. With this approach it becomes possible
to represent each of the training samples with point-to-point correspondence.
The data matrix (Eq. 6.9), for which PCA is intended, can now be formulated
as,
XPDM =

ZRef(T iµ)
ZRef(T i+1µ )
...
ZRef(TN−1µ )
 (6.11)
It is generally good sense not to include the chosen reference dataset into the
data matrix. Ideally the chosen reference shape should either be accurately
representative of the true population, or the mean shape of the training samples
can be used for this purpose.
Note, that any kind of image registration model with any kind of transformation
model could be used. It is even possible to use a different registration for each
training sample. With this approach all variability between shapes is modeled
by the transformation, so naturally the approximation (Eq. 6.10) should be as
accurate as possible. All considerations of a good image registration model (see
Chapter 5) are therefore relevant.
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Figure 6.3: Point Correspondence from Image Registration. Given a
reference image and model (left), and a target image (middle).
The target shape can be approximated by applying the resulting
transformation of an image registration to the reference model
(right).
6.1.2.2 ASM - Active Shape Model
The ASM can essentially be regarded as a PDM-to-image fitting procedure. The
process tries to solve the problem of describing a previously unseen sample (i.e.
a test data set) in the definition of the PDM.
In its basic form it is an iterative optimization approach,
• The mean shape of the PDM, x¯, is placed in proximity of the target shape
in an image.
• A displacement vector, dx, is estimated for all points in the model.
– The calculation can be done in numerous ways, but in the original
formulation it is implemented by finding a strong image gradient in
the direction of the normal vector going from a model vertex.
– In a first step a similarity transform is calculated to adjust for the
pose change of the model (translation, rotation and scaling) that can
be explained by dx.
– The residual displacement error after the similarity transform can
only be described by adjusting the shape. The optimal weights, b, of
the principal components can be calculated, and forced to be within
the allowable shape space (Eq. 6.6).
• The shape estimate is updated with the resulting pose and shape changes,
and the process is iterated until convergence, which is specified by some
tolerance criteria.
This is only a rough outline of the ASM. A more detailed description is not
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required, as the ASM is not an approach used in this thesis. More rigorous
details and extensions to the method can be found in [CTCG95, HM09].
However, the main point of the procedure is the strong regularizing effect of
forcing the current shape estimate into the learned space of allowable shapes.
Assuming the PDM is trained well, it can become a very robust procedure.
6.1.2.3 SDM - Statistical Deformation Model
The PDM can be closely connected to an image registration model for solving
the point correspondence problem between the training data. The most con-
sistent approach is naturally to use the same registration model with the same
p-parameters in the transformation. Essentially realizing that the transform
parameters can be considered corresponding variables leads to the idea of the
Statistical Deformation Model (SDM).
The concept is introduced and explained in detail in the work of Rueckert et
al. [RFS01] and Frangi et. al. [FRSN02], where the non-rigid transformations
were based on a B-spline model. As shown in Figure 5.2, this transform be
described as a deformation field from a fixed grid of nodes - and the approach is
therefore aptly named SDM. The following descriptions assumes that a B-spline
model is used, although strictly speaking this concept is not limited to that
transformation type.
Let the k’th B-spline node be associated with the three deformation parameters
(vk,x, vk,y, vk,z). The total 3p-parameters of the B-spline transformation model
can then be stacked in a vector, similar to the way it was done for the landmarks
of the PDM,
Tµ =
[
v1,x . . . vp,x v1,y . . . vp,y v1,z . . . vp,z
]
(6.12)
Using the same notation as previously, T iµ : IRef → Ii is the resulting trans-
formation of an image registration between a chosen reference image and the
i’th sample of the training dataset. Ensuring that the same number of nodes
are placed consistently for all registrations provides correspondence between the
deformation vectors (parameters), and the data matrix thus becomes,
XSDM =

T iµ
T i+1µ
...
TN−1µ
 (6.13)
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Applying the PCA to this structure provides the SDM, which qualitatively then
is a description of how the chosen reference domain statistically deforms to fit
other shapes using a certain number of modes of variation.
Comparison to PDM: By comparing Eq. 6.11 and 6.13 it can be realized
that all of the modeled anatomical variability comes directly from the image
registration model, underlining the importance of having accurate registrations.
In the typical scenario, where the same registration model is used for all training
samples, it is possible to build both a SDM and PDM from the same transfor-
mations. In such a case, the two models should describe the same anatomical
variability just using different shape representations.
The PDM may conceptually be easier to understand than the SDM. Instantiat-
ing a point set or surface mesh from the PDM is easy to visualize and interpret.
However the SDM has some good properties. An instantiated deformation field,
while not very useful on its own (and certainly difficult to visualize properly
in 3D), can however be readily applied to anything defined within the domain
of the reference, which makes it very versatile. Auxiliary points or anatomi-
cal structures can be introduced, and deformed without having to be explicitly
included in the statistical model. This facilitates a description of intra- and
inter-structure variability not immediately available with the PDM.
SDM-regularized Image Registration: Similarly to the ASM, there are
ways of using the SDM in a fitting procedure to describe new and previously
unseen samples. Since the SDM is basically a statistical model stemming from a
series of image registration transformations, then it seems logical to incorporate
the model into a new image registration model.
A realization of this requires that a SDM built with Statismo [LBA+12] can
be integrated into the registration framework of elastix [KSM+10]. Such a
software integration package exists already - aptly named Statismo-elastix.
Using that tool the following type of image registration model is enabled,
µˆ = arg min
µ
C(T SDMµ , IRef, IM ) (6.14)
where a new type of transformation, T SDMµ , based on the SDM is introduced.
The fixed image should correspond to the reference sample that was used to build
the SDM, to maintain correspondence between the image and SDM domain.
By putting it into the frame of an image registration the whole optimization
procedure is taken care of, and it is in principle possible to take advantage of
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the standard image registration components as described in Chapter 5. Different
types of images can be used (gray-scale/binary, CT/µCT etc.) by adjusting the
similarity metric accordingly. In principle, it is also possible to add additional
regularizations in the cost function. However, the main point of incorporating
the SDM is to have the shape regularizing property, which is inherently built into
the transformations (assuming a well trained model). Referring to this trans-
formation type as a SDM-regularized B-spline transformation may therefore be
an appropriate name.
The amount of parameters to optimize for corresponds to theM -retained modes
of variation of the PCA. Typically, the observed number of samples, N , is much
smaller than the 3p parameters of the B-spline model (assuming p nodes). The
normal scenario will have M < N < 3p, and it is therefore a highly limited
parameter space to optimize compared to a normal local non-rigid registration.
While this is efficient and fast for an optimization point of view, it is also highly
regularized as only the transformations within the learned space of allowable
deformations can be accepted.
6.1.2.4 SSM Evaluation
A substantial challenge when working with statistical shape models is the val-
idation. Characterizing the accuracy and precision of a model is naturally im-
portant, but unfortunately not an easy task and there is not a standardized
approach. Consider that in some cases the SSMs are meant as a tool for fur-
ther image- or data-processing via the above mentioned fitting procedures. This
makes it possible to evaluate the ability of the model to perform the intended
task, rather than the model itself. It is implicitly assumed that if the SSM
is built to more accurately represent the population, then it will also perform
better at the given task. However, when SSMs are built for analyzing shapes
and how the morphology can be related to other factors, then the model itself
needs a validation.
As stated there is no standardized approach, but four possible ways are described
in the following paragraphs.
Qualitative: Model evaluation should preferably be quantitative. However,
when it comes to shape models a visualization and description of the modes of
variation is quite sensible and typical to perform. When the parameters of the
model (i.e. landmark coordinates or transformation parameters etc.) are stacked
into a vector of a very large dimension, the immediate ability to conceptually
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understand the shape is lost. A visualization of the modes of variation can
therefore be very helpful.
A qualitative evaluation consists of simply sampling the allowable shape space
along a certain principal component and visualizing the changes of the shape,
as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
The underlying anatomical model: As stated earlier (Eq. 6.11 and 6.13),
the variability modeled in a SSM is in some cases directly dependent on an
underlying registration model. It can to some extent be assumed, that the
accuracy of the registration model is directly related to the accurateness with
which the SSM describes the population variability.
However, as presented and discussed in Chapter 5 evaluation and comparison
of registration models can also a difficult task to perform.
Internal model validation: This type of evaluation is only possible when
all samples are already defined within a specific domain or representation. The
following descriptions assume a PDM type, but image-based equivalents could
be imagined.
When shapes have point-to-point correspondence, the evaluation of a shape
model is actually rather straightforward. The following three metrics, proposed
and detailed in [Dav02, SRN+03], makes for sensible criteria to measure:
• Generalization
• Specificity
• Compactness
Generalization is the ability of the model to represent unseen or new sam-
ples. If the set of training data is not representative for the true variation in
the population, or if the model is overfitted to the training samples, then the
generalization capability will be poor.
The property is measured in a leave-one-out cross-validation. The shape model
is rebuild with sample xi excluded. Since point-to-point correspondence is still
assumed known, the model parameters, bi, providing the closest fit can be es-
timated analytically using Equation 6.5. The property can be evaluated as a
function of the number of retained modes of variation, M . For each of the
N training samples the sum of squares approximation error is calculated, and
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finally the generalization ability, G(M), is defined as the mean squared error,
G(M) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣xi − (x¯+
M∑
m=1
vmi b
m
i )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(6.15)
The standard error of G(M) can be calculated as
σG(M) =
σ√
N − 1 (6.16)
where sigma is the sample standard deviation of G(M).
Specificity is the ability of the model to generate samples that are actually
represented in the training data.
This is typically measured by instantiating N random shapes from the allowable
shape space with M retained components, xj(M). The closest of the training
samples, x′j , is found as the sample with smallest sum of squares error. Finally
the specificity, S(M), is defined as the mean squared error over the instantiated
population,
S(M) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
∣∣xj(M)− x′j∣∣2 (6.17)
The standard error of S(M) can be calculated as
σS(M) =
σ√
N − 1 (6.18)
where sigma is the sample standard deviation of S(M).
The sampling process used to instantiate random samples can in principle be
anything, but using a uniform distribution ensures that the limits of the allow-
able shape space is reached more easily, compared to sampling from a Guassian-
distribution.
Finally, the compactness of a model can be used as an evaluation criteria.
The simpler the model (i.e. the fewer principal components required to model
a certain amount of data variance) the better.
The cumulative variance as a function of retained modes is therefore defined as
the model compactness, C(M).
C(M) =
M∑
m=1
λm (6.19)
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The standard error of C(M) can be calculated using,
σC(M) =
M∑
m=1
√
2
N
λm (6.20)
The most notable and important issue with internal model validation is that
point correspondence is required! In most scenarios it is actually difficult to
obtain the correspondences without some kind of error, both when building the
model and when applying or fitting it to new samples. This form of model
validation, is therefore idealized in some sense.
External Model Validation: Finally, there is the possibility of testing the
SSM outside of the situation where point-to-point correspondence is assumed
known. I.e. testing the ability of the shape model to perform a task on some
test data. This would typically be fitting the model uto unseen data using the
ASM/SDM procedures described above.
Note that is possible to use a training dataset as a test sample in a leave-
one-out cross-validation set-up. One training dataset is removed, the reduced
SSM is rebuilt and the task is performed. In some sense, this procedure is
closely related to the generalization ability described above, except that the
correspondence between the excluded training data and the model should not
be assumed known. The evaluation should therefore rely on other metrics for
measuring accuracy and precision. These scores are further influenced by the
inaccuracies and uncertainties stemming from the performance of the task. In
principle a shape model could be built to perfectly represent its population, but
still perform poorly at the given task.
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6.2 Inner Ear Statistical Shape Models
One of the primary thesis goals is to build shape models of the inner ear or
cochlea. Having introduced the general theory and concepts, this section will
describe the different SSMs, which have been built throughout this project and
that appear in the literature. Some of our models are presented in different
contributions. Other parts of our modeling efforts were not published for var-
ious reasons. To facilitate an easier and clearer comparison, an overview and
summary of the models are provided followed by a discussion of the results and
experiences gained in the process.
One of the key applications of our work is to use the built SSMs in fitting
procedures to CT images. Due to the low resolution and lack of details in CT,
a fitting procedure has to rely on a strong shape prior in order to be successful.
We are most interested in exploring how well this can be done. Most of our
validation is therefore an external test of the SDM models’ ability to fit in
unseen samples.
6.2.1 Previous Work
There is a large body of work concerning statistical shape modeling of numerous
different anatomies. However, applying SSMs to the cochlear and inner ear
anatomy is still sparsely researched, and the most relevant of those studies are
presented below.
Wannaprasert, 2013 [Wan13]: Although the thesis of Wannaprasert has
a completely different scope for analyzing inner ear anatomy, there are a few
interesting points to take away from it.
Scope: The study is based on µCT scans of inner ear specimens from a variety
of mammalian species. The scope is to investigate cochlea morphology and its
connection to eco-behavioral traits and evolutionary aspects.
Model building: 25 corresponding cochlear ‘skeleton’ landmarks are extracted
from manual placement of centerline points in cross-sectional slices taken with
equi-angular distance around a manually defined cochlear central axis. (There is
some degree of similarity to our approach used in Paper A). The corresponding
cochlear skeleton points are then aligned using GPA followed by PCA, so it is
in principle a PDM type, although the terminology from SSM is never used.
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Results: Several different statistical analyzes are done, but the findings are
generally not very conclusive, and presented more as indicative of certain con-
nections between eco-beavioral traits and cochlear shape.
The key things to note from this study,
• Building correspondences of the cochlea anatomy is not straightforward,
and the study presents a much more simple approach than us. The study
rely only on a relatively low number of centerline-skeleton points as being
representative for the general cochlear morphology. This demonstrates an
important shape modeling point, namely that there is no right or wrong
way of building a SSM. The shape model should not be made more complex
than the application demands for.
• The lack of statistical significant results may in some cases be due to the
lack of data, but it also conceivable that the skeleton modeling choice
affects the statistical analyzes. However, the study clearly lacks a sound
evaluation of the built PDM, underlining the importance in performing a
model validation.
Noble et al. [NLMD11, NLGD13]: The most notable and directly relevant
work are the publications from a American research group, whose strategy is
also to use SSMs of cochlear structures to aid in various CI-applications.
Scope: In these particular papers (out of a longer series) their µCT-based PDM
is presented along with their ASM procedure to segment and predict intra-
cochlear anatomy in pre-operative patient CT datasets.
Model building: The model is based on six µCTs (36 micron voxel-size), where
scala tympani and scala vestibuli are manually segmented and a surface model
extracted. Point correspondences are built using an image registration proce-
dure, although the accuracies of the alignments are never stated. In a later
publication [NLGD13], the PDM is further expanded to include a model of the
spiral ganglion. The PDM is built as one global model. Further all vertices of
the model are marked as either internal or external points, such that if a point
faces the outer cochlear wall it is marked as external.
Model fitting to CT: A ASM type procedure is employed to fit the PDM to
low resolution CT data. As stated previously, the ASM works by estimating a
displacement of each model vertex. The lack of image contrast in intra-cochlear
anatomy in CT means that all the internal vertices of the PDM will never be
able to find a correct point to displace to. This issue is handled by making
a weighted ASM (wASM), simply meaning that displacements of all internal
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vertices are ignored. The fitting relies solely on the contrasted cochlear outer
wall.
Validation: The ASM fitting is evaluated (externally) in a leave-one-out cross-
validation set-up with the training samples. The evaluation is made using Dice
Score, mean and maximum surface error, which are presented in Table 6.1.
Results: Combining their fitted patient specific cochlea model with a segmen-
tation of the post-operative placement of CI electrodes, they are able to make
corrections to the CI-programming that results in improved hearing restoration.
The main things to note about this work,
• The PDM is based on a limited data foundation. Six samples are hardly
able to represent to true population variability.
• The shape modeling approaches are rather straightforward and standard,
i.e. a single global PDM and a tweaked basic ASM procedure. However,
even with this and a limited amount of training samples they are able to
optimize CI-programming.
6.2.2 Contributions
Combining all of the different registration models presented in Chapter 5 with
all of the various possible takes on shape modeling and evaluation would quickly
become overwhelmingly confusing. Presented and compared here are therefore
a selection of four models. The goal is to convey the most illustrative shape
modeling points and the experiences gained in the process. The four models are
called:
• Inner Ear Baseline Model (B.)
• Inner Ear Skeleton Model (S.)
• Cochlea Heat TUM Model (H.)
• Inner Ear Multi-Region Model
Generally speaking, the point correspondences for all of these models were built
using image registrations. This enables a construction of both a PDM and a
SDM version. It is simple to sample the PDM along certain principal com-
ponents and visualize the result, in order to make a qualitative validation of
the model. The SDM version is used for fitting to unseen samples using the
SDM-regularized B-Spline transformation model (Eq. 6.14). Because the fitting
procedure is just another image registration, it is possible to use the exact same
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evaluation metrics in the same manner as previously, i.e. Dice Score (Eq. 5.3),
mean surface- (Eq. 5.5), Hausdorff- (Eq. 5.6) and apex error (Eq. 5.7).
An overview of the models and their fitting accuracy are given in Table 6.1,
Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5. For the validation presented here, the SDM is fitted
to CT and/or µCT training samples in leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV)
set-up. This results in a more idealized validation procedure, than if ‘real’ test
samples had been used, as the initial position and quality of the training data
makes the fitting problem easier to solve.
Table 6.1: Evaluation of SDM fitting accuracy
Models were fitted to training samples in a LOOCV set-up, and the
mean value of the performance metrics are given. The performance
of the wASM presented in [NLMD11] is also included.
Model B. S. H. S.
(CT)
H.
(CT)
wASM
(CT)
Anatomy IE IE C IE C C
No.
dataset
17 17 19 17 19 6
Dice 0.83 0.83 0.90 0.81 0.88 0.75
Surface
Err. [mm]
0.15 0.15 0.10 0.17 0.11 0.2
Hausdorff
Err. [mm]
0.88 0.90 0.56 1.01 0.58 0.8
Apex Err.
[mm]
0.98 0.77 0.85 0.80 0.84 -
Inner Ear Baseline Model: This was the first iteration of the shape models,
built from the ’basic’ image registrations (Eq. 5.8), and serves the purpose of
having a baseline performance. Both a PDM and SDM was built, and the PDM
was included in Paper C.
From a qualitative evaluation (Figure 6.5) and from the observed apex error it
is concluded that little cochlear turning is present in the modes of variation.
This explains our need for building better models - primarily by improving the
underlying registrations.
Inner Ear Skeleton Model: This was the second generation of shape mod-
els, based on the registrations using skeleton landmarks (Eq. 5.9) to improve
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Figure 6.4: Validation of SDMs. Boxplots showing the performance of the
SDM fitting with models corresponding to Table 6.1.
Figure 6.5: Qualitative Comparison of PDMs. The variance explained
in the 1st mode of variation for the PDMs using heat similarity
(purple), skeleton similarity (blue) and baseline registration (red).
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cochlear turning. Both a PDM and SDM were constructed, and the SDM was
the underlying model used in Paper D.
The SDM was fitted to both µCT and CT training data. Evaluating against
the baseline it hardly makes a difference whether one compares the registration
models (Figure 5.8) or the SDM fitting to µCT data (Figure 6.4), as they both
show the same trends. An actual improvement was only visible in the apex
error. While the idea of including a skeleton in principle was good, the effect
was weaker than we had hoped.
Comparing the SDM fitting to the wASM results of Noble et al. [NLMD11],
it can be seen that our results are slightly better. However, since these mod-
els cannot be compared on a absolute scale, then it is difficult to conclusively
state anything. The studies represent two differing anatomical regions and two
different fitting procedures. While both the SDM and wASM solves the same
task, the approach of keeping everything as image registrations has certain ad-
vantages. For instance, we don’t have to explicitly handle internal/external
cochlear differences.
Returning to the shape model itself, it was noted to have a few issues. Even
though the cochlear turning was improved, the model still could not generalize
very well to samples with the largest of the possible cochlear turns (the apex
error went down, but the standard deviation was still remarkably large compared
to the baseline model).
Secondly, as illustrated in Figure 6.6, the poorest fit was typically observed in the
SCC region, contributing with an increase in surface- and Hausdorff error. Note
that the image registration of the whole inner ear proved difficult to do properly
(see Chapter 5). We achieved an average mean surface error in the order of
0.05 mm for the entire inner ear during image registration (Figure 5.8). It is
therefore a reasonable assumption, that the underlying registrations captures
the SCC variability to the extent possible. However, when fitting the inner ear
shape model the performance was observed to drop to 0.15/0.17 mm. This raises
an important modelling point. The limited amount of data unfortunately means
that the shape model is not able to represent the true variability of the vestibular
system. When this is combined into a global fitting procedure, the optimization
must compromise between a decent vestibular and cochlear fit, which translates
into an overall poorer performance. Arguably, it is then a non-optimal choice
to work with the entire inner ear as a single global shape model.
To summaries the main points of the study of this model,
• One global shape model of both cochlea and vestibular region is sub-
optimal. A solution is either to acquire a lot more data, or make changes
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to the modeling approach.
• Fitting of apical turn does still not generalize to the extent of the popula-
tion variability.
• Performance seems comparable to the work of Noble et al.[NLMD11].
Figure 6.6: SDM Fitting Accuracy. A target surface model is shown from
multiple views, colored with the distance to the closest vertex of
the fitted reference surface.
Cochlea Heat TUM Model: Two independent changes constitutes the step
to the third generation shape model.
• One change, motivated by the prospect of having a shape model that
captures the population variability more precisely, was switching the un-
derlying registration models to the one based on heat similarity (Eq. 5.10).
• Secondly the TUM sample was used as the reference, which provides two
distinct advantages.
– It becomes a shape model of the cochlea only. This should hopefully
allow us to better capture the cochlea variability in the PCA modes,
and remove the influence of the vestibular region during the SDM-
fitting.
– This data sample contains a model of the cochlear partition. Some
of our intended applications can benefit substantially by having an
anatomical model with an actual separation between the scala tym-
pani and scala vestibuli.
Building the SDM based on the registration model with heat similarity should
arguably yield a better shape model considering the accuracy of the registra-
tions. Fortunately it is also observed to translate into an improvement of the
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SDM fitting performance (increased Dice score, and lowered average surface-
and Hausdorff error - Figure 6.4), both considering the fit to µCT and CT
data. Although the numbers do not compare absolutely, the apparent increase
in precision speaks of an improved procedure.
The average apex error stays approximately the same for all shape models.
It would seem that the ability to adjust or fit to the true cochlear turning is
problematic no matter which shape model we use. The issue is not necessarily
the SDM, but the fitting procedure and/or a lack of data. The apical region is
a very small one (especially in CT images), meaning that a poor fit here is not
seen as a big error in the optimization procedure. The limited amount of data
further means that there are no PCA modes to independently adjust the apical
region, without also making sizable changes elsewhere in the model.
Changing the reference dataset from a dried specimen to the TUM sample al-
lowed us to have an anatomical model with a cochlear partition (CP). As the
CP is not present in any of the dried samples, the registrations were made disre-
garding this anatomical structure, and it is therefore not possible to incorporate
the CP variability in the shape model. Further, since the basilar membrane is
not present in CT data, there would be no information to actually adjust the
CP position during SDM-fitting.
Having everything defined in terms of deformation fields (or transformation
parameters) is one of the advantages of using an SDM approach. The CP does
not have to be actively modelled. Any instantiated deformation can simply
also be applied to the CP mesh, thereby having it passively following any other
corresponding deformations. While it is a neat feature of the SDM, there is
absolutely no guarantee for accurate and precise placement of the CP during
SDM-fitting procedures. We simply do not know whether the current CP model
is in any way representative for the real basilar membrane position.
This SDM is to be considered the final model of this project, and as the one
that will be most useful for our intended CI-related applications (see Chapter 7).
The model was presented in Paper I, with the purpose of making a summarizing
demonstration and validation of the SDM model building and fitting process.
This SDM can be seen as one of the key contributions of this thesis, as it serves
a fulfillment of one of the main thesis goals.
With this study we have,
• Shown that the image registration efforts of Chapter 5 also translates into
a better shape model.
• Built a detailed anatomical cochlea model and a description of its’ statis-
tical shape variability.
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• Demonstrated the key component for our procedure for patient specific
anatomical modelling. The SDM fitting was initially tested on the train-
ing samples in a leave-one-out cross-validation study, and was shown to
perform ‘at par’ if not better than other published methods.
Inner Ear Multi-Region Model: The improvements of the previous shape
model was primarily achieved by simplifying the problem - i.e. disregarding the
vestibular region in both the image registration and the shape model building
process.
Resorting to a cochlea model is not the only possible solution. An alternative,
explored here and in Paper H, is to simply construct the shape model differently,
trying to build the model with an independence between the functional regions
of the inner ear (illustrated in Figure 6.7).
Approach: First, point correspondences are established with a local non-rigid
image registration procedure between the 17 dried specimens. The chosen refer-
ence surface model is deformed (Eq. 6.10) to each of training samples to obtain
surface models with point correspondences. We set-up procedures for splitting
and merging regions of the meshes, allowing the creation of regional PDMs that
can behave independently, instead of building one global PDM.
Level 2
Level 1
Level 0
Figure 6.7: Multi-region PDM. The inner ear surface model can be split into
functional subregions, whose variability is then modeled indepen-
dently.
A validation of the generalization ability of the multi-regional PDM showed a
promising potential of the approach. However, some additional work would be
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required for using this idea in a fitting procedure.
The main contribution of the study relating to this thesis,
• It supports the idea of modeling regions separately, considering the limited
amount of data available and the large variability of the inner ear anatomy.
6.3 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter we have,
• Introduced some general statistical shape modeling methods and termi-
nology, in particular with regards to the interplay with deformable image
registration and shape model fitting.
• Given some general considerations regarding statistical shape modeling of
the inner anatomy from µCT data based on our experiences, that may be
of relevant use for other researchers.
– A noteworthy experience concerns modeling of the full inner ear vs.
the cochlea only. Given the scarce availability of µCT, some caution
should be taken when trying to build a model of the full inner ear.
Simplifying the problem and building regions separately, potentially
using some form of multi-region modeling techniques, could be an
adequate solution.
• We have obtained a detailed anatomical cochlea model and a description
of its statistical shape variability, which completes one of the thesis goals.
We can show that the efforts made to improve the image registration
translates into a more accurate and precise shape model. There is still
room for improvement, but with the limited number of training samples
and the limitations of the data, we believe that we have made the most of
it.
Chapter 7
Statistical Shape Models
and CI-Applications
The final thesis objectives concern the application of the developed methods
and shape models. This chapter focuses on the aspects where the efforts from
the previous chapters can be used in relation to CIs,
1. Cochlea shape prediction from pre-op CT
2. Electrode position from post-op CT
3. Simulation of Electrode Array Insertion
4. Electrical Stimulation Models
The first point relates to how the statistical shape model can be used to generate
a patient specific model of the cochlea anatomy. Having such a model has
certain applications on its own, but arguably the truly interesting potential
emerges once the anatomy is related to a model of the inserted CI electrode
array. The electrode placement can be estimated from post-operative imaging
(point 2) or predicted using a virtual simulation (point 3). Having a the complete
model of the hearing system opens up for a range of applications based on
computational models (point 4). The above mentioned points will be addressed
in more detail in following subsections, and each point largely corresponds to
a specific publication. Most of the work presented here is primarily driven by
colleagues and collaborators from the research project.
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7.1 Patient Specific Anatomical Modelling from
CT Images
This is one of the primary applications of our work concerning SSMs,
• The goal is to infer the detailed anatomy of a µCT from a clinical CT
image to obtain a patient specific anatomical model.
Essentially, if the clinical CT image is seen as a very sparse representation of
an underlying µCT image, then we intend to recover the full information to
the best of our ability. One naive strategy would be to make a deformable
registration between the target CT image and a suited µCT. However, due to
the large difference in resolution, the result of such a procedure would be highly
unpredictable and not well behaved (see Figure 7.1, top right). Some type of
regularization is required, and including a shape prior in the form of a statistical
shape model is an obvious approach to explore, as this more or less guarantees
that the output result has a plausible anatomical shape (assuming that the
shape model was trained properly)(see Figure 7.1, bottom right).
The main component for realization of this strategy is the SDM fitting proce-
dure. It was introduced and initially evaluated in Section 6.1.2.3 and 6.2.2, but
only using cross-validation on the training data, which is a slightly simpler prob-
lem. When the strategy is applied to test- and clinical CT data two additional
influencing aspects has to be considered,
1. The initial image alignment
2. Performance evaluation
With the training data we have the ground truth segmentations for use in per-
formance evaluation, and the data is located exactly in the position in which
the shape model was trained.
7.1.1 The pipeline
The procedure for making a prediction of patient anatomy using the SDM given
a pre-operative CT image was proposed in Contribution D, but is also restated
here and illustrated in Figure 7.2.
The pipeline can be summarized in three steps. First an initialization based
on a landmark-based transformation (TI) followed by a refining image regis-
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Figure 7.1: The Patient Specific Anatomy Estimation Problem in a
Nutshell. The intra-cochlear structures visible in µCT data (left)
are difficult to transfer to a clinical CT image (upper right) unless
some form of regularization is used (lower right).
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tration (TII) (suggested in Section 4.6.1) is calculated to bring the CT image
into the coordinate system of µCT and the SDM. Secondly, a SDM-regularized
image registration (TSDM) is performed with the reference µCT (presented in
Section 6.1.2.3). The third and final step is a projection of the deformed surface
model back to the coordinate system of the CT data by simply inverting the
rigid transforms.
Note, that because of the transformation direction specified in elastix (see
Section 5.1.5), it is immediately possible to apply the SDM deformation to the
anatomical reference surface model (i.e. S(TSDM)) and transform it into the
space of the CT image.
Ideally, in an imagined real clinical scenario, an automatic initialization proce-
dure would be preferred instead of the landmark-based approach. This could for
example be accomplished by an image registration between full head CT images
similar to [NLMD11]. However, in the frame of this thesis, where the amount
of test data is limited, the manual initialization works fine.
Figure 7.2: Approach for Modelling Patient Specific Anatomy. The
three transformations steps of the proposed pipeline are shown.
The full head clinical CT image is initially transformed to the
space and orientation of the µCT reference (left column). The
detailed anatomical shape of the CT image is estimated using a
SDM-regularized B-spline transformation (bottom row). The pre-
dicted anatomy is projected back to the original CT image (middle
column).
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7.1.2 The evaluation
The key problem with regards to the performance evaluation in the clinical
scenario, is the fact that evaluating a prediction of something in high-resolution
from data in low resolution is inherently not well defined. The clinical CT simply
cannot be considered ground truth for prediction of intra-cochlear anatomy.
For this reason we include a final test of the SDM fitting using the thiel dataset
(see Table 4.1) as a set of 14 test images. We perform the SDM fitting on the CT
scans of the samples. The µCT scans are co-registered to the CT data using the
landmark-based alignment approach described previously (see Section 4.6.1).
Assuming a perfect co-registration the fitted surface model can be transferred
to the µCT data for validation. Since the thiel-fixed samples do not contain
full ground truth segmentations, we can only base our validation on the apex
error and the simpler morphometric errors (see Section 4.6.2.2). We manually
measure the cochlear length, width and height of the fitted anatomical model
and compare it against the measured ground truth. The average cochlear length
error, d¯L, is simply defined as,
d¯L =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Litrue − Lifit (7.1)
where Li is the measured cochlear length of the i’th test sample. The error for
cochlear width and height use the same equation.
This evaluation is also described in Paper I, where it is the finalizing contribution
with regards to the shape modelling effort we have made. The results are also
given here in Table 7.1 and illustrated in Figure 7.3.
Qualitatively, the cochlear partition does not seem to fit very accurately, which
is not surprising. First, because this structure was not modelled in the SSM (see
Section 6.2.2), and secondly because there is no information in the CT image
to drive the fitting of the partition. The resulting fit is merely a reflection of
how the partition was seen in the reference dataset, and that may not be very
representative for all other samples.
The results show the same trends as for the previous cross-validation evalua-
tion of the training data. The apical region is still problematic to fit properly,
but generally the basal and middle turn are modelled with good accuracy. The
precision of fitting is quite low. However, it should be noted that these metrics
were measured manually, so the numbers themselves have a degree of uncer-
tainty. In any case, having more training data would be valuable and increase
the predictive strength of the SDM and the fitting.
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Table 7.1: Statistics of test data SDM fitting performance. Reported
as the mean +/- 1 std.
Type Apex
Err. [mm]
Cochlear
Length
Err. [mm]
Cochlear
Width
Err. [mm]
Cochlear
Height
[mm]
Test Data 1.2 ± 0.4 -0.05 ± 0.4 -0.03 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.2
Figure 7.3: Qualitative Validation of SDM Fitting to Test Data. The
predicted anatomical shape from two different cases (rows) is
shown on top of both the CT and co-registered µCT (columns).
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7.1.3 Summary
With the application presented here, we have shown that we can make an es-
timation of the cochlea shape including intra-cochlear details. Generally the
fitted shape is accurate in the first two cochlea turns. The prediction of the
cochlear partition placement is not guaranteed to be accurate, as it is a passive
structure in the model. The fit in the apical turn is also found a bit wanting.
Despite of these limitations the predicted shape could still be good enough for
it to be useful in a range of applications. The usability depends heavily on the
required accuracy, which we do not know. Only by testing our procedure in
clinical scenarios will we be able to determine and say more about the effec-
tiveness of our model. Such tests are however beyond the scope of this thesis
to perform. But given how little anatomical information that is present in a
clinical CT scan, then our predicted model must be seen as adding valuable
information for understanding the patient specific hearing system.
7.2 Patient Specific CI Programming Model
For many CI-related applications it is generally not enough to only have a model
of the patient specific anatomy. Knowledge about the CI placement should
naturally also be taken into account.
• The goal is to locate the positions of the CI contact electrodes post-
operatively and combine it with a model of the detailed cochlea anatomy.
This combination could be called a patient specific CI programming model.
With this, it is possible to calculate at which sound frequency a given electrode
is actually placed according to the Greenwood function (Eq. 3.1). This opens up
the possibility of modifying CI stimulation strategies and improve the hearing
restoration as demonstrated in [NLGD13].
The described procedure for estimating the anatomy was only developed to
handle pre-operative images. An actual measurement of the electrode contact
positions can obviously only be done with post-operative imaging. So far we
have assumed an ideal clinical scenario, where both a pre- and post-op CT image
was taken. This is not always the case, and following scenarios can be imagined,
• Case - Both pre- and post-op CT
In this ideal scenario, the anatomy is estimated on the pre-op CT and
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transferred to the post-op CT using a rigid transformation [NLMD11].
• Case - Only post-op CT, but unilateral implantation
In this case the anatomy is predicted on the non-operated ear. Assuming
a perfect left-right cochlea symmetry, the anatomical model is transferred
to the operated ear using a rigid transformation [RML+14].
• Case - Only post-op CT
An alternative approach is to locate the electrode positions in the post-op
CT and remove the metallic intensities and artefacts from the image. In
this way the ‘pre-op’ CT is simulated, and the anatomical fit can be made.
No matter the scenario, the electrode positions should be estimated. While it
is possible to do manually, we have developed an automatic approach, which is
the contribution of Paper J. The positions of the electrode contacts for various
MED-EL arrays are shown to be estimated with a mean error of 0.15 ± 0.08
mm.
In order to fit the anatomical model to the data, we had to simulate the pre-op
CT. A simple threshold segmentation was used to detect metal voxels, which
were then assigned a bulk intensity value corresponding to the intensity in the
scalae. This simple processing was found sufficient to allow us to fit the anatom-
ical model to image using the SDM regularized registration.
The accuracy of the electrode position estimation is illustrated in Figure 7.4.
This combination is an example of what a patient specific CI programming
model would look like. From this it could be determined how the electrodes are
placed compared to the Greenwood function (Eq.3.1), which allow for informed
modifications to the CI speech programming.
7.3 Simulation of Electrode Array Insertion
There is one scenario that was left out in the previous section. It is possible that
no post-op CT was ever taken, which makes it impossible to actually measure
the electrode contact positions. However, knowing that during surgery the array
insertion behavior is dominated by the geometry and anatomy of the cochlea,
it is possible to simulate the insertion, if the anatomy is known (or estimated).
• Based on an predicted cochlea model, the goal is to simulate the surgical
insertion and predict the placement of the electrode contacts.
This application was briefly introduced as a contribution of Paper F and the idea
of the approach is illustrated in Figure 7.5. Some validation has since then been
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Figure 7.4: Electrode Position Estimation. The fitted anatomical model is
shown together with the true (black) and estimated (red) electrode
positions.
done, and the preliminary results show that the electrode contact positions can
be estimated with an error of 1.8±1.1 mm. The performance of the procedure is
naturally heavily dependent on how accurately the anatomy has been predicted.
Intra-cochlear structures like the lamina spiralis and the basilar membrane are
as a minimum required before the simulation has any resemblance to the reality.
Note, that this simulation can be done purely virtual. Any generated cochlea
anatomy can be used, and it is possible to insert electrodes with different prop-
erties and sizes.
Figure 7.5: Virtual Electrode Insertion. Based on the estimated cochlea
anatomy the insertion of the electrode array can be simulated.
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7.4 Computational Models for Electrode Stimu-
lation
As described in the previous sections we have procedures for generating accurate
models of the cochlea anatomy and the inserted electrode array. An interesting
application is to build this into realistic computational models for further virtual
simulations. This could for instance be simulations of the cochlea fluid dynamics,
but here we focus on the electrical stimulation of the nerves.
• Based on the predicted model of the cochlea anatomy, combined with a
model of the electrode array, the goal of this application is to set-up a
pipeline for virtual simulations of electrode stimulation.
The generation of the computational model and electrode stimulation protocols
are the main contributions presented in Papers E and G. Before the model is
transformed into a volumetric mesh, nerve fibers are inserted from the edge
of the lamina spiralis, and the cochlea is embedded in a box representing the
surrounding bone (Figure 7.6).
Running a defined stimulation protocol for all electrodes can for instance reveal
which them are prone to generating cross-talk. Ideally, an electrode should only
activate a few nerves to generate one particular sound frequency.
Figure 7.6: Computational CI Model. An instance from any of the devel-
oped shape models, can be made into volumetric a computational
model.
An important thing to note is, that the computational models can be generated
based on patient-specific information, but can also be completely virtual. Be-
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cause of the generative property of the PCA (see Section 6.1.1), it is perfectly
possible to sample anatomical instances with the SDM and perform computa-
tional studies on the population described in the shape model.
Patient specific level: Given a patient specific situation, the computational
model can for instance be used to identify likely electrodes with cross-talk zones,
and modify the CI programming accordingly. Cross-talk is known to degrade
the hearing restoration outcome, but without a patient specific computational
model like this, it is hardly possible to deal with in a sensible manner. These
models therefore have the great potential for improving hearing restoration for
the individual CI-user.
Population level: By generating a population of computational cochlea models,
it becomes possible to investigate for instance the designs of the electrode arrays.
Whether to make them longer or shorter, change the electrode spacing etc.
have been difficult questions to answer previously. The use of a computational
model like this could be valuable for the CI manufacturers for virtual product
development and testing.
7.5 Summary and Conclusion
With the CI applications presented here, we have given a perspective on what
our generated statistical shape model can be used for. This accomplishes the
final thesis goal.
Each of the applications helps to increase our understanding of the variables
governing the hearing system and the CI-device.
• On a patient specific level, we can predict the anatomy of the cochlea
with certain limitations. Combining it with either a prediction (virtual
insertion) or measurement of electrode array positions, provides a patient
specific CI programming model.
• On a population level. Anatomical shapes representing the population
variability can be sampled from the shape model. With virtual computa-
tional models is becomes possible to investigate electrode design param-
eters, electric stimulation protocols, asserting the risk of causing trauma
during surgical insertion etc.
These applications show a promising potential for us to better understand, con-
trol and optimize the CI. This should ultimately result in an improved hearing
restoration for CI-users.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The fundamental goal of the thesis concerns improvements of hearing restoration
based on Cochlear Implants (CI). Closing the gap between natural- and artificial
hearing would improve the quality of life for a large number of people and it
would be a great feat for biomedical engineering.
In theory, the concept of the CI is very simple. The inner ear is a remarkable
structure, which is basically a sound frequency analyzer. There is a direct
relationship between anatomical position within the cochlear and the perceived
frequency. The CI device is designed to exploit this relationship, by placing a
number of electrodes within the cochlear. Each electrode encode for a specific
frequency based on its position and is activated accordingly, thereby artificially
generating the sensation of hearing.
In practice, the system it a lot more complicated. From an engineering point of
view it is a system riddled with unknowns and uncontrolled variables spanning
multiple disciplines. There is the design and programming of the CI device,
the surgical insertion procedure and the patient specific anatomy and physiol-
ogy. An understanding of each them and their interdependencies is required
before the system can be fully controlled. In the current clinical practice, it is
remarkable how little system information is actually used to make decisions.
The thesis goal can be achieved by providing relevant and usable knowledge
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to allow for informed decisions. The source of this information is imaging. To
control the patient variables it is crucial to know the detailed patient specific
anatomy. The only available data source for this is CT images, which in them-
selves carry very little useful anatomical information. We therefore have to
develop methods to infer and predict the shape of the cochlear from the low
resolution images. To control design and implant variables we need to have
realistic and detailed computational models of the cochlea including the popu-
lation variability. This can then be used for virtual product design and testing
either on patient specific cases or more population based. The data source for
realizing this, is µCT imaging of ex-vivo samples.
Statistical shape models offers the possibility to address both concerns within
the same methodology. The practical thesis goal is therefore to construct the
best possible shape models of the cochlea or the inner ear. This is broadly
speaking dependent on three different aspects, which we deal with to varying
extends in this thesis. One is the data quality and quantity. Secondly, there
is the process of constructing the shape model. Third and finally there is the
model itself and how you can and intend to use it.
Since µCT data is a limited source, it is crucial to make the most of it. We have
made accurate segmentations and surface models to have good representations
of the anatomy in the data. We have characterized the shape and developed
methods for parameterizing it to provide high quality inputs to the model build-
ing process. The methods are not necessarily perfect, but we have demonstrated
that they could significantly facilitate and improve our image registration mod-
els.
The primary challenge concerning construction of shape models is the method-
ology for creating point correspondences between data, and it is an area that
was explored extensively. We have managed to identify and address different
concerns, and have in the thesis shared our experiences. The biggest challenge
of registering cochlea shapes is arguably the difficulty in providing a proper
global initialization. We have made two research contributions exploring how to
incorporate global structure similarity into a non-rigid registration model. We
have demonstrated that our efforts improves both accuracy and precision of our
registrations and our constructed shape models. Further research could most
likely improve the model even more, but given the limitations in quality and
quantity of the data, we believe that we have managed to make the most of it.
We have developed a procedure for predicting the patient specific anatomy from
CT images, using our shape model to provide the required regularization to solve
the problem. We have further identified potential and beneficial applications of
our models. We have yet to show if and how much we can improve the restora-
tion of hearing from a CI. However, we can now provide a detailed anatomical
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computational model with a description of the population variability. It may
not be perfect, but it allow us to do realistic studies of population anatomy and
opens up for virtual product design and testing. We can estimate intra-cochlear
details from clinical CT scans, thereby adding valuable information and knowl-
edge to the patient specific system of the CI-hearing. It has certain limitations,
but that will always be the case, so only further clinical tests will be able to
determine the usability.
The tools, methodology and shape models that we have developed constitutes
a promising step in the direction of controlling different variables of the hearing
system, which ultimately could improve the restored hearing from Cochlear
Implants.
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Better understanding of the anatomical variability of the human cochlear is important for the design and
function of Cochlear Implants. Proper non-rigid alignment of high-resolution cochlearμCT data is a challenge
for the typical cubic B-spline registration model. In this paper we study one way of incorporating skeleton-
based similarity as an anatomical registration prior. We extract a centerline skeleton of the cochlear spiral,
and generate corresponding parametric pseudo-landmarks between samples. These correspondences are in-
cluded in the cost function of a typical cubic B-spline registration model to provide a more global guidance
of the alignment. The resulting registrations are evaluated using different metrics for accuracy and model
behavior, and compared to the results of a registration without the prior.
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1. Introduction
Image registration and establishment of correspondences be-
tween data is a common challenge in biomedical image analysis.
The best registration model is largely case-dependent, inﬂuenced by
the anatomy, the involved imaging modalities, the desired end-goal,
etc. [11,17,18]. In cases that require large and complex deformations
ﬁnding the optimal registration procedure becomes a challenging
task. As the amount of parameters in the transformation model
increases it becomes more and more diﬃcult for the optimization
to avoid local minima. In these cases, it is often required to include
some additional prior knowledge or regularization/constraints to
eﬃciently solve the registration.
The challenging case presented in this paper is the task of
registering data of the (human) inner ear. This structure controls
the sensation of hearing and balance, and an understanding of the
anatomy and anatomical variability plays an important part in utiliz-
ing the full potential of Cochlear Implants [30]. Detailed anatomical
✩ This paper has been recommended for acceptance by Punam Kumar Saha.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +4545255228.
E-mail address: hmkj@dtu.dk (H.M. Kjer).
models have interesting patient-speciﬁc applications as they can
provide information about the type of electrode design that suits
the anatomy of the user [29], or by allowing improvements to the
implant programming based on simulations mimicking the actual
anatomical and physiological situation [6].
The anatomy of the inner ear is composed of the vestibular system
and the cochlea. Image registration of the latter is challenging for
a couple of reasons, and will be the focus of this work. The human
cochlea is a spiral structure with outer dimensions of approximately
10×8×4 mm. The size and the shape of the spiral can vary exten-
sively. On average, the cochlea winds 2.6 turns [9] but can approach
up to three full turns – corresponding to a difference in the order of
1–2 mm following the path of the spiral. The separation between the
cochlear turns is typically one order of magnitude smaller. Specially
deformations to properly align the most apical region of spiral have
been diﬃcult to model to our experience. Further, the whole spiral
is a tube-like structure (see Fig. 1, right) with a large degree of
self-similarity in the cross-sections. This lack of distinct features
makes it diﬃcult to identify corresponding anatomical positions
across samples.
The desired registration model should not just expand or com-
press the apical part of the spiral to align two samples, but rather
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2015.07.017
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Fig. 1. Left: Impression of the μCT data and segmentation (red border). Notice the small spacing separating the cochlear turns (right side of CT image), the weak contrast towards
internal cochlea borders, and the opening into the middle ear cavity (middle of the image). Right: The corresponding surface model provides an overview of the inner ear topology.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
model a change along the entire spiral. Essentially the model should
be able to handle very local deformations while still adhering to the
global structure of the samples. This type of behavior is usually not
native to non-rigid registration models without some kind of prior or
regularization included.
Modiﬁcations to a registration model to include such prior knowl-
edge have been studied previously. A way of introducing anatomical
shape priors is the use of a statistical shape model [4,10]. However,
building statistical shape models is in itself a labor intensive task ri-
valing if not surpassing the task of the registration, as the prerequisite
for building the model is data that is already registered to have cor-
respondences.
A multitude of physical constraints have also been proposed as
regularizations. For example, local tissue rigidity can be enforced in
speciﬁed areas [23], or conditions of incompressibility or volume-
preservation can be applied [20]. However, ﬁnding the suitable phys-
ical constraint for a registration task is not straightforward, as this is
case- and application dependent.
In the work of [3] an articulated skeleton model was pre-
registered to intra-mouse data studies in order to recover large pose-
differences between data acquisitions. The presented application is
narrow in its scope, but the registration methodology of using land-
mark correspondences as regularization is more generally applicable,
thus we adopt this approach for this work.
In this paper we explore the potential of using the skeleton of a
surface object as an anatomical prior in free-form registrations using
a B-spline transformation model.
Skeletonization of a volume or surface is a research ﬁeld in itself
[7,22]. The skeleton provides a global description of shape in a sim-
pliﬁed and structured form. Matching based on skeleton similarity
could provide a global anatomical guidance or regularization to a
locally deﬁned free-form image registration procedure with a high
resistance to noise compared to using only the image intensity sim-
ilarity. The use of skeleton similarity in image registrations should be
applicable to many different problems and there are many published
methods and approaches for ﬁnding and matching the skeletons for
differing types of data and geometries [24,26]. Skeleton correspon-
dence has been seen in image registration tasks before, relating to for
instance 2D/3Dmulti-modal registration [15] andmatching of vessels
in time-series angiography data [27]. More related to our approach
is the work of [25], where multiple different shape features were
calculated from surface objects and transformed into vector-valued
2D feature images, which were aligned with a classic image registra-
tion formulation. Skeleton features were used for global alignment
in the coarser levels of the registration. Our strategy is similar
although the prior will be included into the registration model
differently.
The purpose of this study is to test and evaluate deformable reg-
istration using a B-spline transformation model on a series of inner
ear datasets with/without the use of skeleton-based similarity in the
registration model.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2.1 pro-
vides a description of the data and the processing, and Section 2.2
contains the procedure for ﬁnding skeletons and their similarity
across datasets. The registration models and their evaluation are de-
tailed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. The results are presented
in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Data and processing
A collection of 17 dried temporal bones from the University of
Bern were prepared and scanned with a Scanco Medical μCT100
system. The data was reconstructed and processed to obtain image
volumes of 24 micron isotropic voxel-sizes containing the inner ear
(Fig. 1, left).
Image segmentation: The border of the inner ear was segmented
in all datasets semi-automatically using ITK-SNAP [31]. On standard
CT images the cochlear will appear to have a circular cross-section.
Due to the higher resolution of μCT and the sample preparation it
becomes possible to see the lamina spiralis. It is a bony ridge structure
that traverses the entire cochlea from the spiral central direction,
partially separating the cochlear into two chambers (scala tympani
and scala vestibuli) and creating a ‘U’-shaped cross-section (see Fig. 1,
left). The semi-automatic tool in the segmentation software was
critical for achieving smooth and rounded segmentations in data
with that kind of resolution, and for reducing the amount of manual
work. The images contain some openings, less well-deﬁned regions
and non-anatomical artifacts that had to be manually handled to
obtain comparable segmentations across datasets. For this reason a
segmentation of one dataset easily amounts to 12–15 h, but it is a
requirement for having a ground truth and a correct representation
of the object. A surface model was generated for each dataset using
Marching Cubes [16] followed by a surface reconstruction [19] to
obtain a well-formed triangular mesh (Fig. 1, right).
2.2. Skeletonization
Implementing and comparing skeletonization methodologies is
not the scope of this work. Our aim is to ﬁnd a simple method for
generating skeleton correspondence between samples that can easily
be included in a registration model thus allowing us to explore the
potential of the approach. The object topology is an important con-
sideration when working with skeletons, as this poses a restriction
for certain methods. To avoid working with a genus 3 surface, we ex-
clude the vestibular system and focus only on a skeleton of the spiral
shaped cochlea.
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Fig. 2. The cochlear skeletonization. Red annotations are manually determined information (Left: ZMan and central axis, Right: cochlear apex). Blue annotations represent para-
metric pseudo-landmarks (Left: ZS, Right: ZLM). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
Initial experimentation showed that methods for automatically
ﬁnding the curved skeleton [7], medial curve or centerlines [5]
tended to be attracted to the larger of the two scalae and thus
creating inconsistent skeletons across samples. Medial surface rep-
resentations [12,28] were also found challenging to generate with
desirable topological consistency and smoothness. To keep things
simple we propose to use a set of corresponding pseudo-landmarks,
ZLM, of the cochlear surfaces obtained from a parametric ‘curved
skeleton’ following the lamina spiralis ridge.
We manually deﬁne the following information (marked red on
Fig. 2) in each dataset to determine our corresponding pseudo-
landmarks: The cochlear apex landmark (Ai), the central axis of the
cochlear spiral (deﬁned by a unit direction vector, ~ni, and an axis
point, Ci), and a set of points (approx. 100 per dataset) following the
ridge line of the lamina spiralis from the beginning of the cochlear
base to the end in the apical turn (ZMan
i
).
From the above information, we generate a naive parametric
model of the cochlea. First, we create a parametric description of
the cochlea skeleton using ZMan
i
, from which we determine 37 cor-
responding positions on the skeleton with equal arc-length (ZS
i
). Sec-
ondly, we extract planar surface cross-section at each of the points,
p, in ZS
i
. The cross-section plane is determined by the tangent of the
skeleton at p. Each cross-section of the surface mesh is then parame-
terized using 40 points (~ni provides the reference for orientation and
starting point in each cross-section parameterization). These cross-
sectional points together with the apex landmark provides a set,ZLM
i
,
of 1481 corresponding surface pseudo-landmarks (Fig. 2, right) to be
included in a registration model. Finding the cochlea cross-section in
the apical region of the cochlear can potentially lead to some ambigu-
ity, as they could intersect with themselves. To avoid this the skeleton
cross-sections in the apical turn were not included.
2.3. Image registration
The registration procedure follows a common work-ﬂow. One
dataset was chosen as the reference, to which the remaining mov-
ing datasets were registered in two steps - rigid initialization fol-
lowed by the deformable registration, both detailed in the following
subsections.
2.3.1. Initial rigid alignment
There are many approaches for ﬁnding rigid transformations. The
chosen procedure is independent from the skeleton information and
is the same no matter the chosen deformable registration model. In
that way, later comparisons of registration results are not affected
by the initialization. The whole initialization procedure relies solely
upon the extracted surface meshes, but the calculated rigid trans-
formations were also applied to the gray-scale volumes and their
segmentations.
Translation: Let p(i, j) be the jth vertex position of dataset i. A
translation was applied so that the center of mass is placed in po-
sition (0,0,0), i.e. the mean vertex position, p¯i, was subtracted from
all vertices. This places all datasets in a coordinate system where the
inner ear center of mass of each dataset is in the origin.
Rotation: Leti be the 3× 3 covariancematrix of themesh vertex
positions of dataset i (after the translation). The eigenvectors, Wi, of
i provides a rotation matrix, which when applied transforms the
data to the principal component directions. This essentially corre-
sponds to ﬁtting an ellipsoid to the point cloud and aligning the axes.
Check directions: This alignment procedure is robust due to the
asymmetry of the inner ear shape (Fig. 1, right). However, the sign of
a principal direction in the ith dataset could potentially be opposite
compared to that of the reference. To handle this we make a simple
check. The bounding box of the reference and of the moving point
cloud is divided into a coarse grid. We use the sum of squared grid
vertex-density difference between the two as a check metric. If the
axis-ﬂip would result in a lower metric, then the ﬂip is made to the
moving dataset. While there is no guarantee for this to work in all
cases, it has worked well for our data. In principle, any kind of rigid
alignment could be used instead of the one suggested here.
2.3.2. Deformable registration
The non-rigid image registration follows the formulation and
framework of elastix [14].
The registration is done between the segmentations rather than
the gray-scale volumes for two reasons. First, the μCT data contain
smaller artifacts and certain weakly contrasted edges, that were han-
dled during the segmentation. Secondly, the registration should not
be inﬂuenced by the anatomical differences in the surrounding bone
structure.
The registration of the moving dataset, IM, towards the reference,
IF, is formulated as a (parametric) transformation, Tμ, where the vec-
tor μ containing the p-parameters of the transformation model are
found as an optimization of a cost function, C.
μˆ = argmin
μ
C(Tμ, IF , IM) (1)
The transformation model used in this paper is the cubic B-spline
in a multi-resolution setting. We apply image smoothing with a
Gaussian kernel to both the ﬁxed and moving image. For each level
of resolution the spacing between grid points and the width of the
smoothing kernel follows a decreasing scheme, starting with a coarse
registration that is gradually reﬁned. The following scheme was
chosen by experimentation:
Control point grid spacing (isotropic, voxels):
[144,72,48,48,36,24,18,12,6]
Width of Guassian kernel (isotropic, voxels):
[10,10,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]
Thewidth of the kernel was deliberately kept narrow inmost levels to
avoid that small and sharp featureswould be blurred out (for instance
the separation of the cochlear turns).
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The cost function used in this ‘basic’ registration set-up:
C1 = α · SSim(μ, IF , IM) + (1 − α) · PBE(μ) (2)
where α is a weight parameter in the interval [0,1]. The similarity
term, SSim, is chosen as the sum of squared differences (SSD). The
term PBE is the energy bending regularization used to penalize strong
changes and foldings in the transformation [21]. The weighting of the
similarity term was chosen to 0.9 by experimentation. Increasing α
would provide more freedom for deformation of the shapes, but also
increase the risk of having non-plausible anatomical results.
The optimization is solved using Adaptive Stochastic Gradient
Descent [13]. The maximum number iterations was set to 2500. To
reduce the computational burden of the optimization only a subset
voxels are sampled for the evaluation. For each iteration 214 random
coordinate points were sampled. These settings were ﬁxed for all
resolutions.
2.3.3. Deformable registration with guidance from skeleton
The free-form registration set-up remains largely the same when
a skeleton is included in order to make comparisons fair. The cost
function is modiﬁed to include a landmark similarity term [3]:
C2 = α · SSim(μ, IF , IM)
+ β · SCP(μ,ZF ,ZM) + (1 − α − β) · PBE(μ) (3)
where α and β are weightings in the interval [0,1] and fulﬁlling
α + β ≤ 1. The landmark similarity term, SCP(μ,ZF ,ZM), uses the
Euclidean distance between the set of corresponding landmarks, ZF
and ZM . In this way intensity-based image registration is guided with
features extracted from the anatomical skeleton (i.e. using ZLM
i
from
Section 2.2). By experimentation the weightings were set to α = 0.8
and β = 0.11. The landmark similarity is kept small in order not
to force the alignment, and the ratio between image similarity and
bending energy regularization is kept similar to the previous set-up
C1 (Eq. (2)). Settings for the transformationmodel and optimizerwere
unchanged from the previous registration model.
2.4. Evaluation
We are interested in comparing the 16 registration results of
model 1 (Eq. (2)) and model 2 (Eq. (3)) using a number of different
image and mesh based metrics.
Image based evaluation: Let Ii(μ) be the moving segmentation
volume after application of the resulting transformation.We compare
the Dice Score [8] to the segmentation of the reference dataset, IRef.
DSC =
2 ·
∣∣IRef⋂ Ii(μ)∣∣
|IRef| +
∣∣Ii(μ)∣∣ (4)
Mesh based evaluation: We deﬁne the surface based scores as
follows. Let SRef(μ) be the reference surface mesh after application
of the resulting transformation. There is no direct point correspon-
dence between the reference and the ground truth surfaces, Si, and
they each contain a varying number of vertices. Metrics are therefore
based on the closest points, i.e. theminimumEuclidean distance from
a point, p, to any of the points, q, in the other surface, S:
d(p,S) = min
∀q∈S (||p− q||2) (5)
The mean surface error, ds¯, of each sample is deﬁned as the aver-
age of all the closest point distances:
ds¯ =
1
NRef + Ni
( ∑
∀p∈SRef(μ)
d(p,Si) +
∑
∀p∈Si
d(p,SRef(μ))
)
(6)
where NRef and Ni are the total number of points in the reference and
the moving surface respectively.
The Hausdorff distance, dH, is themaximumof all the closest point
distances:
dH = max
{
max
∀p∈SRef(μ)
d(p,Si),max∀p∈Si
d(p,SRef(μ))
}
(7)
The above mentioned metrics are very generic and will hardly be
able to reﬂect and evaluate the change in the registration model that
we intend to explore. We therefore include two additional scores,
apex error and torque.
First, we calculate the Euclidean distance between apexes of the
target data and of the reference.
dA =
∣∣∣∣A′Ref(μ) − Ai∣∣∣∣2 (8)
The apex is one of the few locations on the cochlea that can be
placed relatively precisely. Even though an arc-length distance might
be more correct to use, the Euclidean apex error should be indicative
of the registration model behavior in the apical region, even though
this point is also included in the registration model.
Secondly, we look at the differences in the vector deformation
ﬁelds obtained by the registrationmodels. The cochlear samples have
a different number of turns, and we wish to evaluate the registra-
tionmodels ability to capture this rotational behavior of the anatomy.
Our postulation and assumption is that this ability of the registration
model should correlate with the ‘torque’, τ , on the central axis of the
cochlear exerted by the deformation ﬁeld.
Let the force vector, ~Fp, on the vertex, p, in the reference mesh be
deﬁned simply as the vector between the vertex position before and
after application of the registration transformation:
~Fp = p(μ) − p
Further, we can calculate the perpendicular arm from the central axis
to themesh vertex, vˆp. This vector is normalized to unit length, so that
the vertices farther from the axis will not contribute with a greater
torque.
The scalar projection of the force vector, Fp, onto the unit arm that
is perpendicular to both the central axis and vˆp is then the acting force
contributing to the torque:
Fp = ~Fp · (~n × vˆp)
Using this local vertex torque force leads to our deﬁnition of the
torque of the registration:
τ = 1
NRef
∑
∀p∈SRef
Fp = 1
NRef
∑
∀p∈SRef
(p(μ) − p) · (~n × vˆp) (9)
3. Results
The registrations were done on a desktop with a quad-core
3.6 GHz processor, 64 GB RAM, running elastix v4.7. The average time
per registration was approximately 0.8 h and we observed no notable
Table 1
Statistics of registration evaluation metrics, reported as the mean +/− 1 std. Model 1 is the non-rigid image regis-
tration model and model 2 the non-rigid image registration model incorporating a skeleton prior.
Metric Dice score Surface error [mm] Hausdorff [mm] Apex error [mm] Avg. torque [mm2]
Model 1 0.96 ± 0.01 0.040 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.24 1.01 ± 0.59 −0.04 ± 0.09
Model 2 0.95 ± 0.01 0.045 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.35 0.69 ± 0.52 −0.53 ± 0.28
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Fig. 3. Sample-wise apex error (Left) and average torque (Right) plotted against the number of cochlear turns of the target samples. Vertical black line indicate the number of turns
in the reference sample.
Fig. 4. Qualitative difference in the local torque acting on the cochlea central axis (black vector). The target sample has 2.60 turns, compared to the 2.46 of the reference (the shown
surface). Positive direction of the central axis is deﬁned from the cochlea base towards the apex.
Fig. 5. The visual difference between registration models. The reference surface is de-
formed using either model 1 (purple, right) or model 2 (red, left) to align with the
target sample (grey, middle). The surfaces have been moved apart to avoid overlap be-
tween shapes.
difference in run times or convergence speed between the two regis-
tration models.
The statistics of the different metric scores are presented in
Table 1. Fig. 3 elaborates on the sample-wise apex error and torque
metric, and Figs. 4 and 5 show the qualitative difference between the
registration models.
The general metrics (DSC, ds¯, dH) show a small decrease in perfor-
mance accuracy for model 2.
From Fig. 3 it is observed that the apex errors of model 1 grow
more or less proportionally to the discrepancy in cochlear turns. The
torque is close to zero on average. These observations reﬂect that
model 1 only adapts very locally and behaves indifferently with re-
gards to the turning of the target shape. I.e. the resulting cochlear
shapes after registration have little variation in the turns.
The apex errors are seen to be generally lower for model 2. Note,
that the apex landmark used to calculate this error was a part of the
optimization procedure. That the error is reduced is therefore no sur-
prise and it is a biased metric for considering the model accuracy
and precision. However, it provides a summarizing pseudo-measure
of how much more turning registration model 2 on average is able
to capture, which is further illustrated in Fig. 5. For very large differ-
ences in cochlear turns it would seem that both of the registration
models have trouble with aligning the apexes.
The torque of model 2 is in most of the cases negative. This indi-
cate vector ﬁelds pointing more tangentially in the direction of the
spiral towards to the apical region. This would be the expectation as
most of the target samples have more turns than the reference. The
torque is not a measure of accuracy nor precision. The torque merely
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provides a simple quantiﬁcation of the overall rotation of the cochlear
shape. Further is gives a good way of illustrating the differences be-
tween the registration models as demonstrated in Fig. 4.
4. Discussion
The Dice Score, surface error andHausdorff distance serves as very
general metrics for evaluating the local adaptability of the registra-
tionmodels. Further, they indicate the general accuracy and precision
that we are achieving with the data. The performance with model 2
was decreased on these scores. It would seem that we are trading
some local adaption for guiding the model with the landmarks. The
determination of the skeleton inherently carries some uncertainties.
By introducing the landmarks into the registration model extra noise
is added to the procedure. It may happen that a poor skeleton esti-
mate is drawing the spiral in thewrong direction. By providing amore
robustly determined skeleton that additionally could fully reach the
most apical turn, we expect that the performance of model of 2 could
be increased.
The current approach by basing the skeletons on manually picked
medial points is only feasible because of the low number of data sam-
ples, and because of the speciﬁc anatomy where the ridge of the lam-
ina spiralis is easily identiﬁable and happens to deﬁne a medial line
of the object. Manually placing medial points in a 3D model would
generally be impossible.
Aspects of the skeletonization and its inﬂuence can be studied
furthermore. For instance the number of landmarks used to repre-
sent the skeleton. By experimentation we found an amount of cross-
sections that appeared to work, but the number of landmarks per
cross-section could potentially be reduced. However, the primary
concern is the current lack of information in the most apical cochlear
turn. For this to be included it would be interesting to look into
other skeletal representations. That would in turn potentially require
a different way of measuring the similarity of skeletons and possi-
bly an extension to the registration framework to accommodate this.
It holds an interesting research potential as both the ﬁeld of skele-
tonization and image registration are well-researched areas, but so
far joining the two have received little focus. A reason might be the
challenge in automatically obtaining consistent skeletons from vol-
umetric data. In this work the skeletons were based on the surface
models (i.e. the data segmentation), which in many cases are diﬃcult
and/or time-consuming to obtain. Ideally the skeletons should be ex-
tracted from volumetric gray-scale data similar to the work of [1,2].
Using the B-spline grid as the transformation model in the regis-
tration has limitations. Choosing a ﬂuid- or optical ﬂow-based model
[18] could potentially be more suited for this kind of spiral anatomy.
Alternatively, the performance of the B-spline approach could per-
haps be improved with some data preprocessing. If the cochlea was
unfolded, possibly based on the skeleton cross-sections, it would
be in a space more suited for a B-spline grid transformation. Along
the same line of thinking, the deformation control points could be
placed in a non-cubic grid structure favoring the spiral nature of the
data. However, these suggestions may be diﬃcult to realize and in-
volves adapting the registration method to one very speciﬁc task or
anatomy. In this and potentially other cases ﬁnding a skeleton and
including it into the a registration model may be an easier or more
feasible approach. The results reﬂect that it is possible to modify and
regularize the registration by using skeleton similarity as a prior, even
though there is room for improvements in our methodology.
The registration parameters used in this work were manually
determined. A set of parameters that works well on all data samples
while running within a reasonable time frame can be diﬃcult to ﬁnd.
Regarding the choice of metric weights, an interval of α = 0.7 − 0.9,
would seem to be the most appropriate for model 1. Higher α
increases the ﬂexibility of the model, which is needed for capturing
the cochlear turning. However, increasing beyond 0.9 made some
cases fail. In particular the behavior of the deformations in the
semi-circular canals performed poorly. The same holds true for
model 2. For having a fair comparison between the registration
models, the same relative weight of the image similarity and bending
energy metric was kept. Having β < 0.15 was found to be reasonable.
Forcing more weight on the landmarks could result in too strong
deformations in some cases, and going much lower counters the idea
of having the landmarks. Variable metric weights throughout the
resolutions were also tested for model 2. I.e. a scheme where a strong
weighting was placed on the landmarks in the initial resolutions
and then gradually reduced. It worked well in some cases only, so
to keep the registration models comparable the ﬁxed weightings
scheme was used. Regarding the optimization only the default opti-
mizer and automatically determined settings were used. A number
of samples in the range of 214 − 217 and a maximum number of
iterations between 1000 and 2500 seemed to produce stable results.
Tweaking of registration parameters could result in minor changes of
the performance scores, but the same tendencies of the registration
models would be observed.
The local torque forces (Fig. 4) provides the most qualitative
view of the differences between the registration models. There is no
ground truth torque, but it illustrates that the normal registration
model is very local in its adaption, whereas model 2 provides more
turning in the region where the skeleton is deﬁned. Ideally we could
have shown amore convincingly stronger negative correlation (Fig. 3)
between the differences in the cochlear turns and the average size
of the torque. However, we have a low number of samples and the
registration also has to deal with general differences in the size and
orientation of the samples apart from the turning. In future work the
torque could perhaps even be used as a regularization in the regis-
tration model, where it could favor a constant torque in the B-spline
grid points near the spiral.
5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated the use of parameterized skeletons to act
as an anatomical similarity prior for cubic B-spline non-rigid image
registration of cochlea μCT data.
The B-spline transformationmodel is only locally deﬁned, and the
registration is challenged by the spiral nature of the cochlear data,
that is locally similar throughout all turns. We have created a simple
parameterized skeleton, and included corresponding parametric
pseudo-landmarks into the registration cost function. The skeleton
provides global similarity to the registration model, that allows
cochlear turning to be captured to a larger degree.
Developments in the use of skeletons in the non-rigid alignment
could lead to better registration models. This requires further work in
combining research in skeletonization with the ﬁeld of image regis-
tration.
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Abstract. Better understanding of the anatomical variability of the
human cochlear is important for the design and function of Cochlear
Implants. Good non-rigid alignment of high-resolution cochlear μCT
data is a challenging task.
In this paper we study the use of heat distribution similarity between
samples as an anatomical registration prior. We set-up and present our
heat distribution model for the cochlea and utilize it in a typical cubic
B-spline registration model. Evaluation and comparison is done against
a corresponding normal registration of binary segmentations.
1 Introduction
Image registration and ﬁnding data correspondence is a well known challenge in
biomedical image analysis. The choice and performance of the registration model
depends highly on the involved imaging modalities, the anatomy of the object,
the desired end-goal, etc. [9]. Larger and more complex deformations make it
more challenging to set-up the optimal registration procedure. It becomes more
diﬃcult for the optimization to avoid local minima as the amount of parameters
in the transformation model increases. To eﬃciently solve the problem it is often
required to include additional data pre-processing, prior knowledge, regulariza-
tion or constraints.
In this study we work with registration of μCT images of the inner ear, which
is the structure controlling hearing and balance. Establishing correspondences
between samples is required to understand the anatomical/shape variability,
which has uses in a range of interesting clinical applications regarding Cochlear
Implants [13]. It can be in a patient-speciﬁc context, by advising recipients and
surgeons to choose an electrode design suited for the anatomy of the user [12],
and/or optimizing the CI-programming based on patient-speciﬁc physiological
simulations [4]. Description of population-based anatomical variability further
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allow manufacturers to explore the general implant design. The inner ear is ter-
minologically divided into two parts - the spiral formed cochlea (for hearing)
and the vestibular system (for balance) consisting of three semi-circular canals
in a close to perpendicular conﬁguration (see Figure 1). We will focus mostly on
the cochlea part in this study, as this to our experience is the more diﬃcult part
to register. The challenge is mainly due to the relatively large observable diﬀer-
ences compared to the compactness of the spiral. The spiral outer dimensions
approximates to 10x8x4 mm, and on average the cochlea winds 2.6 turns [5] but
can approach up to three full turns. This corresponds to a diﬀerence in the order
of 1-2 mm following the path of the spiral. The separation between the cochlear
turns in the same region is typically one order of magnitude smaller. Further,
the spiral lacks distinct features to identify corresponding locations. The whole
spiral is a tube-like structure (see Figure 1) with a large degree of self-similarity
in cross-sections.
Our aim is to set up an image registration procedure for cochlear data. Con-
ventional practice is to start with a global alignment (rigid, aﬃne etc.) followed
by a non-rigid step consisting of very local deformations. The common global
transformations cannot align cochlear shapes very well, as they cannot take into
account the spiral nature of the data. This lack of global ﬁt should be handled by
the non-rigid registration instead. The desired non-rigid model should not just
expand or reduce the apical part of the spiral to cope with variability in cochlea
turning, but instead it should try to readjust the entire spiral. Essentially the
model should be able to handle very local deformations while still adhering to a
more global structure.
Fig. 1. Left: A slice from a μCT dataset showing the segmentation of the inner ear.
Right: A surface model of the inner ear constructed from the segmentation of a μCT
dataset.
There are diﬀerent ways to modify the registration model to achieve this, and
inclusion of prior-knowledge have been studied previously. An anatomical shape
prior can be in form of a statistical shape model [2,6]. However, building shape
models is in itself a labor intensive task rivaling if not surpassing the task of the
registration, as the prerequisite for building the model is data that is already
registered to have correspondences.
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In the work of [1] an articulated skeleton model was pre-registered to
intra-mouse data studies in order to recover large pose-diﬀerences between data
acquisitions. Landmark correspondences of the skeleton model were then used to
regularize the registration cost function. While in principle it is a useful approach
to our case, corresponding landmarks are to our experience diﬃcult to establish
coherently and consistently for the cochlea.
It is also possible to do clever preprocessing of the data to obtain an image
similarity measure more suited for the registration. In the work of [11] a selec-
tion of shape features were calculated from the objects and transformed into
vector-valued 2D feature images, that were then registered using a classic image
registration formulation. Skeletal features were used to provide the more global
similarity between samples, while curvature and convexity features handles local
similarity. The principle idea of processing the data to ﬁnd a new similarity met-
ric is sound and an approach that we follow. Instead of working from meshes
and shape features we will work from the images and explore the use of a single
image feature to improve our registrations - the heat distribution. Techniques
for calculating volumetric maps of 3D heat distributions already exist, and have
the potential to provide the required global context to the registration model.
Since a heat map can be considered just another type of gray-scale image data,
this approach would ﬁt into already existing registration frameworks with little
modiﬁcation.
The purpose of this study is then to test and evaluate deformable registration
using a B-spline transformation model on a series of inner ear/cochlear datasets
with and without the use of heat distribution similarity in the registration model.
2 Materials and Methods
In this section we provide a more detailed description of the data and its process-
ing, the set up and evaluation of registration models and the computation of heat
distributions. In order to conceptualize and test the overall procedure we create
and use some simple synthetic 2D images. This data is introduced in Section 2.1
and corresponding registration model described in Section 2.4. Details concern-
ing the cochlear data and the initial processing are found in Section 2.2. The
computation of the heat distribution in this data is described in Section 2.3.
Finally, the registration models (for both data types) are detailed in Section 2.4
and their evaluation in Section 2.5.
2.1 2D Synthetic Data
Data Generation: Small synthetic 2D images are generated to demonstrate the
concept of using maps of heat distributions in a registration model. Two binary
100x100 images, Bi, were created manually containing a foreground spiral region
and a background. In order to create a classic gray-scale version of the images
(Ii), random noise was added to each pixel. The noise models for both regions
were Gaussian, Nj(μj , σj). The corresponding volumetric heat distributions (Hi)
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were generated simplistically; The apex of the spiral was manually selected as
the source. Heat was propagated iteratively with a 4-neighborhood kernel. The
heat spreads to previously untouched foreground voxels, and for each iteration
the heat is decreased by 1. The synthetic data is presented in Figure 2.
Fig. 2. Synthetic 2D data with I1 and I2 showing the two gray-scale images, and H1
and H2 the corresponding heat map versions
Image Registration: In short, we initially calculate one rigid transformation
that is applied to both of the moving images, i.e. I2 and H2. This is followed by
non-rigid registrations between respectively the pair of grayscale and heat map
images. The formulation and details on the images registrations are described in
Section 2.4. The result of the deformations are visually compared and evaluated.
2.2 Cochlear Data
A collection of N=17 dried temporal bones from the University of Bern were
prepared and scanned with a Scanco Medical μCT100 system. The data was
reconstructed and processed to obtain image volumes of 48 micron isotropic
voxel-sizes containing the inner ear (Figure 1, left).
Image Segmentation: The inner ear border was delineated semi-automatically
to obtain a binary segmentation, Bi, of each dataset using ITK-SNAP [14].The
images contain some openings and non-anatomical artifacts that had to be man-
ually handled to obtain comparable segmentations across datasets. A surface
model was generated for each dataset using Marching Cubes followed by a sur-
face reconstruction [10] to obtain a well-formed triangular mesh (Figure 1, right).
Initial Rigid Alignment: Before proceeding further we choose to perform an
initial registration of the data to bring it into a common space and orienta-
tion. We use a rigid transform to remove translational and rotational diﬀerences
between the datasets while retaining variation in size or scaling.
The initial registration is done with principal component transformations
calculated from the extracted surface models. One dataset was chosen as the
reference, to which the others were aligned. In short, the mean vertex position,
p¯i, of the i-th dataset is subtracted from all vertices translating the center of
mass to position (0,0,0). Finding the eigenvectors of the 3-x-3 covariance matrix
of the mesh vertex positions (after the translation) provides a rotation matrix to
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the principal axes. This essentially corresponds to ﬁtting an ellipsoid to the point
cloud of each dataset and aligning the ellipsoid axes, and it works consistently
due to the asymmetry of the inner ear shape.
After the initial registration all images were cropped to contain only the
cochlea region, since this is the structure of our focus. The ﬁrst principal axis
described above separates the cochlea from the vestibular region. Therefore, the
cropping is accomplished easily by splitting each dataset at x = 0 (see Figure 1
and 3a).
2.3 Heat Distribution
The usage of heat distribution models for registration of complex anatomical
shapes allows the generation of a global similarity between samples regardless of
local diﬀerences in shape.
Calculating a heat map, Hi, for each dataset is done after the initial regis-
tration and is initiated by the placement of a source and sink. The source was
manually set at the cochlear apex (see Figure 3a) and the sink was chosen as
the inner ear center of mass (i.e. position (0,0,0)). The heat values at the two
extremes were ﬁxed. The heat distribution over time in a region is governed by
the Partial Diﬀerential Equation (PDE)
∂u
∂t
− αΔu = 0 (1)
which describes the distribution of heat, u, over time, t, in a medium with
thermal conductivity α. With Δ being the Laplacian operator Δu ≡ uxx +uyy +
uzz. Assuming α to be one and t → ∞ we obtain the thermal equilibrium state
solution described by the Laplacian equation
Δu = 0 (2)
Solving this PDE (Eq. 2) implies solving a boundary value problem with
boundary conditions [3]. Careful assignment of the boundary values can be pos-
itive for the registration process. Assigning Dirichlet boundary conditions f to
speciﬁc anatomical sites A such as the apex and the center of the cochlea creates
a shape metric image that can be used for steering the registration process to
an improved solution.
Discrete Laplacian on a Closed Domain: We want to solve
Δu = 0 u|A = f (3)
for f = f(x, y, z) the boundary values deﬁned at anatomical sites A. All the
foreground voxels of a binary image segmentation, Bi, will constitute the domain
Ω where the heat diﬀusion will be applied. By applying the Laplace discrete
operator to all image voxels, Equation 2 can be written in matrix form as Au = 0.
The matrix A, called the graph Laplacian or adjacency matrix, encodes the
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(a) Heat distribution at the surface
of the cochlear. The source point in
the apex is marked in black.
(b) Discrete voxel lattice. Central
voxel highlighted in red. Neighbors
in x, y and z axis are at distances
δx, δy, δz respectively.
Fig. 3. Heat distribution for 3D data
neighboring relations between voxels. This is because we in the voxel image
lattice (see Figure 3b) can approximate the discrete Laplacian by computing the
second order ﬁnite diﬀerences.
The solution to the Laplacian with Dirichlet anatomical conditions is obtained
by solving the system of equations Au = b, with b being a row matrix encoding
the boundary values at A given by:
f(x, y, z) =
{
1, for (x, y, z) ∈ cochlear apex (source)
0, for (x, y, z) ∈ cochlea center of mass (sink) (4)
Although A and b are sparse by deﬁnition, solving the system of equations
with standard techniques might be unfeasible. Given that A is symmetric and
positive deﬁnite we can use the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method
using the Incomplete Cholesky Factorization of A as a pre-conditioner [7]. This
allows solving the system iteratively in a short time and with a low memory foot-
print. For the generation of the map to be useful, the cochlea segmentation must
ensure that the cochlear turns does not intersect each other in the segmentation.
Two Step Heat Map Generation: When solving the entire 3D domain using
just a sink and a source voxel the decay of the heat function is very fast to our
experience. We obtain a very small heat gradient throughout the cochlea and the
resulting heat map is too ﬂat to be used properly. We improve the heat map by
applying a two step process for the generation of the map. First, we compute the
heat map with a single voxel sink and source point, but using only the boundary
voxels of the cochlea segmentation as the diﬀusion domain. This ensures that
heat spreads over a reduced number of voxels, generating a boundary heat map
with better gradient and slower heat decay. Second, the resulting boundary heat
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map is used as boundary condition for a second heat propagation over the entire
cochlea segmentation domain.
2.4 Deformable Image Registration
The work-ﬂow for non-rigid image registration is quite standard. The (N-1) mov-
ing datasets are registered to a chosen reference, following the formulation and
framework of the elastix [8] toolbox.
The registration of the moving dataset, IM , towards the ﬁxed image, IF , is
formulated as a (parametric) transformation, Tµ, where the vector μ containing
the p-parameters of the transformation model are found as an optimization of
the cost function, C.
μˆ = argmin
µ
C(Tµ, IF , IM ) (5)
The transformation model used in this paper is the cubic B-spline grid in
a multi-resolution setting. The spacing between grid points follow a gradually
decreasing schedule to start with a rough alignment that is slowly reﬁned. The
particular schedule used was (24, 16, 8) voxels.
Binary Set-up: We make a ’normal’ registration between the segmentation
volumes, to have something to compare our proposed usage of heat distributions
against. The registration is done between the binary segmentation volumes, Bi,
rather than the gray-scale volumes, Ii, for two reasons. First, the μCT data
contain smaller artifacts and certain weakly contrasted edges, that were dealt
with during the segmentation (Section 2.2). Secondly, the registration should not
be inﬂuenced by the anatomical diﬀerences in the surrounding bone structure.
The following cost-function was used for the registration:
C1 = α · SSim(μ,BF , BM ) + (1 − α) · PBE(μ) (6)
where α is a weight parameter in the interval [0,1], here chosen to 0.9 by means
of experimentation. For the similarity term, SSim, the sum of squared diﬀerences
(SSD) is chosen. The term PBE is the energy bending regularization used to
penalize strong changes and foldings in the transformation.
Heat-map Set-up: In order to use the similarity of heat distributions in the
registration, the cost function can essentially remain the same, simply replacing
the underlying image data from the segmentations, Bi, to the heat maps, Hi.
By experimentation we set α = 0.1, while all other settings remains un-altered
in order to provide a fair comparison between the two set-ups.
C2 = α · SSim(μ,HF ,HM ) + (1 − α) · PBE(μ) (7)
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Table 1. Statistics of registration evaluation metrics, reported as the mean +/- 1 std.
Model 1 and 2 refers respectively to Eq. 6 (binary) and Eq. 7 (heat).
Metric Dice Score Mean Err. [mm] Max Err. [mm] Apex Err. [mm]
Model 1 0.96 ± <0.01 0.07 ± <0.01 0.54 ± 0.13 0.97 ± 0.58
Model 2 0.99 ± <0.01 0.05 ± <0.01 0.43 ± 0.12 0.66 ± 0.58
Registration Model - 2D Synthetic Data: The two registrations models
described above (Eq. 6 and Eq. 7) are also applied in the case of synthetic 2D
data with some minor modiﬁcations. The cost function terms remains unaltered,
i.e. the SSD was used for the similarity metric with added bending energy reg-
ularization. However, the weighting parameter was set to α = 0.7 in both cases,
and only a single resolution was used with no smoothing and a B-spline grid
point spacing of 3 pixels.
2.5 Evaluation
We are interested in comparing the registration results, μˆj , from using either
model 1 (Eq. 6) or model 2 (Eq. 7) with diﬀerent metrics. For a voxel based
score we calculate the Dice Coeﬃcient between the deformed binary volume,
Bi(Tµj ), and the reference, BRef. The ground truth mesh, Mi, can be compared
to the deformed reference mesh, MRef(Tµj ), from which we calculate the two-
sided mean surface error and Hausdorﬀ distance.
Since the above mentioned evaluation metrics are very generic and global we
also use the apex error. A landmark is manually placed in the apex in all datasets,
and we calculate the euclidean distance between the anatomical correspondence.
3 Results
2D Synthetic Data: The results with the synthetic data are shown in Figure 4.
The ’normal’ intensity registration (model 1), μI , was unable to fully capture
Fig. 4. Registration results on the synthetic 2D data. From left to right: The reference
heat distribution H1, The moving heat map, H2, after transformation using the regis-
tration results, i.e. H2(TµI ) and H2(TµH ). Finally, the diﬀerence between the results,
i.e. |H2(TµI ) − H2(TµH )|.
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the full spiral with the given settings. When comparing the subtraction image
of the two deformed heat maps, it should be noted that there is a diﬀerence
throughout the entire spiral - suggesting that the registration based on the heat
maps, μH , provides a more global twist of the spiral.
3D Cochlea Data: The quantitative evaluation is presented in Figure 5a and
Table 1. The visual diﬀerences between the two registration models are illus-
trated in Figure 5b for a single case. In three cases the deformations resulted
in an anatomically incorrect warping, where for instance the separation of the
cochlea turns was not preserved. It is not apparent from the evaluation metrics,
but very clear from a visual inspection of those samples.
(a) Graph of the sample wise improvement between model 2 (heat) and model 1
(binary) in evaluation scores.
(b) Comparison of deformations. Left: Model 1 (binary) Right: Model 2 (heat). Blue
transparent surface is ground truth and gray is the ﬁtted surface.
Fig. 5. Results of the registration of 3D data
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4 Discussion and Conclusion
The contribution of this study is a presentation and evaluation of using heat dis-
tribution similarity as a way of aiding image registration of cochlear samples. For
now we have demonstrated its ability to add ﬂexibility to the transformation and
to improve registration accuracy. However, there are other important aspects to
consider. Introducing additional pre-processing obviously adds more computa-
tions and processing time. It is likely to involve extra parameters to tune and
it may contribute with noise and uncertainty to the registration. Our approach
rely heavily upon a good segmentation of the data, which required a lot of man-
ual labor. The additional processing time for calculating the heat-distributions
were not a substantial issue considering the observed beneﬁts. There are some
factors that may aﬀect the usage of the heat distributions. First, the manual
placement of the source landmark inherently carries some uncertainty, but it
is not immediately considered problematic. Secondly and more importantly, is
the eﬀect of the heat gradient throughout the cochlea. If the change in heat is
too small, it might not have the desired guiding eﬀect upon the registration,
and too much change might force very strong deformations. Finding the right
balance should be part of our future work. It is further important to note that
the transformation model remains the same with this pre-processing strategy.
The registration between the original images (segmentation or gray-scale) have
the potential to ﬁnd the same transformations as with the heat maps included.
Without the heat distributions, the convergence rate may be slower and more
levels of resolution and tweaking of registration parameters is required. The data
pre-processing can have the added beneﬁt of easing the registration set-up.
Our evaluation of the method is based mostly on global metrics. Their use-
fulness is limited, as they are hardly able to show whether a registration is
successful or not. For that we need more anatomically meaningful evaluation
metrics like the apex error. This error is very local, so it does not reveal if the
desired deformation throughout the cochlea is achieved. The lack of consistent
landmarks or uniquely identiﬁable locations on the cochlear makes it challenging
to perform better quantitative evaluation of the registration. It would require
setting up larger elaborate methods, exceeding the scope of this study. What we
conclude from the results, is that heat distribution similarity adds ﬂexibility to
the registration, thereby allowing turning of the cochlea apex to be captured in
a more anatomically correct manner.
Considerations can also be made to the chosen registration model. We work
with the B-spline grid as the transformation model which has some limitations.
Choosing a ﬂuid- or optical ﬂow-based model [9] could potentially be more suited
for this kind of spiral anatomy.
Working on the binary data, better registrations were achieved with little
regularization (α = 0.9) in order to allow larger deformations. But since there
is nothing to guide the transform to the anatomical correct place, then the
method falls short. The maps of heat distributions provide global similarity to
the otherwise locally deﬁned B-spline transformation. It adds a lot of ﬂexibility
to the procedure - in fact too much. Strong regularization (α = 0.1) was required
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to ensure reasonable deformations. Even though the results look very positive,
our experience is that the procedure is not stable. It is likely to run into very large
unreasonable deformations, that for instance goes across the separation of the
cochlea turns. Essentially, we have a diﬃculty in applying enough and/or correct
regularization. This is a problem to be addressed in future work. Additional
regularization could for instance be forcing local rigidity in the bony structures
surrounding the cochlea.
Of the 16 tested registrations, we observed three failed cases where defor-
mations were unreasonable. These datasets are the cases least similar to chosen
reference data. The issue is therefore not only lack of regularization, but part of
the solution could also be by introducing coarser resolution levels in the registra-
tion. Further, this study was run on down-sampled data. The data is originally
in a higher resolution, where the separation between cochlea turns is more clear.
Using this data may help prevent the unreasonable deformations.
To conclude, we have presented a data pre-processing strategy for aiding non-
rigid image registration using similarity of heat distributions. We have tested
the idea on synthetic 2D data and on μCT of the cochlea, and demonstrated its
ability to provide a global guidance and ﬂexibility to the registration procedure.
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Background: It is crucial to understand the anatomy and anatomical variability of the inner ear in order 
to improve the design and functionality of implantable hearing devices such as Cochlear Implants (CI). 
Statistical shape modelling of the inner ear provides a versatile tool that can aid numerous interesting 
Cochlear Implant applications, in particular implant design optimization and surgical planning.  
The spiral-shaped cochlear of the inner ear presents an anatomy with small important features that can 
only be properly perceived in high resolution micro-CT scans of cadaveric specimens. The complex 
anatomy and the large data sizes make it a challenging dataset to handle and to build a shape model 
from. 
 
Aims: To build a statistical shape model of the inner ear from high resolution micro-CT data. 
 
Methods: 17 temporal bones excised from human cadavers were dried and scanned with a micro-CT 
system (Scanco Medical, Switzerland). The region of interest in the datasets was reconstructed in 24 
micron isotropic voxels (resulting in approximately 6GB of data per scan). 
Segmentation: The inner ear (cochlear and vestibular system) was segmented manually using ITK-
SNAP[1]. The surfaces of the segmentations were extracted using Marching Cubes and post-processed 
using MRF surface reconstruction[2] to provide smooth and well-formed surface meshes. 
Registration: One dataset was chosen as a reference. An initial rigid transformation aligning the center of 
mass and the principal directions was calculated. The principal directions are consistent due to the 
asymmetric shape of the inner ear. This was followed by a deformable registration using elastix[3]. A 
multi-level B-spline grid minimizing sum of squared differences with bending energy regularization was 
used. The registration was between the segmentation images to reduce the influence of the noise in the 
micro-CT data. 
Model Building: The transformations were applied to the reference surface model, to create surfaces 
representing the anatomy in the individual datasets with point correspondences. Using Statismo[4] a 
point distribution model (PDM) was built (Figure 1-3).  
Evaluation: The quality of the model is constrained by the accuracy of the registration which is evaluated 
against the ground truth segmentation using Dice score and Hausdorff distance (the latter calculated 
with the ‘ground truth’ surface model). 
 
Results: A PDM of the inner ear containing 466k vertices and 16 modes of variation (Figure 1-3). The 
average Dice score was 0.96 ± 0.01 and average Hausdorff distance 0.69 ± 0.24 mm.   
 
Conclusions: An inner ear shape model has been built using open source libraries and tools. The model 
has more anatomical detail and modes of variation than what has previously been reported. 
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Purpose: A Cochlear Implant is a surgically inserted prosthetic device for restoration of hearing given to persons who are
profoundly deaf or severely hard of hearing.
Pre- and post-operational CT scans are routinely used in planning and assessment of Cochlear Implant surgeries. However,
due to the small size of the implant and cochlea, the images contain only very gross anatomical information about the inner
ear.
Providing additional patient-specific anatomical information about the inner ear is very valuable. It allows surgeons and
manufacturers to make decisions about the design and programming of the inserted implant, in a manner that optimizes the
restored hearing capabilities of the recipient. A promising way of achieving this is to use statistical shape models from
high-resolution imaging techniques such as μCT. Previous work already [1] shows the potential and the interesting clinical
implications/applications.
In this study we present an alternative image registration approach for predicting detailed inner ear anatomy in pre-operative
CTs using Statistical Deformation Model (SDM) regularization. Further, we present some preliminary evaluation of the
clinically predictive accuracy.
Methods: The statistical model: A Statistical Deformation Model (SDM) [2] was built from 17 μCT datasets of inner ear
cadaverous specimens. One segmented dataset was used as a reference to which the remaining datasets were non-rigidly
registered using a B-spline registration model [3]. The high resolution of this type of data allows us to segment finer
anatomical details not visible in normal CT.
Segmentation of clinical CT: In order to project the high resolution μCT inner ear model into the clinical CT data we use a
series of image registrations (see Figure 1) following the formulation of the elastix toolbox [4].
Two rigid transformations (T1 and T2 Figure 1) are used for transforming the CT data to the corresponding position and
orientation of the μCT reference.
The first transform (T1) is calculated from four anatomical landmarks [5] manually placed in both datasets. This landmark
alignment roughly brings the CT data to same coordinate system as the μCT reference, and in the process the CT data is also
cropped to a smaller anatomical region, as all of the surrounding CT information is not needed in the subsequent steps.
The second transformation (T2) is a rigid image registration calculated between the μCT and the cropped CT data. The
placement of landmarks used in TI will always have some user-based uncertainty. To reduce that potential noise, we run a
simple rigid image registration procedure that provides a small correction in position and orientation.
A non-rigid image registration (Tsdm) between the μCT and CT data then follows. The procedure is regularized with the
SDM using the statismo-elastix software.
Technically it would be perfectly possible to do a normal free-form image registration, but the results would be unpredictable
and unreliable, due to the large differences in image resolutions and the relatively noisy CT data.
Our solution is to regularize the procedure based on our knowledge of anatomical variability. The SDM represents a
probability distribution of valid free-form registrations between μCT datasets. The SDM regularized registration finds the
optimal transformation between the μCT reference and the target CT image within this subset of deformations, ensuring that
the output is well-behaved. A detailed μCT based surface model is then projected into the CT dataset.
Results: For this preliminary study we have tested the SDM registration on two clinical CT datasets.
The qualitative accuracy of a registration can be visually inspected (see Figure 1 and 2). Further, we have manually
segmented the CT data for a more quantitative comparison with the fitted model.
We calculate the mean and largest surface error (respectively average and biggest Euclidean distance from all CT vertices to
their nearest μCT vertex). We refrain from calculating the symmetric distances (i.e. also including distances from μCT to
nearest CT vertex) as there are many μCT vertices with no meaningful correspondences in the rougher CT-mesh.
The largest surface errors for the two cases were 1.15 mm and 0.89 mm, with corresponding mean surface errors (± 1 std.) of
0.22 ± 0.16 mm and 0.23 ± 0.18 mm.
The larger errors were observed to be located in the fitting of the semi-circular canals.
Conclusions: We have demonstrated a method for providing additional information about the inner ear from pre-operational
CT scans used in Cochlear Implant surgeries by the use of a statistical model. We have further presented some initial steps
towards a more clinical validation of the procedure.
A statistical model based on 17 samples has some limitations in its predictive capabilities, as this number of samples is
unlikely enough to capture the total variance of the population. The model represents the entire inner ear. It was observed that
fitting errors were larger in the regions of the semi-circular canals. A possible improvement to model could therefore be to
model the vestibular system and the cochlea separately.
Some caution is advised when interpreting the numbers of the clinical validation results on CT data. The segmentation of CT
is coarse and prone to uncertainties. Even so, the largest surface error might be a useful metric for conveying an upper bound
error. The mean surface error approaches the typical image resolution of such data, so it is difficult to say something
conclusive about the accuracy without further investigation. Other more cochlea specific error metrics should be considered
in the evaluation.
The research leading to HEAR-EU results has received funding from the European Union Seventh Frame Programme
(FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement nº 304857.
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Abstract. We present a framework for patient speciﬁc electrical stimu-
lation of the cochlea, that allows to perform in-silico analysis of implant
placement and function before surgery. A Statistical Shape Model (SSM)
is created from high-resolution human µCT data to capture important
anatomical details. A Finite Element Model (FEM) is built and adapted
to the patient using the results of the SSM. Electrical simulations based
on Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic ﬁeld are performed on
this personalized model. The model includes implanted electrodes and
nerve ﬁbers. We present the results for the bipolar stimulation protocol
and predict the voltage spread and the locations of nerve excitation.
1 Introduction
Hearing impairment or loss is among the most common reasons for disability.
Worldwide, 27% of men and 24% of women above the age of 45 suﬀer from
hearing loss of 26dB or more. The cochlear implant (CI) is a surgically placed
device that converts sounds to electrical signals, bypassing the hair cells and
directly stimulating the auditory nerve ﬁbers.
Even if cochlear implantation is able to restore hearing in patients with severe
or complete functional loss, the level of restoration varies highly between subjects
and depends on a variety of patient-speciﬁc factors [1]. Moreover, extreme care
has to be taken when inserting the CI’s electrode array into the cochlea to obtain
the best possible positioning while not damaging residual hearing capabilities [2].
The HEAR-EU1 project aims at reducing the inter-patient variability in the
outcomes of surgical electrode implantation by improving CI designs and sur-
gical protocols. In this context, we propose that the availability of an accurate
1 http://www.hear-eu.eu/
P. Golland et al. (Eds.): MICCAI 2014, Part II, LNCS 8674, pp. 49–56, 2014.
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and personalized stimulation model of the cochlea can improve implant design,
insertion planning and selection of the best treatment strategy for each patient.
In this work a model is built from high-resolution μCT data to create a de-
tailed simulation of the electrical properties of the cochlea. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study combining human high-resolution imaging tech-
niques, ﬁnite element (FE) methods and a nerve ﬁber model to predict implanta-
tion results in humans. Previous works used synthetic geometrical models [3,4,5]
or were restricted to animals [6]. In this work, we advance the state of the art
by using a realistic and anatomically detailed model of the cochlea based on a
statistical shape model (SSM) created using human μCT images.
Using our model, we can predict potential spread in the cochlea and location
of nerve activation after surgery. As higher spreads correlate with inter-electrode
interference and distorted pitch perception, we can use the results of our model
to detect which conﬁgurations of electrode placement are to be avoided during
surgery.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the method-
ology for image acquisition and processing, the creation of the SSM, of the FEM
mesh and its adaptation for speciﬁc patients. Section 3 describes the electrical
conduction model and the diﬀerent experiments performed. Section 4 presents
the neural nerve ﬁber model and its initialization with the results of the FEM
simulations. Results are reported in Section 5 and discussion and directions for
future work are provided in Section 6.
2 FEM Construction and SSM-Based Patient-Specific
Adaptation
Our model is based on 17 temporal bones excised from human cadavers. The
samples were dried and scanned with a high-resolution Scanco μCT 100 sys-
tem (Scanco Medical AG, Switzerland). Each dataset has a nominal isotropic
resolution of 24.5 μm.
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. a) Segmented transversal slice of the µCT, showing the cochlea (blue) and the
spiral bone (red). b) Surface reconstruction of the cochlea, built from the µCT image.
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After acquisition, data was segmented using a semi-automatic level-set method
[7] and manual corrections. Fig. 1a shows a transversal slice of the μCT image,
where the cochlea is segmented in blue and the bony spiral lamina in red. Once
segmented, the surface of the cochleas were extracted from the segmentation
using Marching Cubes [8]. A Markov Random Field surface reconstruction was
applied [9] to obtain a surface more suited for generating a FEM mesh. Fig. 1b
shows a 3D surface reconstruction based on the μCT image.
In order to create the SSM one dataset was chosen as a reference and an initial
rigid transformation aligning the center of mass and the principal directions was
calculated. Then the transformations were applied to the reference surface model
to create surfaces representing the anatomy in the individual datasets and a point
distribution model (PDM) was built. Further information are available in [10].
The SSM can be instantiated to generate deformation ﬁelds corresponding to
valid deformations of cochlear shapes, and in particular, it can be used to ﬁnd
the deformation that best ﬁts the patient’s image data.
The FEM mesh is built from the surface model with the exception of the
basilar membrane and the nerves that are created manually (Figure 2). A sensi-
tivity analysis to prove the accuracy versus computational cost of the model was
carried out, leading to a ﬁnite element mesh of 8.764.7273 tetrahedral elements.
Fig. 2. Geometry of the FEM of the cochlea. Diﬀerent colors represent the cochlea
(purple), the nerves (aquamarine), the electrodes (violet), the basilar membrane (gray)
and the silicon insulator (white). The maximum size of element selected for each part
of the model and their electrical conductivity associated are as follows: 0.4, 0.005, 0.01,
0.008 , 0.8 (mm) and 1.43, 0.3, 1e7, 0.09375 and 1e-3 (S/m) for the cochlea, nerves,
electrodes, membrane and silicone, respectively.
In our full pipeline the FE mesh is created on the mean shape of the SSM.
This mesh is registered to the patient data, usually a lower resolution CT scan,
in order to transfer the results to the clinical setting. The registration is regular-
ized by the anatomical variability learnt in the shape model. This will produce a
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geometrical ﬁt but also capture the change in cochlear turning and basilar mem-
brane length in an anatomical appropriate manner, thus making the simulation
really patient speciﬁc.
The aspect ratio of FEM elements was checked in order to ensure a good
mesh quality and the eﬀect of the deformation on the quality of the elements is
studied in [11]. All bio-mechanical properties and boundary conditions are also
propagated, so new simulations can be run directly on the patient-speciﬁc mesh.
3 Electrical Conduction Model and Implant Stimulation
Protocol
In order to simulate the electrical potentials we used the electrostatic solver of
the open source tool Elmer [12]. We choose to use the quasi-static approximation
and solve in this regime the Poisson equation:
∇ · σ∇φ = ∂ρ
∂t
(1)
where σ is the electric conductivity, φ the electric scalar potential and ρ the to-
tal charge density. For electric potential either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
condition can be used. The former prescribes the value of the potential on spec-
iﬁed boundaries, the latter the current Jb on speciﬁed boundaries. Additional
information on the electric model is available in [13]. A typical electrode array
with 12 contacts (based on Med-EL Flexsoftdesign) was modeled and inserted
in the FE model (Figure 2). The electrode array is placed through the round
window into scala tympani along the lateral wall under the cochlea partition. In
the full pipeline the post-operative electrode-array position would be estimated
from a post-op CT scan. This is interesting as a surgical planning tool, as the
surgeon can evaluate optimal electrode array design and position.
The boundary conditions for the electrode activation in the FE model are
given by a stimulation pattern generation (SPG) and modeled after the manu-
facturer’s indications. In this work we present the results relative to the bipolar
(BP) stimulation protocol, where one electrode emits the current and the other
is set to ground. In the following text, we refer to the bipolar stimulation as BPij
where i is the source electrode and j the one set to ground. Typical stimulation
currents for electrodes are in range of 0.3-1 mA and we set 1mA for all experi-
ments. The conductivity parameters for the electrical simulation are taken from
reference [6] from closely related animals.
4 Nerve Fiber Model
In order to describe the electrical properties of the nerve ﬁbers, we use the
Generalized Schwarz-Eikhof-Frijns (GSEF) model [14]. Each ﬁber is composed
by a peripheral axon, a soma and a central axon. It has 16 compartments (Figure
3) where the voltages sampled from the FE model are applied to initialize the
model, for a total of 64 coupled non-linear ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equations per
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the ﬁrst nodes of the nerve model used in our simulation, adapted
from [14]. All dimensions are in µm, internodal gaps length is 1 µm, diameter of each
compartment is 3 µm, except for the soma which is 10 µm. Internodal gaps represent
the Ranvier nodes where we apply the voltage obtained by the FE model.
ﬁber. A total of 49 nervous ﬁbers are modeled (Figure 2). In order to obtain the
potential values to initialize our nerve model, we parameterized each of the 49
nerve bodies of the FEM using the arrival time from a heat diﬀusion equation.
The parameterization was constructed in such a way that we could sample the
potential ﬁeld in 16 points per bodies, giving a total of 784 potential readings.
Those points represent the un-myelinated parts of our ﬁber model, where the
current ﬂows in (Ranvier nodes). The readings in those points are shown in
our potential spread plots (Figure 5). We implemented and solved the model in
python using numpy, scipy and matplotlib open source tools [15].
5 Results
A total of 11 FE simulations were run in steady state formulation. Each simula-
tion run until convergence on the cluster at our Institution, that consists of 11
compute nodes, with four 16-core processors per node, for a total of 704 cores
and a peak of 7876 Gﬂops.
In Figure 4a we show an example simulation for the BP12 protocol, with the
complete 3D model and electrode 1 setup as source and electrode 2 as ground.
Solid lines represent the current ﬂowing between the electrodes.
In Figure 4b we sampled the potentials from the BP12 stimulation in 784
points of the nerve mesh in order to feed them to the spiking model described
in Section 4. The colors represent the intensity of the electric ﬁeld. We see that
the stimulation is stronger in the closest nerve, yet several other nerves are also
aﬀected.
In Figure 5 we present the readings of the electric ﬁeld for each nerves under
diﬀerent stimulation protocols. On the horizontal axis we have the stimulation
protocols and on the vertical axis the indexes of the nerves. Diﬀerences in electric
reading depend on the size of the electrode and its distance from the recording
nerve.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. a) 3D view of BP12 stimulation protocol. Electrode 1 is active and emitting
1mA. Electrode 2 is set to ground. We can see how several nerves are aﬀected by the
stimulation. b) Voltage spread curve for BP12. Potential generated by the electrode is
sampled in 49 nerves and 16 points per nerve for a total of 784 points. We see how the
stimulation is not limited to the nerve closest to the electrode (nerve 1)
Fig. 5. Potential in each nerve for each stimulation protocol. We see how each electrode
stimulates several nerves. Diﬀerences in potentials depend on the size of the electrode
and its distance from the recording nerve.
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In the presented results, we simulated electrode activation protocols BP1-2 to
BP11-12 to show that we are able to deduce nerve activation and catch electrode
cross-talk. Qualitatively, the modeled spread of excitation is in a reasonable
agreement with clinical data published recently [16]. The predicted cross-talk
between some of the most apical electrodes is in agreement with observations in
some implanted patients [17].
The fact that, as can be seen from Figure 4b and 5, each electrodes activates
more than one nerve, is at the basis of discrepancy between electrical and acous-
tical hearing perceptions. We thus plan to use the results of our model to predict
which stimulation parameters and conﬁgurations of electrode placement are the
best for each patient and thus improve the functional output of the CI surgery.
6 Discussion and Future Work
The main contribution of our work is the creation of a ﬁnite element (FE) model
based on high-resolution human data and its use to predict nerve activation,
which in turn allows the selection of the best electrode array for each patient
from available electrode portfolios of established CI manufactures.
The model is tailored to humans and we believe that, once validated and
reﬁned, this model could be of great use for the optimization of the intracochlear
position of an electrode array of an cochlear implant. We also believe it can be
used for prediction of mapping in patients who cannot reliably provide auditory
feedback such as, on one side, infants and young children, and on the other side,
psychologically challenged patients.
This work is a step forward towards a complete personalization of CI surgery
where array insertion strategy and expected response could be planned well
ahead of the surgery. Virtual testing of new implants will in the future help
surgeons to select the most suitable electrode array for an implant accordingly
to the anatomy of the patient’s cochlea. Further, being able to study the whole
range of cochlear shapes and frequency distribution of the target population will
lead to better ﬁtting of implants, as well as a considerable cost reduction in the
design process.
In order to assess the appropriateness of implant’s electrode array design,
further development should be done to deﬁne the diﬀerent scenarios of the elec-
trode array insertion, in terms of positions where it is likely to be placed and
the percentage of residual hearing preserved.
Channel interaction predicted by the model will be evaluated in a follow up
clinical study together with the correlation between cochlear anatomy, deter-
mined by pre-clinical CT scanning, and the spread of excitation. This will im-
prove the selection of the best electrode array for each patient, with optimally
distanced electrodes to minimize the cross-talk, from electrode portfolios avail-
able for CI surgery.
Acknowledgement. The research leading to these results received funding
from the European Union Seventh Frame Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under
grant agreement 304857.
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Abstract. Cochlear implantation is a surgical procedure that can restore
the hearing capabilities to patients with severe or complete functional loss.
However, the level of restoration varies highly between subjects and
depends on patient-speciﬁc factors. This paper presents a software appli-
cation for planning cochlear implantation procedures that includes
patient-speciﬁc anatomy estimation using high resolutionmodels, implant
optimization for patient-speciﬁc implant selection, simulation of mechan-
ical and electrical properties of the implant as well as clinical reporting.
Keywords: Cochlear implant · Patient speciﬁc · Simulation · Planning
1 Introduction
A Cochlear Implant (CI) is a sound-to-electrical transducer device that can
restore hearing to patients suﬀering hearing impairment, a condition aﬀecting
over 24% of the population worldwide [12]. Cochlear Implants consist of a speech
processor which performs ﬁltering of the audio signal to improve the hearing of
speciﬁc frequencies, and a sub-cutaneous transductor and an Electrode Array
(EA) that is inserted into the cochlea and can stimulate the auditory nerve
ﬁbers, bypassing the damaged hair cells (Fig. 1).
Cochlear implantation surgery requires to gain access to the inner ear, to
make the cochlea accessible, by drilling the temporal bone behind the ear. The
target structure is small and the access through the middle ear is close to delicate
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Fig. 1. (Left: Sub-cutaneal part of the cochlear implant with the transductor and
electrode array. Right: Segmentation of structures of the middle and inner ear: Cochlea
and semicircular canals (red) ossicles (purple), external auditory canal (blue), facial
nerve (yellow) and chorda timpany (orange) (Color ﬁgure online).
structures such as the ossicles, chorda tympani and facial nerve. Careful plan-
ning of the access path considering the risk areas, is the element that decides
if the electrode insertion will be performed through the membrane that cov-
ers the round window of the cochlea or through a hole drilled into the cochlea
(cochleostomy). In this complex scenario, a planning software can help the sur-
geon to estimate the risks of the intervention and choose the best approach.
Extreme care has to be taken during the insertion of the electrode array inside
the cochlea. The depth and angle of insertion has to be the adequate to pro-
vide improved hearing without jeopardizing residual hearing capabilities. This is
because the cochlear inner structures are delicate, and can be damaged easily by
an incorrect insertion procedure. It follows that the speciﬁc anatomical variabil-
ity of the cochlea of the patient plays an important role in the optimal insertion
angle and depth. But the traditional Computerized Tomography (CT) or Cone
Beam CT (CBCT) acquired prior to the surgery procedure cannot provide the
surgeon with suﬃcient shape information given that the resolution of the current
devices is not high enough to capture the small structures of the cochlea.
In this paper we present a software for planning electrode array insertion,
that enriches conventional imaging based planning with data coming from high
resolution models adapted to the patient speciﬁc anatomy. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the overall infrastructure of the software.
Section 3 describes the modules and methods used by the application. Section 4
includes ﬁnal remarks and future work.
2 Software Description
The outcome of the surgical procedure depends among other factors on the
correct position of the CI’s electrode array inside the cochlea and the depth of
the insertion. However, conventional preoperative CT does not provide enough
resolution to perform detailed analysis or simulations. High resolution models
are needed to better evaluate the outcome of the procedure. The application
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presented herein is designed to provide surgeons with insight of what happens
inside the cochlea when the electrode is inserted.
By combining high resolution models with patient-speciﬁc information, we
can use several analysis tools that would be diﬃcult to use with the low resolu-
tion pre-clinical data. Out application closes the gap between the clinical plan-
ning stage and advanced high resolution tools applied to the electrode insertion
stage. This is achieved following a workﬂow (Fig. 2) of tasks that starts with the
patient’s pre-clinical images and ends with cochlea response simulations after
the implantation procedure.
Fig. 2. Workﬂow of the software. From left to right: segmented structures and high
resolution Statistical Shape Model as input. Patient-speciﬁc high resolution ﬁtting.
Cochlea Characterization, virtual insertion, electrical simulation, and ﬁnally, surgery
and reporting.
The software runs on top of solid proven open source technologies as shown in
Fig. 3. It is designed to be agnostic of operating system so it is compatible with
the most popular operating systems. The Visualization Toolkit (VTK) is used as
main graphical library. Qt and the Common Toolkit (CTK) are the basis of the
User Interface. The communication with the clinical planning software [5] is per-
formed using XML ﬁles deﬁning the CT/CBCT and the segmented structures,
as well as the planned path, safety volumes and any other patient relevant data.
3 Modular Structure
The software is comprised of diﬀerent modules (Fig. 3) that provide individual
information: patient speciﬁc high resolution anatomy model, cochlear character-
ization, virtual electrode insertion, electrical simulation and reporting.
3.1 Patient Specific Anatomy Model
To improve visualization and allow a more detailed modeling, a Statistical Shape
Model (SSM) has been built using 17 microCT (µCT) samples of cadaveric tem-
poral bone [7] obtained with Scanco Medical AG microCT-100 at 24 micron
resolution. The inner ear structures were segmented semi-automatically using
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Fig. 3. Overview of the application structure, showing its modular structure as well as
its software elements.
ITK-SNAP [13] and Seg3D2 [2]. The mesh resulting of the segmentations were
post-processed using Markov Random Field Surface Reconstruction [10]. The
datasets were registered (using Elastix [8]) to a image chosen as a reference. The
transformation was applied to the reference segmentation so obtain the individ-
ual datasets with point correspondence. The SSM was built using the Statismo [9]
software package. An Active Shape Model (ASM) is used to ﬁt the high resolu-
tion model to the pre-clinical CT. The software allows inspection and generation
of the SSM space through generation of speciﬁc samples (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Cochlear SSM loaded in the software. The mean shape of the SSM is displayed
in white. Patient speciﬁc models can be generated according to the low resolution
anatomy.
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3.2 Cochlear Characterization
Measuring the cochlear size and shape is the ﬁrst step to a correct electrode
implant. The length of the cochlear duct, and the patient speciﬁc hearing impair-
ment are key information to select the best ﬁtting EA. The length of the unrolled
cochlea has been extensively studied, and literature reports a 40% variability
with cochlear length ranging from 25 to 36mm [6]. The ﬁnal maximum insertion
depth of the cochlear implant EA correlates with the diameter of the cochlea
in the basal turn plane measured from the round window to the distal lateral
wall [3]. This, in turn, enables the selection of the ideal electrode array from the
portfolio of electrode array types that are integrated in the application (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Using the measurement from the diameter of the cochlea at the basal turn,
the application estimates the unrolled length of the cochlea, and the diﬀerent insertion
depths of the electrode array.
3.3 Virtual Insertion
Once we have the patient’s speciﬁc shape and a suitable electrode array has
been selected, we can simulate the expected activation patterns of the implant.
The last element needed for the simulation is to set the (virtual) position of the
electrode array inside of the scala tympani, the chamber of the cochlea where
the electrode is placed. An iterative method is used to compute the trajectory
of a free-ﬁtting electrode array, given the insertion point and direction. At each
iteration the position and direction of the electrode tip with respect to the scala
tympani is evaluated, ensuring that the tip proceeds tangentially and its distance
from the wall is at least equal to the array radius. At each step the angle of impact
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to the wall and the margin between the cochlear implant array and the cochlear
walls are evaluated too, providing an indirect measure of pressure against the
wall. The iteration can stop prematurely if the electrode does not ﬁt in the scala
tympani dimensions or if it is subjected to excessive bending (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Virtual insertion. Left: At each step of the insertion simulation, the tip position
respect to the wall is evaluated and the direction is adjusted in order to lie tangentially
to the wall. Right: Simulated electrode insertion. The ﬁnal trajectory of the electrode
is tangential to the scala tympani wall.
3.4 Electrical Simulations
The placed electrode is the last required step to perform the electrode simu-
lations [1]. The simulation is performed using the multiphysics Finite Element
Method (FEM) open source solver software ELMER [11]. In its current stage,
the software can simulate bipolar simulation protocols (Fig. 7, left), where one
electrode emits electrical current and the other is set to ground. Simulations also
include modelizations of the electrical properties of nerve the ﬁbers that start at
the organ of Corti in the basilar membrane and form the auditory nerve, using
the Generalized Schwarz-Eikhof-Frijns (GSEF) model [4] (Fig. 7, right).
3.5 Reporting
During the planning process, the operator has the option to save screenshots,
possibly annotated with relevant information. After the process, the commented
screenshots, along with the patient’s clinical data, a Portable Document Format
(PDF) report is generated for clinicians to review. The generation of the report
employs the open source LibreOﬃce engine and POD (Python Open Document)1
library to generate the report. For the generation of the reports with these
technologies, a series of document templates are created that include embedded
1 http://appyframework.org/pod.html.
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the simulation results. The basilar membrane has been rendered
semitransparent for ease of visualization. Left: bipolar stimulation protocol of ﬁrst two
electrodes. Right: Nerve ﬁber stimulation after electrode activation pattern
Python code inserted into the document structure. The templates are post-
processed using a Python script that can execute the embedded Python code
and perform the adequate substitution of the variables. These variables include
patient information and user generated screenshots and captions (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8. Report generation interface.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a software for the estimation of the patient speciﬁc inner ear
and intra-cochlear anatomy, the planning and simulation of both the electrode
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insertion procedure, and the outcome of the surgery to the hearing capabilities
for the patient. The software represents also a tool for the selection of the best
electrode array for the patient and the reporting of the surgical procedure, mak-
ing it a helping tool in the clinical practice. While the software is still evolving,
it represents a collaborative eﬀort in integrating many medical imaging tools,
bringing the pre-surgery planning to a new level of information analysis.
Future work includes additional integration with more electrode models and
tools from the electrode manufacturer, improvements on the virtual insertion
phase using real-time simulation, and validation of the electrical simulations
using audiometric tests are some of the future tasks planned for the software.
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Abstract. Cochlear implantation is carried out to recover the sense of
hearing. However, its functional outcome varies highly between patients.
In the current work, we present a study to assess the functional outcomes
of cochlear implants considering the inter-variability found among a pop-
ulation of patients. In order to capture the cochlear anatomical details, a
statistical shape model is created from high-resolution human µCT data.
A population of virtual patients is automatically generated by sampling
new anatomical instances from the statistical shape model. For each vir-
tual patient, an implant insertion is simulated and a finite element model
is generated to estimate the electrical field created into the cochlea. These
simulations are defined according to the monopolar stimulation protocol
of a cochlear implant and a prediction of the voltage spread over the
population of virtual patients is evaluated.
1 Introduction
Over 5 % of the worldwide population over the age of 45 years suffer from severe
hearing impairment, thus they would be considered eligible for cochlear implan-
tation (CI) surgery [19]. However, there is a high variability in the outcomes of
CI since patient-specific factors influence directly the level of hearing restora-
tion that the implant can achieve. Consequently, an accurate prediction of the
surgery outcome of the patient is needed to estimate the performance of the
cochlear implant. Although computational models have not been applied as a
common technique into the clinical practice of CI, some authors have reported
promising results predicting its outcomes [16,11,2]. Specifically, we have previ-
ously presented in-silico studies with promising results for patient-specific cases,
where the outcomes of a personalized CI model were assessed [2,3,9]. However,
the developed automatic framework has the potential to predict CI outcomes
not only for patient-specific cases, but also for a more complete virtual study
of the population. This is especially useful to carry out evaluations on the im-
plant performance among a group of patients in order to be able to optimize CI
electrode array design to the widest range of the population possible.
In this work, a statistical shape model (SSM) has been created from high-
resolution µCT data to capture inter-patient variability and to provide a compu-
tational tool for virtual patient sampling. Special attention has been given to the
insertion depth of the electrode array of the cochlear implant since it highly con-
tributes to the variability in CI outcomes [13]. We presented a virtual insertion
algorithm which physically deform the electrode array according to the geometry
of the cochlear anatomy of the patient and at the same time, it allows control-
ling surgical insertion parameters, such as the depth of insertion of the electrode
array [4,10]. This virtual insertion approach is included within the automatic
framework proposed which allows obtaining a full finite element model of the
CI and therefore, carrying out the computational electrical simulations [9]. We
have improved the computational method by using a more detailed model of the
cochlea with respect to our previous work [2]. In addition, we obtain an accurate
insertion by using a surgical simulator software to compute the final position of
the electrode. Thus, we believe that a more realistic virtual insertion is achieved
and consequently, more accurate results of the electrode stimulation can be ob-
tained. Using our framework, we can get realistic CI models and predict the
voltage spread in the cochlea created by the stimulation protocol under study.
Applying this framework to a group of virtual patients, information about the
nerve activation zones after CI can be assessed. Therefore, valuable information
for electrode design and stimulation optimization is obtained.
Fig. 1. Three virtual patients from the statistical shape model are overlapped to show
the inter-patient variability on the cochlear shape.
2 Generation of computational models
The framework includes a cochlear Statistical Shape Model (SSM) for generation
of a virtual patient anatomy (Fig. 1), a virtual insertion of the electrode array,
and a procedure for generating the volumetric finite element (FE) mesh of the
cochlea with realistic nerve fibers. Additional background information is found
in [9]. In comparison, some changes have been made to obtain an even more
realistic and detailed computational model.
Firstly, the SSM is generated from a more suited anatomical reference and
with an improved registration procedure [6], allowing the SSM to capture the
cochlear population variability in a more satisfactory manner. Most notably, the
semi-circular canals are no longer included. The model extends far enough into
the vestibule to include the oval and round window. Even though the ending
in vestibule is rough and abrupt, the change to the new reference model is
motivated and justified by the addition of the well-defined cochlear partition (i.e.
a basilar membrane approximation) present in this particular dataset [1]. This
provides additional realism to the anatomical model, and facilitates a change to
the procedure for virtual placement of the electrode array.
The electrode position of the real cochlear implantation procedure has been
computed by means of a planning simulator software. It consists on real-time
simulations based on a deformation model which includes the mechanical prop-
erties of both electrode and cochlea and a collision model [18]. Afterwards, the
virtual insertion algorithm is applied over the original electrode geometry. This
algorithm allows obtaining a deformation for the electrode array according to
this surgical insertion position [4,10]. Thus a final electrode mesh is obtained
with a realistic placement of the implant for the given patient. This electrode
array mesh consisted in a Med-EL Flex28 design, with 12 stimulating channels
(electrodes) and a length of 28 mm.
Within the automatic framework, 100 nerve fiber bundles were generated
according to the patient’s anatomy and an outer box was created to model
as the surrounding bone of the cochlea. Finally all elements were merged and
transformed into a single volumetric mesh (Fig.2). This procedure was repeated
in an automatic way for each of the virtual patients sampled from the SSM.
3 Finite element simulation: electrical model and
stimulation protocol
For the FE electrical simulation, the static current conduction solver of the open
source multiphysics Elmer software has been used [12]. Maxwell’s equations are
defined in the quasistatic approximation and the electrical porential is obtained
by solving the Poisson equation. Both Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions
can be used to describe the electric potential, describing the potential and the
current values on the boundary, respectively [14].
Three stimulation protocols can be set up in a cochlear implant according
to the electrode configuration. In this work, we use the monopolar stimulation
Fig. 2. Finite element mesh obtained for a single patient. A cut of the element faces
is displayed for visualization purpose.
(Fig. 3). In this configuration, one electrode is activated emitting current while
the bone surrounding the cochlea has been set to ground. For all models, the
value of the current stimulation is 1mA [2]. The conductivity parameters of the
cochlea structures defined for the electrical simulation were chosen according to
[8,15]. Each simulation was run in steady state formulation and comprised one
activated electrode, thus resulting in 12 simulations per virtual patient.
Fig. 3. Illustration of the monopolar stimulation. The first electrode has been activated
and the volume current direction is shown.
4 Results
A total of 30 virtual patients were sampled randomly from the SSM and stud-
ied under a monopolar stimulation. The electrical simulation framework was
run automatically, thus 30 electrical simulations were finally obtained. Since
the cochlear shape varies between patients, different lengths of virtual insertion
depth were obtained. The length obtained was 25.2 ± 1.2 mm with a number
of turns of 1.56 ± 0.04, corresponding to 563 ± 15o. The virtual insertion algo-
rithm was successfully run in all cases. However, changes in the element area of
the electrode array mesh were observed, which prompted us to further quantify
these local geometry changes (see Fig.4). The average changes of element area
for all virtual patients evaluated were -4.6 ± 3.9%.
Fig. 4. Local changes on the area of each electrode mesh element after the deformation
by the virtual insertion. (a) Changes are represented over the surface of the electrode
in a scale of -1 to 1, being the maximum decrease and increase, respectively, compared
to the area before the deformation. (b) Central mark of the box is the median and
its edges the 25th and 75th percentiles of the element area changes of each of the 30
virtual patients.
The generation of the computational CI model took 228 ± 18 seconds, ob-
taining a volumetric mesh of 1.2×106 ± 7×104 of tetrahedral elements with a
mesh quality of 0.785 ± 0.001. The mesh quality of each model was assessed by
computing the aspect ratio of each element, expressed in a range from 0 to 1,
corresponding to nearly degenerated mesh element and perfect one, respectively
[7].
Fig. 5. Potential (V) generated for each stimulation protocol (horizontal axis) in each
nerve fibers (vertical axis). (a) Mean and (b) standard deviation of the voltage spread
for all virtual patients evaluated. (c) Examples of the voltage spread for a single patient,
where differences can be appreciated due to changes in cochlear anatomy. Patient ID
shown in (c) are respectively 1,2,9,11,15,17,23 and 30.
12 electrical simulations were run for each model, for a total of 360 runs.
Each of them achieved convergence on a workstation of our institution, an Intel
Core i5 of 16GB. Figure 5 shows the electric field for each nerve fiber under the
stimulation of the 12 monopolar stimulation protocols. The magnitude of the
potential depends on its distance from the nerve. It can be observed that some
stimulated zones are located far from the perfect diagonal of stimulation. This
implies that each electrode does not exclusively activate the most nearby nerve
fiber.
This effect is called cross-talk and it is a reason of discrepancy between
electrical hearing perceptions in patients with a cochlear implant and normal,
acoustical, hearing. All these virtual patients have in common the cross-talk
presented in the apical part of the cochlea. Therein, the nerves located in the
Fig. 6. (a) Mean excitation spread measured along the spiral ganglion. (b) Excitation
spread of monopolar stimulation protocol 6 for all virtual patients.
basal part are nonspecifically activated by electrodes 10 to 12 (see Fig. 5). This
corresponds to cross-turn stimulation.
We show in Figure 6(a) the mean excitation spread along the spiral ganglion
(anatomical structure composed of soma for all neural fibers). Each curve cor-
responds to one of the 12 monopolar stimulation protocol. Figure 6(b) shows in
detail the excitation spread of the monopolar stimulation 6 for all 30 patients,
where the sixth electrode has been activated.
5 Discussion and Future Work
The main contribution of this work is the CI assessment on a population of vir-
tual patients sampled from a SSM. As far as we know, this is the first population-
based study to evaluate the results of a CI electrical simulation. Additionally, we
have improved the CI model with respect to our previous work [2], providing a
more realistic finite element model based on high-resolution data, real electrode
array design and virtual surgical placement. The virtual insertion has proved to
be consistent in all cases tested, so a realistic mesh deformation after the virtual
insertion is obtained. Simulations have been run successfully in all cases, obtain-
ing results in agreement with previous reported clinical results [17], including
the cross-talk zones [5].
Nonetheless, our work has some limitations. The mean excitation spread eval-
uated along the spiral ganglion has some discrepancies compared to literature
[15]. Even though the behaviour is similar and shows a general tendency, we
believe that some work needs to be done regarding the geometrical nerve gener-
ation since their position could modify the results obtained from the electrode
stimulation. Despite this, we do believe that this work is a step closer to the
accurate prediction of the nerve activation.
The results obtained help to better explain the behaviour of the excitation
spread within a group of patients and to observe the variations obtained ac-
counting for the inter-patient anatomy variability. This framework has promis-
ing potential to optimize stimulation parameters and electrode placement that
better fit the anatomy and level of impairment of each patient to provide the
best functional outcome possible. In future work, other sources of variability
can be taken into account. For example the implant placement or the electrode
array configuration which would provide additional valuable information in the
process of optimizing the CI.
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ABSTRACT 
Statistical shape models are commonly used to analyze the variability between similar anatomical structures and their 
use is successfully established as a tool for the analysis or segmentation of medical images. However, just using a simple 
model to capture the global variability of complex structures is not enough to achieve the best results. Typically, the 
anatomical variability between structures is associated to the variability of their physiological regions. In this paper, a 
complete pipeline is proposed for building a statistical shape model to study the local variability of physiological regions 
of the inner ear. The proposed model, which is based on an extension of the Point Distribution Model (PDM), is built for 
a training set of 17 high-resolution images (24.5 µm) of the inner ear. The model is evaluated according to its 
generalization ability. The results are compared with the results of a global model (without regions) built directly using a 
PDM. The evaluation results suggest that better accuracy can be achieved using a regional modeling of the inner ear. 
 
Keywords: Statistical Shape Model, Anatomical regions, Patient specific modeling, Inner Ear, Cochlear Implantation. 
1. DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE 
Hearing loss is among the most common reasons for disability. Worldwide, 27% of men and 24% of women above the 
age of 45 suffer from severe hearing impairment1. The situation of these people could be improved or restored with a 
medical treatment such as Cochlear Implantation (CI) surgery. However, the level of restoration and implantation design 
is highly dependent on patient-specific factors. 
Consequently, an accurate prediction of the surgery outcome of the patient is needed to estimate the performance of 
the cochlear implant. Statistical Shape Models (SSM) from high-resolution micro-CT images are great for generating 
anatomical and computational models of the inner ear, which have formidable applications for the optimization of 
hearing restoration with CI2. They have the potential for capturing the global inter-patient variability, to provide a 
computational tool for virtual patient instantiation and to predict patient-specific CI outcomes. 
However, global modeling of complex anatomical structures as the inner ear is a difficult task just with a standard 
PDM3, since the amount of micro-CT data is limited. Typically, the global anatomical variability between complex 
structures of the inner ear is associated to the local variability of their corresponding physiological regions, i.e. the global 
variability can be explained in a local form. In this work, we hypothesize that if we construct a Multi-Region PDM of the 
inner ear, by independently modeling each of its anatomical regions, we will be able to break the global constraints in the 
variability and subsequently achieve better estimations in a given virtual patient instantiation problem. 
The goal of this work is then to construct a Multi-Region SSM of the inner ear from high-resolution µCT data to 
capture the regional inter-patient variability and to evaluate and compare it with a classic SSM. 
2. METHODS 
In the following sections we give a brief overview of the original data and the methodology that we follow to create a 
multi-region SSM and to validate it. 
2.1. Dataset, Imaging and Image Processing 
A total of 17 temporal bones were scanned with a micro-CT system (Scanco Medical, Switzerland), processed and 
downsampled to contain the inner ear region in 24.5 micron voxels. The inner ear was segmented as a single object and a 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
surface model was extracted for each dataset. To build SSMs we need point-to-point correspondence between the surface 
models, which we obtain adopting a similar process to the one presented by Frangi et al.4. Aligning each individual 
segmentation dataset to a chosen reference using affine plus intensity-based deformable registration (Diffeomorphic 
Demons algorithm5) and applying the resulting transformations to the reference surface model. 
 
Figure 1. Region separation approach. Left: first iteration of the algorithm over the contour vertices of a reference surface. 
Right: hierarchical binary tree of inner ear regions example. Regions boundaries are calculated using Gaussian weights6. 
2.2. Construction of the Point Distribution Model 
To construct a PDM3, first we use the Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) approach to align the shapes of the 
training set to a common reference coordinate system with respect to rotations and translations and to obtain the 
representation of the mean shape, 𝑥. The next step is to obtain the principal modes of variation in shape by using the 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) approach. The modes of variation, 𝑃, and some model coefficients, 𝑏, can be used 
to sample new shapes in the allowable shape domain: 
 𝑥! = 𝑥 + 𝑃𝑏. (1) 
In our work, we have built a global PDM of the inner ear using the entire surface models (obtained as seen in Section 
2.1) to be evaluated and compared with the proposed multi-region PDM approach detailed in succeeding sections. 
2.3. Region separation 
The multi-region SSM that we present in this paper is based on the concept of PDM, but it uses multiple PDMs for 
modeling local regions with an anatomical meaning. The first step to construct a multi-region model is the identification 
and splitting of regions in the training surface models with point correspondences. To identify anatomical regions we 
adopt the approach presented by Seiler et al.6 that automatically identifies anatomical regions at different scales in the 
form of a hierarchical binary tree. The approach uses PCA to obtain the principal axis from the vertex distribution of a 
reference dataset and classifies each of its vertices into two new groups (regions) along the first principal axis, as shown 
in Fig. 1-left. Applying this approach in a recursive manner we can get the hierarchical tree representation of regions. To 
provide greater dynamics in the delineation of regions so as to ensure an overlapping area between them, each region is 
modeled independently using a Gaussian distribution, 𝑤!, (as shown in Fig. 1-right) with mean and covariance computed 
with the PCA approach. 
To split each surface mesh of the training set we just need the Gaussian weight distributions of the desired regions 
and to heuristically define some thresholds that determine which vertices lay inside and outside of each region. Using the 
same weight distributions and the same thresholds we can assure that the splitting is the same in each surface model and 
that the vertex correspondences between surface regions is maintained. After the splitting procedure we get new regional 
training sets of surfaces that can be modeled independently using the PDM approach. 
2.4. Region merging 
After the construction of each local or regional PDM (rPDM) we can use model coefficients to instantiate new valid 
surface regions that remain similar to those in each regional training set. The purpose is now to have a procedure for 
regaining the global representation of the original object by combining and merging the regional instances. 
The merging process employs an interpolation of the overlapping vertices to produce smooth transitions between the 
sampled regions. For this to work properly, the overlapping vertices must be close or roughly aligned. This can be done 
in numerous ways, for instance by rigidly aligning these corresponding and shared vertices. 
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Figure 2. Samples of the two-regional PDM model of the inner ear. Left: first variation mode of the cochlear rPDM merged 
with the mean shape of the semicircular canals rPDM. Right: first variation mode of the semicircular canals rPDM merged with 
the mean shape of the cochlear rPDM. 
To perform the interpolation we use a weighted sum of the corresponding vertex coordinates in the overlapping area: 
 𝑥! = 𝑤!"𝑥!"!!!!! , for  𝑗 ∈ (Ω! ∩ Ω!…   Ω!!), (2) 
where 𝑤!" are the normalized weights of 𝑤!" for the 𝑗th vertices in the overlapping area of the 𝑘th region: 
 𝑤!" = !!"!!"# !!"!!" !!" !!"# !!" , for  𝑗 ∈ Ω! ∩ Ω!…   Ω!!  (3) 
and 
 𝑤!" = 1!!!!! , for  𝑗 ∈ Ω! ∩ Ω!…   Ω!! . (4) 
2.5. Evaluation 
The evaluation of the model is carried out using the property of generalization ability of a statistical shape model. The 
generalization ability measures the capability of a model to estimate unknown instances of surfaces of the same class. 
This property is critical and tells us the precision in which the model has captured the real inter-patient variability from a 
limited set of training shapes. 
To measure the generalization ability of the proposed multi-region model we use a leave-one-out cross-validation 
evaluation. We should measure the accuracy achieved when using a multi-region model to estimate global unknown 
surfaces of the inner ear. For a given target surface, 𝑥!, we use each rPDM to sample each corresponding target region of 
the surface using a determined number of variation modes, 𝑀. For this purpose, first we rigidly align each rPDM mean, 𝑥!!, to the corresponding target region, 𝑥!!, and we compute the 𝑀 least squares model coefficients: 
 𝑏!!(𝑀) = 𝑃!!(𝑀)! 𝑥!! − 𝑥!! , for  𝑘 ∈ 1, 𝑛! . (5) 
After the instantiation, the overlapping vertices are assumed to be close enough so we can directly merge the 
estimated regions using the weighted sum of the vertices in that area (Eq. 2). Finally, to measure the accuracy of the 
global estimation we compute the sum of squared differences (SSD) between the target surface vertices, 𝑥!, and the 
estimated ones, 𝑥!!. The metric is given as a function of the number of variation modes, 𝑀, used during the estimation7: 
 𝐺 𝑀 = !! 𝑥! − 𝑥!! 𝑀 !!!!! . (6) 
It is noteworthy to mention that this evaluation process is also valid for the evaluation of a standard PDM. In that 
case the estimation is done using a simple PDM that models the entire shape of the inner ear and the evaluation of the 
generalization capacity is then identical to the one presented by Davies et al.7. 
3. RESULTS 
Once we have obtained the surface meshes (as seen in Section 2.1) with 53.6k vertices each, we have constructed a two-
regional model build from the regions identified in the first level of the hierarchical tree (cochlea and semicircular 
canals). We have selected this level since these regions maintains a more intuitive anatomical meaning. The first 
principal mode of variation for both the cochlea and the semicircular canals is shown in Fig. 2. We can note that a region 
based model produces modes of variation with isolated or local effects. 
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Figure 3. Comparison between the Multi-Region PDM and the standard PDM. Left: generalization ability measured for the 
standard PDM (blue), the two-regional PDM (red) and a four-regional PDM (green). Right: vertex distances between a 
randomly used target shape and the estimations using the standard PDM (left) and the two-regional PDM (right). 
The generalization ability evaluation is shown in Fig. 3-left. We have measured it for the standard PDM, the two-
regional PDM and an additional four-regional PDM. We can note that a multi-regional model can estimate unknown 
shapes of the inner ear with more precision than the standard PDM. In advance, it is also important to note that using 
more regions can further reduce the estimation error, but further attention and special care should be given then to the 
region merging process to avoid surface or transition artifacts. Fig. 3-right also shows the refinement in the estimation of 
a given surface in terms of vertex distances when using the two-regional based model instead of the standard model. 
4. NEW OR BREAKTHROUGH WORK TO BE PRESENTED 
The use of a classical SSM for complex anatomical structures presents the problem of how to separate the variability 
contribution for each of their anatomical regions. In this paper we present a method, which extends from the theory of 
Point Distribution Models, devised to statistically model complex objects by capturing their global variability in a local 
manner. The pipeline comprises three main functionalities. First, the identification and splitting of anatomical regions in 
training structures with point correspondences. Second, the application of local PDMs to capture and sample the desired 
regional deformations. And finally, the merging of sampled regions to recover the entire structure. Additionally, we 
present an approach to validate the generalization capability of the new model with respect to the standard PDM. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we proposed and built a multi-region statistical shape model of the inner ear based on anatomical regions, 
primarily the cochlea and the semicircular canals. This has been validated and compared with the standard PDM model 
by assessing the generalization capacity. The results show that the multi-region model provides greater control of 
deformations and therefore it is more accurate in the reconstruction of new samples. This suggests that a significant 
improvement in the estimation or segmentation accuracy could be achieved when compared to the standard model. 
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Patient Specific Estimation
of Detailed Cochlea Shape
From CT Images
Patient Specific Estimation of Detailed Cochlea
Shape From CT Images
IN PREP. - TBD
Abstract: The anatomical information about the inner ear gained from pre-
and post-operative CT scan for Cochlear Implant (CI) procedures is limited
as the image resolution is coarse compared to the small size of the anatomical
structure. Image analysis and processing combined with statistical modeling
techniques can be applied to infer additional patient-specific anatomical knowl-
edge, which has the potential to aid decisions regarding the surgical CI-insertion
procedure, the choice of implant type suited for the recipient and the program-
ming of the CI. This paper presents and evaluates a framework for building a
statistical deformation model of the cochlea from high-resolution µCT datasets
and the subsequent fitting of the model to patient pre-operative CT data.
1 INTRODUCTION
Cochlear Implants (CI) have become an established and successful way of treat-
ing severe hearing impairment and deafness. In the top performing cases re-
cipients achieve near normal hearing, but a large variability in the auditory
restoration outcomes remains a challenge to be dealt with [1]. Essentially there
is a large group of patients who have the potential to obtain a better hearing.
This outcome variability of the procedure affects the cost-benefit analysis of the
device negatively, and it can be perceived as a factor of risk and uncertainty for
the potential CI-recipients considering undergoing the surgery.
One of several ways of dealing with this problem is to achieve a better under-
standing of the cochlear shape of the individual CI-recipient, as this allows to
customize and optimize the surgical planning and subsequent CI programming
according to the specific patient [2].
The main source of information about patient anatomy comes from CT scans
taken pre- and/or post-operatively. Current modern scanners can typically pro-
vide data with a voxel side length in the order of 0.15-0.40 mm. Compared to
the relatively small size of the cochlea, which on average will fit inside a region
of approximately 10× 8× 4 mm [3, 4], the level of obtainable anatomical detail
and information is very limited. The structures describing the intra-cochlear
anatomy (for instances the basilar membrane and the spiral lamina ossea) are
completely invisible, and even the gross complete geometry of the cochlear spiral
can be difficult to observe fully (Figure 1).
There are different approaches for making a prediction of the true patient
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Figure 1: The information quality of the inner ear anatomy from CT pre-op
data (0.15 mm isotropic voxels). (Left) An example CT slice cropped
to an inner ear region. (Right) The extracted inner ear surface model
from a manual segmentation.
anatomy based on a CT scan. Some studies try to estimate ‘global’ morpho-
metrics of the cochlea by fitting various spiral models to the data [5, 6, 7].
The studies are characterized by manual measurements of a few observable pa-
rameters such as the cochlear height and the basal turn diameter, from which
additional morphometrics are inferred using idealized mathematical spiral for-
mulations with a low number of parameters. Depending on the intended ap-
plication, these approaches can be considered too simple and generalized, and
they are not able to take into account the true shape variability seen across the
population.
A related approach is seen in Baker et al. [8]. A model-image based optimization
procedure is used to estimate the 9 model parameters of a 3D spiral shell, that
fits the CT image data in a best possible sense. The approach quickly suffers
from the same limitations as the above mentioned strategies. It uses a very
idealized model with too few parameters to account for the individual variability
in shape. With such a model for instance all cross-sections of the cochlea are
perfectly circular, contrary to what can be observed in real data, which puts a
limit to the obtainable accuracy with such a strategy.
Some studies use more ‘advanced’ anatomical modeling from high-resolution
datasets. Here, models can be based on a much larger number of parameters
to describe not only the overall shape but also intra-cochlear anatomy to some
extent. Most notable is the work of Noble et al. [9]. Using a selection of ex-
vivo µCT scans they build a Statistical Shape Model (SSM) of the cochlea and
follow the Active Shape Model (ASM) [10] approach with some modifications
for estimating intra-cochlear anatomy from conventional CT. The statistical
model provides a shape prior, which can guide a registration procedure between
a patient CT scan and a CT-atlas enhanced with a model of the intra-cochlear
anatomy. The shape prior acts as a regularization to improve and ensure that
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the resulting output has an anatomical plausible cochlear shape.
The study presented in this paper follows a strategy along the same principles.
We have an accurate high-resolution computational model of the cochlea ex-
tracted from µCT, which we wish to non-rigidly adapt to a patient CT scan, to
make it specific for this patient. From a selection of similar µCT datasets we
can extract a Statistical Deformation Model (SDM), describing statistically in
which ways a µCT scan can deform to match with another cochlear shape. This
SDM can act as a regularizing shape prior when adapting the computational
model to a clinical CT scan to ensure anatomically plausible outputs.
The scope of this paper is to present and evaluate the overall framework for
building a Statistical Deformation Model of the cochlea from high-resolution
µCT data and the subsequent SDM-regularized fitting procedure to CT data.
Building, using and testing such models of anatomy and anatomical variability
requires a lot of data and combines different image processing techniques (seg-
mentation and registration) with statistical models. Several factors will impact
the final results and the obtainable accuracy, precision and usability, which we
will cover in this paper. The available datasets and their segmentations for this
study are described in Section 2.1, detailing the involved imaging modalities,
image resolutions and their usage. Further image processing of the data and the
registration models used to build the SDM is detailed in Section 2.2. The con-
cept of the SDM and the fitting procedure describing how we estimate detailed
cochlear shape from clinical CT is covered in Section 2.3. The methodology is
finalized with some details about the evaluation procedures in Section 2.4. Test
results are presented in Section 3, followed by a discussion in Section 4.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Data and segmentation
Anatomical reference model: The µCT scan that serves as our reference
dataset and forms the basis for our 3D anatomical computational model is
detailed in the work of Braun et al. [11]. In summary, it is a temporal bone
specimen preserved by freezing with no additional staining or fixation. It was
cut to contain only the region of the cochlear and most of the vestibule. Using a
µCT system the specimen was scanned and the volume reconstructed in isotropic
5.9 µm voxels.
The segmentation of the sample contains the cochlear scalae as a combined
structure and a cochlear partition, which serves as a good approximation of the
basilar membrane (See Figure 2). Slight manual modifications were made to the
segmentation using ITK-SNAP [12] compared to the version presented in [11].
Some spurious details were edited and smoothed away mostly in the region of
the vestibule. These minor cosmetic changes were done to provide a smoother
and less noisy surface model.
A triangulated surface mesh of the cochlear and the partition could be extracted
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Figure 2: Illustration of the training and reference data and the extracted
3D surface model. Segmentation show the following labels - scalae
(red), background (dark blue), bone (light blue) and cochlear par-
tition (yellow). The latter two are only segmented for the reference
dataset.
from the segmentations using Marching Cubes [13]. The meshes were refined
with a surface reconstruction procedure [14] to obtain our 3D reference anatom-
ical model (See Figure 2).
Training data: The µCT datasets that we use to build our Statistical De-
formation Model are a series of dried temporal bone specimens. In total we
have 18 bones without major deviations from the normal cochlear and vestibule
anatomy. The samples were scanned with a µCT system and reconstructed with
isotropic voxel sizes in the range of 16.3-24.5 µm. Since the bones are dried the
images contain no soft-tissue structures.
The cochlear scalae was segmented as a single object semi-automatically using
ITK-SNAP [12] and Seg3D [15](See Figure 2). Manual corrections were needed
to correct for obvious errors and for having a smooth closing of the openings at
the oval and round window.
Test data: For the purpose of validating our SDM-fitting procedure we have a
collection of test datasets. It consists of 14 samples (originating from 8 different
cadaverous head specimens), which were preserved with a thiel-solution. The
samples were imaged both with a CT and µCT scanner, and reconstructed
in respectively 150 and 7.6 µm isotropic voxels. However, the µCT data was
downsampled to 24.5 µm to make it more manageable.
The intra-cochlear structures visible in the samples varies. Some samples re-
tained fluid within the scalae, thereby eliminating contrast to other soft-tissues.
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2.2 Image processing and registration
The registration procedure follows a common work-flow. The N training data
samples are registered to the reference dataset in two steps - rigid initializa-
tion followed by deformable registration. The procedure is detailed in [16],
and briefly recapped in the following to state the differences and introduce the
notation.
In short, the datasets were downsampled to 24 µm voxel-sizes and then rigidly
aligned to the reference to take out variability in translation and rotation be-
tween the samples. In order to ensure a good quality of the following non-rigid
registration, especially for the cochlear turns and apical region, a heat distri-
bution map through each cochlear was calculated. Instead of having a binary
volume of the cochlear, each voxel of the foreground is assigned a heat value with
the hottest point in the apex and coldest in vestibule. These heat distribution
maps, Hi, provide a more suited way of the describing the similarity between
two cochlea samples [16]. The non-rigid registration follows the framework and
formulation of the elastix software library [17].
The registration of the moving dataset, IM , towards the fixed image, IF , is
generally formulated as a (parametric) transformation, Tµ, where the vector
µ containing the p-parameters of the transformation model are found as an
optimization of the cost function, C.
µˆ = arg min
µ
C(Tµ, IF , IM ) (1)
The transformation model used here is the cubic B-spline grid in a multi-level
setting, where both the fixed and moving image is further smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel. For each level of resolution the spacing between grid points
and the width of the smoothing kernel follows a decreasing scheme, thus starting
with a coarse registration that is gradually refined. The following scheme was
used and chosen by experimentation:
Control point grid spacing (isotropic, voxels): [60, 18, 6]
Width of Guassian kernel (isotropic, voxels): [6, 2, 1]
The following cost-function was used for the registration:
C = α · SSim(µ,HF , HM ) + (1− α) · PBE(µ) (2)
where α is a weight parameter in the interval [0,1], here chosen to 0.9 by means
of experimentation. Sum of squared differences (SSD) is chosen as the metric
for the similarity term, SSim. HF is the heat map of the reference dataset, and
HM in turn is the heat map of each of the 18 training data samples. The term
PBE is the energy bending regularization used to penalize strong changes and
foldings in the transformation.
The optimization was solved using Adaptive Stochastic Gradient Descent [18].
The maximum number iterations was set to 1500. To reduce the computational
burden of the optimization only a subset of voxels (218 random coordinates) are
sampled for the evaluation. The samples were only drawn close to the cochlear,
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in order to focus the optimization further. This was achieved by applying a
binary mask of the reference dataset, which was generated by dilating the scalae
segmentation with a spherical kernel (radius = 20 voxels). The settings were
fixed for all resolutions.
2.3 Statistical Deformation Model
Having obtained N=18 corresponding B-spline deformation fields, we generate
the Statistical Deformation Model (SDM) by making a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) over the B-spline parameters. The process was done using the
Statismo [19] software package. Additional details about the concept can be
found in the work of Rueckert et al. [20].
2.3.1 Fitting procedure to clinical CT
Initialization: The SDM defines deformations of the reference volume, so the
first step of the fitting is to move the target CT scan to that position and orien-
tation. In practice, it is difficult to assume anything about the initial location
of the cochlea in the CT images. An automatic initialization procedure could
be developed, but for this study the initialization was done using a landmark-
based rigid transformation. The following four landmarks were placed manually
in each dataset; the center of the Round Window (RW) at the bony overhang,
the center of the modiolus respectively in the basal and apical turn, and finally
the basal turn inner wall across from the RW [21]. The landmark transform is
followed by a rigid image registration between the reference dataset and the CT
scan. This step can provide a slight correction of the orientation and position
in order to prevent a bias or uncertainty from the user-based landmarking.
In practice both of the rigid transformations can be stored and the inverse
applied in order to transform the fitted model (after next step) back to the
position and orientation of the CT dataset.
Non-rigid image registration: Once the target CT and reference µCT are
rigidly aligned the deformable fitting process can be started.
Using the Statismo-elastix integration allow us to follow a similar non-rigid
image registration procedure (Equation 1). The major difference is that the
transformation model changes to a SDM-regularized cubic B-spline model. In
principle, it is a B-spline transform with the same grid definition as the final level
of the previous described registration model. However, each grid point cannot
vary freely anymore. Instead they deform in accordance with the learned covari-
ance structure, which is described with a maximum of N -1 modes of variation
of the PCA. The cost function can now be stated as:
CSDM = SSim(µ, IF , ICT ) (3)
where IF is the reference µCT, and ICT is a volume in CT resolution - for
instance one of the test datasets. Mutual Information (MI) is used for the
similarity term. Using Normalized Correlation Coefficient (NNC) could in many
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cases be sufficient, but as some datasets contain different visible structures we
use the more general applicable MI.
Other relevant settings: Smoothing applied to reference image (kernel size: 1.5
voxels), optimization running adaptive stochastic gradient descent with default
settings. 215 random samples per iteration for a maximum of 500 iterations.
2.4 Evaluation
Crossvalidation on training data: The training data contain a ground truth
segmentation and are perfectly registered compared to the placement of the
grid of the SDM. Downsampling the training data to CT resolutions (≈0.2 mm
isotropic voxels) provides a way of making a quantitative evaluation of the fitting
procedure in a leave-one-out crossvalidation set-up. The SDM is built without
the sample in question and the fitting procedure is done with all available modes
of variations (N -2).
With the ground truth segmentation and the surface model it is possible to
evaluate the accuracy and precision of the fit with following metrics: Dice Score
of the binary segmentations, mean and maximum surface errors of the mesh
models. As these scores only present a generic and overall accuracy score, we
supplement the evaluation with scores that highlight the error at specific loca-
tions. We manually place a landmark at the apex and calculate the Euclidean
distance between a ground truth and fitted apex. We further manually measure
cochlear length, width and height according to the consensus definition of [22],
allowing us to calculate some additional morphometric errors.
Test data: These datasets have no ground truth segmentations, and we there-
fore only evaluate using the morphometric errors stated above. The landmarks
are placed in the µCT data, but the SDM is fitted to the CT data with 12
modes of variations available to optimize for. Note that µCT data versions are
also registered to the reference dataset using the same initialization procedure
as described in Section 2.3, in order to have a co-registration between the CT
and µCT data.
3 RESULTS
The statistics of the resulting metrics are given in Table 1. A qualitative eval-
uation of the fitting accuracy are further illustrated in Figure 3.
Qualitatively the cochlear partition does not seem to fit very accurately on the
test data. Note, however that the variability of this structure is not modelled in
the SSM. It is simply a passive structure following the deformations of the fitting.
This is merely a reflection of how the partition was seen in the reference dataset,
but we have no guarantee for how precise and representative that actually it.
On average the morphometric (length, width and height) accuracy seems pretty
good, but the observed standard deviation is quite high. However, as these mea-
surements are made manually, there is a potentially significant uncertainty not
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yet accounted for in those numbers. A more unbiased measurement procedure
would be valuable.
Figure 3: Ground truth (green) and fitted model (red and blue) shown on
top CT/µCT data. The fitting to a CT training data sample (top
row) is done in leave-one-out crossvalidation set-up. The fitting to a
test sample (bottom row) is done only on the CT data, and further
shown on top the µCT version for comparison.
4 DISCUSSION
There are several aspects to note and discuss regarding the results and the eval-
uation presented here. The true test of usability would of course be a measure
of improvement in hearing restoration outcomes in CI-users. However, such a
measure would be influenced by a lot of other confounding factors, than just
the accuracy of cochlear shape prediction, which is the scope of this study. We
have provided some quantitative scores and metrics for the prediction of the
cochlear shape. However, their interpretation remains to be somewhat qualita-
tive of nature as the absolute values are difficult to evaluate on their own. The
Dice Score is in the high end, but does not immediately allow us to conclude
anything about the accuracy of the predicted shape. The same is true for mean
and maximum surface error, where the density of mesh vertices further influ-
ences the absolute values of the scores. The metrics are very common to report,
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Table 1: Statistics of performance validation, reported as the mean +/- 1 std.
Type Crossvalidation Test Data
Dice Score 0.88 ± 0.02 -
Mean Err. [mm] 0.11 ± 0.01 -
Max Err. [mm] 0.58 ± 0.11 -
Apex Err. [mm] 0.8 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.4
Cochlear Length Err. [mm] 0.02 ± 0.2 -0.05 ± 0.4
Cochlear Width Err. [mm] 0.08 ± 0.2 -0.03 ± 0.3
Cochlear Height Err. [mm] 0.05 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.2
Spiral Length Err. [mm] XX -
but very limited and generic in their description.
In this regard the anatomically specific scores are more valuable. The apex error
is shown to be larger than the maximum surface error, which demonstrates that
the SDM and fitting procedure still has some issues and limitations with the
apical region. A plausible explanation should likely be found in the amount of
training data. The SDM it-self is built from a relatively low number of samples,
which means that the modes of variation may not be able to sufficiently represent
regional independence in the variability. However, µCT data is a scarce source
to work with and the processing and segmentation a time consuming task. The
limitations of the model should be seen in this light, and its’ application can
still be valuable. Providing a fair prediction of the cochlear anatomy can still
be a lot more useful than assuming nothing about the anatomy, which is still
the general practice today.
This is not the first approach for handling the challenge of cochlear shape pre-
diction from conventional CT. One advantage of the SDM over the Active Shape
Model approach [9, 10] is that it can handle intra-anatomical structures nicely.
Since the intra-cochlear anatomy is not visible in CT there is no gradient in-
formation for guiding the fitting procedure. Further there is not enough data
support to allow us to build a statistical model of the cochlear partition vari-
ability for instance. Describing everything as deformation fields with the SDM
strategy allow us to quite simply just let the intra-cochlear structures follow the
same deformations passively.
5 CONCLUSION
We have acquired a strong anatomical reference model describing the overall
cochlea shape as well as intra-cochlear structures. From a series of µCT samples
we have built a statistical shape model describing how the anatomical model
can be deformed to fit into a pre-operational clinical CT scan. We have shown
that we can estimate the patient specific anatomy with good accuracy especially
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in the basal turn of the cochlea. The accuracy in the apical part is a bit lacking,
suggesting that there is room for improvements. More training data would be
valuable in order to improve on the low precision of the estimated anatomy.
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Abstract. We present a method for automatically locating and determining
the ordering of electrode contacts on implanted electrode arrays from post-
operative CT images. Our method applies a specialized filter to the images
based on a threshold and spherical measure, and selects contact positions at
local maxima in the filtered image. Two datasets of 13 temporal bone speci-
mens scanned in CBCT are used to validate the method, which successfully
locates and orders each electrode contact in every image.
Keywords: Cochlear Implant, Electrode array, Spherical measure.
1 Introduction
Cochlear Implants (CIs) are used to restore hearing in patients who are profoundly
deaf or severely hard of hearing. They work by directly stimulating the hearing nerve
with an electrode array inserted into the cochlea. The positions of the intra-cochlear
electrode contacts determine the intensity and frequency of sound sensed by the pa-
tient. Locating the electrode contacts in post-operative CT has thus proven useful
for e.g. studying patient hearing outcomes [6] and automatically determining patient-
specific configurations of electrodes [10]. Due to the time-consuming and error-prone
nature of manually annotating the CT images, it is useful to automate the process.
Figure 1 shows an example of a temporal bone specimen with an implanted elec-
trode array scanned in CBCT and µCT, where the metallic part has been isolated by a
threshold. Both the electrode contacts and spiral wires in between are visible, but the
latter diminishes or disappears further along the array. Note that scanning metal in
CBCT creates artifacts, which causes the contacts appear larger, rounder, and more
uneven than they are in reality. Artifacts appear to a much lesser extent in µCT,
(a) CBCT, front (b) µCT, front (c) CBCT, side (d) µCT, side
Fig. 1: Appearance of an electrode array in CBCT (0.15 mm voxel width) and µCT
(0.018 mm voxel width). The metal is isolated by a threshold, see Section 3.
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but cannot be used for scanning live patients. A MED-EL Standard electrode array
has been used in this example, which has a 2.4 mm spacing between contacts. Other
arrays have a much smaller contact spacing which changes the nature of the problem.
We distinguish between distantly-spaced contacts, where there is sufficient contrast to
identify individual contacts, and closely-spaced contacts, where neighbouring contacts
are indistinguishable from each other in the image. The category of spacing depends
both on the electrode array and the scanning process.
Noble et al. [3] from Vanderbilt University have developed a method for locating
closely-spaced electrode arrays based on Gradient Vector Flow snakes. They validate
the method on 7 temporal bone specimens with inserted Cochlear Contour Advance
arrays, scanned in CT with a 0.3 mm isotropic voxel width. By comparing their
results to a manual annotated ground truth they achieved a 0.195 mm mean curve
error. Through a further refinement of the method [9] validated on 15 live patients
scanned in CT with 0.4 mm isotropic voxel width, they achieved a 0.09 mm mean
curve error and 0.21 mm mean electrode localization error. The snake-fitting approach
used in these methods are well-suited for closely-spaced arrays, but may break down
when no metal is detected between neighbouring electrodes.
In this work we instead consider the problem of locating distantly-spaced electrode
arrays. We propose a method where contacts are individually located and subsequently
ordered, using the knowledge of the type of electrode array present when needed. In
the case of contact pairs at the same distance along the array, as found in many MED-
EL electrode arrays, we only detect a single point between the contacts. We assume
a ∼1 cm3 region around the cochlea is given. The region can be located manually or
found through registration with a known volume. [9] To validate our method we use
a dataset of temporal bone specimens scanned in CBCT and µCT. Since the CBCT
images are much more prone to metallic artifacts than µCT, we use the latter as
ground truth for a more accurate estimation of error.
Dataset Specimen ID Electrode type Intra-cochlear contacts*
ARTORG [8]
1L Standard 12 of 12
2L Standard 12 of 12
2R Standard 12 of 12
3L FLEX28 12 of 12
3R Standard 10 of 12
4L FLEX28 12 of 12
4R FLEX28 12 of 12
MED-EL [11]
1 Standard 9 of 12
2 36 channel 23 of 36
3 FLEX28 11 of 12
4 FLEX28 11 of 12
5 Standard 9 of 12
6 Standard 10 of 12
*Contact pairs are counted as single contacts.
Table 1: The datasets used for evaluation. The ARTORG dataset is scanned in CBCT
(0.15 mm isotropic voxel width) and µCT (0.018 mm isotropic voxel width), while
the MED-EL dataset is scanned in CBCT (0.10 mm isotropic voxel width).
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2 Data
In this study we use two datasets containing CT images of temporal bone specimens
with surgically inserted MED-EL electrode arrays. The ARTORG dataset [8] consists
of 7 specimens scanned in CBCT (0.15 mm isotropic voxel width) and µCT (0.018
mm isotropic voxel width). The MED-EL dataset [11] consists of 6 specimens scanned
in CBCT (0.10 mm isotropic voxel width). In both datasets the electrode arrays were
inserted through the round window. The electrode types and insertion depths for each
image are shown in Table 1.
3 Methods
Our proposed method uses a specialized filter that, when applied to the CT image,
produces the greatest response at centres of electrode contacts. We note three dis-
tinctive properties of these locations:
1. The intensity of metal in CT is much higher than the surrounding tissue.
2. The contacts resemble a sphere.
3. The contacts have a certain size.
We take advantage of these properties by successively applying three filters to
the volumetric image I(x)1: a thresholding filter T (x), a spherical filter S(x), and
a Gaussian filter G(x). Given an electrode array model with N contacts, we then
search the filtered image for the N greatest local maxima, and use another method
to determine the contact ordering. An overview of the process is shown in Fig. 2, and
the individual steps are explained in the following.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2: Overview of the successive filtering scheme shown for a single slice of the 3D
volume. Starting with a ∼1 cm3 region around the cochlea (a), three filters are applied
successively: thresholding (b), spherical measure (c), and Gaussian (d). Local maxima
in the filtered image are selected as contact positions.
Thresholding: Metal has a much higher intensity (HU) than the surrounding tissue,
and can thus be reliably isolated by a threshold. We use a binary thresholding filter:
T (x; t) =
{
1, if I(x) ≥ t
0, otherwise
(1)
1 x = [x y z]> is the coordinate vector for a voxel
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The value of t was chosen by visual inspection, and we were able to use the same
threshold across all images of t = 3064. This was possible since our images had the
same range of intensities. If this were not the case, there are methods for selecting a
dynamic threshold to take this into account [9].
Spherical measure: Having reduced the image to its metallic voxels, we need to
separate the contact positions from wiring. The contact positions appear more spher-
ical or blob-like than the tubular wiring, as is apparent in Fig. 1. We found Westin’s
spherical measure [7] to be effective at differentiating the two. Our spherical filter is
defined as:
S(x) =
{
3λ3
λ1+λ2+λ3
, if λ1,2,3 < 0
0, otherwise
(2)
where |λ1| ≥ |λ2| ≥ |λ3| are eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of G(x;σ) ∗ I(x).
G(x;σ) is a 3D Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ. The eigenvalues λ1,2,3
represent the change in intensity along three perpendicular directions at scale σ. A
point amidst a bright sphere will cause all eigenvalues to be negative and similar to
each other; this is when the filter returns the highest values.
The value of σ should roughly correspond to the size of the contact positions
in CT. Note that this is not the same as the physical size of the contacts due to
contributions from wiring, the case of contact pairs, and the fact that metal appears
larger in CT because of artifacts. For the Standard and FLEX28 electrode types we
used σ = 0.5 mm, and for the thinner 36 channel model we used σ = 0.2 mm.
Gaussian: The response from the spherical filter appears noisy and cannot be used
directly to find local maxima. To find the centres of the contact regions, we apply the
Gaussian filter G(x;σ/2), which smooths the response image based on the previously
used scale parameter. This causes only the centres of each region to be local maxima.
Contact detection and ordering: Maxima are found in the filtered image by
comparing each voxel to its 26-voxel neighbourhood, and the N maxima with the
greatest filter value are selected as contact positions. They are then corrected to
sub-voxel positions by computing the maxima of the voxel’s Taylor expansion up to
quadratic terms.
The resulting points need to be ordered according to their position on the implant.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 3. First we find a point on the lead connecting
the electrode array to the internal implant. This is done by defining a bounding
box around the electrode contacts, and searching the area just outside this in the
thresholded image. The mean position of the metal voxels is located as a point on the
lead. From here, a breadth-first flood fill approach is used to follow the wiring until a
contact position is reached; this point is p1.
To order the remaining contacts we refrain from using the thresholded image,
as gaps occur between contacts with little wiring in between; see Fig. 1. Instead we
iteratively predict the next contact position based on a linear model. Given pk−1 and
pk (p0 is the point on the lead), the predicted point is pˆ = pk + (pk − pk−1)s, where s
is the contact spacing of the given electrode type. The nearest remaining contact to
pˆ is selected as the next contact pk+1. Repeating this process for each point results
in an ordered electrode array p1..N .
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3: Overview of the ordering scheme shown for the same slice as in Fig. 2. First a
point on the connecting lead is found outside a bounding box containing the electrode
contacts (a), then the first contact is found by a breadth-first flood fill approach (b),
and finally the remaining contacts are predicted based on a linear model (c) until all
the contacts are ordered (d).
Cochlea model: We use a Statistical Deformation Model (SDM) [1] to estimate the
shape of the cochlea. The model was built from 17 segmented µCT images of inner ear
specimens without implanted arrays, and is fitted to an image by manual landmark
alignment followed by mutual information based registration. Further details can be
found in the referenced paper. The model is not directly applicable to our post-op CT
images due to the implants, but we found that adding a simple pre-processing step
was sufficient to get a reasonable result: The metallic intensities above the threshold
t are changed to a common intra-cochlear value k = 0.
4 Results
We present three types of results: an evaluation of the method’s accuracy, a visual-
ization using the cochlea model, and a stress test of the method with regards to the
voxel size.
As noted in the introduction, artifacts in CBCT cause the appearance of the
electrode contacts to be misleading whereas µCT gives a much clearer picture. We
therefore base our ground truth on the µCT images from the ARTORG dataset.
The ground truth was constructed by having two individuals manually annotate the
contact positions, and computing the mean position for each electrode contact. Note
that the annotation process is relatively straightforward due to the high amount of
detail offered by µCT, recall figure Fig. 1.
The method is used to estimate the electrode contact positions in the correspond-
ing CBCT images, which are similar to what is available in a clinical setting. In order
to compare the estimated positions with the ground truth, we compute a rigid reg-
istration between the two image types. Additionally we run the method on the µCT
images downsampled to the size of the CBCT images to understand the difference
between the two. The results of the comparison are shown visually in Fig. 4, and the
mean errors are reported in Table 2. For CBCT images the method has a mean error
of 0.148 ± 0.075 mm corresponding to 0.98 ± 0.50 voxel widths. For µCT images the
mean error is 0.049 ± 0.023 mm corresponding to 2.74 ± 1.28 voxel widths.
Two examples of the estimated electrode positions shown together with the cochlea
surface model are shown in Fig. 5.
Since our approach is only feasible when the spacing between contacts is sufficiently
large compared to the image resolution, we perform an additional experiment to
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1L 2L 2R 3L 3R 4L 4R
Fig. 4: Electrode localization results on the ARTORG dataset. The manually anno-
tated positions from µCT (black) are shown with the automatically estimated contact
positions from CBCT (red, above) and from µCT (blue, below). The positions have
been projected onto a 2D plane.
Specimen ID
Mean error in Mean error in
CBCT (mm) downsampled µCT (mm)
1L 0.212 0.044
2L 0.126 0.042
2R 0.201 0.053
3L 0.170 0.055
3R 0.080 0.047
4L 0.158 0.051
4R 0.087 0.052
Overall 0.148 ± 0.075 0.049 ± 0.023
Table 2: Quantitative electrode localization results on the ARTORG dataset.
determine the point at which the method breaks down. Each image is downsampled
to an increasingly smaller size (by increasing the voxel width in steps of 0.01 mm)
until the method fails to locate the electrodes correctly. For each electrode type we
report the largest voxel width in which every image of that electrode type could be
successfully estimated. The results are shown in Table 3.
(a) 1L, front (b) 1L, side (c) 4R, front (d) 4R, side
Fig. 5: Manually annotated electrode positions (black) and automatically estimated
positions (red) are shown together with the estimated cochlea shape.
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Electrode type Contact spacing (mm) Min. voxel width (mm)
Standard 2.4 0.36
FLEX28 2.1 0.36
36 channel 0.8 0.17
Table 3: Stress test results of the method with regards to voxel size. For each electrode
type we report the largest voxel width in which every image of that electrode type
could be successfully estimated.
5 Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented a method for automatically locating electrode arrays in post-
operative CT images. The method takes as input a ∼1 cm3 region around the cochlea,
and requires three parameters: a threshold t, which should be set based on the range
of intensities in the images, and a scale σ and spacing s, which should both be set
based on the type of implanted electrode array.
Two datasets of 13 temporal bone specimens in total were used to validate the
method. The method successfully located and determined the ordering of every elec-
trode contact in every image. The mean error in terms of distance was evaluated based
on a ground truth defined in µCT images. For CBCT images the overall mean error
was 0.148 ± 0.075 mm, and when run on the µCT images of the same size the error
is reduced to 0.049 ± 0.023 mm. In reality we expect the error to be somewhere in
between, as the imperfect registration between CBCT and µCT causes the first error
to be overstated, while the second error uses images with less artifacts. The results
cannot be directly compared to the work of Zhao et al. [9] which achieved a 0.21
mm mean electrode localization error, as they used lower quality images with closely-
spaced electrode arrays, significantly increasing the difficulty of the task. However
we can use their error figure to justify that our method is accurate enough to use in
practice.
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Appendix K
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Contributions
As this thesis is part of a larger research project I certainly cannot take full
credit for all of the work presented. I include here a table to clarify what my
contributions have been.
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Table L.1: Author Contribution Table
Chapter Section Contribution Description
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3 - General background knowledge - no contributions
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4.2 - 4.3 Data acquisition, sample preparation and scanning
was done by University of Bern and Scanco Medical
4.4 Data segmentation - approximately an equal effort
between Sergio Vera (Alma), Livia Barazzetti (UB)
and me
4.5 Extraction of surface models using open-source soft-
ware. No contributions, practical work and parame-
ter tuning - me
4.6.1 Initial registration procedure. Developed and imple-
mented - me
4.6.2 Morphometrics and torus fitting. Measured, devel-
oped and implemented - me
4.6.3 Methodology for extraction of skeleton landmarks -
mainly by Jens Fagertun (DTU)
4.6.4 Cochlear heat distributions - Sergio Vera (Alma)
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data processing - me
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6 - Multi-region PDM - Jordi Romero (UPF)
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